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Accommodative microfluctuations (AMFs) are temporal variations in the
accommodative response. AMFs can be divided into two categories, the low
frequency component (LFC) measuring below 0.6 Hz and the high frequency
component (HFC) measuring between 1.0 and 2.3 Hz.
This thesis examined occupational factors that may affect AMFs comprising
of cognitive demand, visual fatigue and the type of digital display used.
These effects were measured by assessing changes in the LFC, midfrequency component (MFC), HFC, and RMS accommodation. Analysis of
chaos and the overall accommodative response (AR) was also used.
Furthermore, an investigation into inter- and intra-participant variability was
completed.
The HFC was shown to increase in line with increasing cognitive demand. A
significant effect for task duration was found at higher accommodative
demands for the overall AR, LFC and MFC. There was a significant effect on
the LFC and AR depending on the type of display used during near work.
The HFC and MFC were found to be less repeatable in the same participant
relative to LFC, RMS accommodation and AR measurements.
AMFs appear to have an effect on occupational factors, however more
research is required to assess how much of an effect they may have relative
to other ocular factors that affect occupational settings.
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1 Context
1.1 Introduction
Accommodation is the ability of the eye to bring objects into focus onto the
sentient layer of the retina along a range of distances by altering the position
and shape (and consequently power) of the crystalline lens in the eye
(Millodot 2009; Glasser 2011) (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Schematic demonstrating the change in lens shape required
to focus an image on the retina when a target is at infinity (relaxed
accommodation) or at an accommodative demand of 3.00 D (active
accommodation) in the emmetropic eye.

1.1.1 Anatomy and physiology of accommodation
The parts of the eye involved in accommodation consist of the ciliary body,
the ciliary muscle, the choroid, lens zonules, lens capsule and the crystalline
lens (Glasser 2011). Accommodation is caused by the contraction of the
1

ciliary muscle which allows the lens zonules to relax and so too the
crystalline lens, which becomes more convex (Millodot 2009). There have
been

many

competing

theories

relating

to

the

mechanism

for

accommodation, with Helmholtz’s relaxation theory of accommodation being
the most widely accepted. Helmholtz observed a change in the size of the
Purkinje image on the anterior surface of the crystalline lens, noting a more
significant change in the curvature of the lens anteriorly than posteriorly, and
an increase in axial thickness (Ovenseri-Ogbomo and Oduntan 2015). Given
that the volume of the lens remained constant, that led Helmholtz to surmise
that the equatorial diameter of the lens reduced during accommodation. This
theory was challenged (Tscherning 1895; Ovenseri-Ogbomo and Oduntan
2015) but later research, following developments in ocular imaging, found a
decrease in the equatorial diameter of the lens supported Helmholtz’s theory
of accommodation (Wilson 1997; Glasser et al. 2006; Ovenseri-Ogbomo and
Oduntan 2015).
This is initiated primarily through the parasympathetic nervous system
starting at the Edinger-Westphal nucleus before the impulse travels down the
third cranial (oculomotor) nerve where it synapses at the ciliary ganglion.
Post synapse, the majority of the impulse continues through the short ciliary
nerves to the ciliary muscle although some of the impulse works via the long
ciliary nerves (Ciuffreda 2006).
Whilst accommodation is primarily controlled by the parasympathetic
nervous system, the sympathetic nervous system does contribute to
regression of the accommodative response when the stimulus to
accommodate has been removed (Gilmartin 1986). This was demonstrated

2

when participants with the beta-adrenergic receptor antagonist timolol
exhibited a reduced rate of regression in accommodation when compared
with control participants with saline (Winn et al. 2002).
In order for accommodation to be stimulated, cues in the environment
including blur (Smithline 1974), chromatic aberration (Aggarwala et al.
1995a; Aggarwala et al. 1995b; Rucker and Kruger 2004), target size (Kruger
and Pola 1985; Kruger and Pola 1986; Kruger and Pola 1987) are detected.
1.1.2 Classification of accommodation
A four-part classification system describing components of accommodation
has been in use for over seventy years (Heath 1956), and includes the
following:
•

· Reflex accommodation

•

· Tonic accommodation

•

· Vergence accommodation

•

· Proximal accommodation

Reflex accommodation is thought to be stimulated mainly by retinal blur to
keep vision in focus; this automatic component does not usually exert an
effect greater than 2.00D, with accommodation exceeding this requiring a
more deliberate effort. It is regarded as the most influential component in the
accommodative system (Toates 1972; Ciuffreda 2006).Tonic accommodation
refers to the resting position of accommodation when there is no active visual
stimulus (Winn et al. 1991), for example, when a patient is in a completely
darkened room. The mean tonic accommodative response is estimated to be
1.00 D with a range between 0.00 D and 2.00 D (Ciuffreda 2006). Tonic

3

accommodation appears to be highest in hyperopes (approx. 1.50 D) and
lowest in late-onset myopes (approx. 0.50 D) (McBrien and Millodot 1987).
Proximal accommodation is stimulated by the recognition of a near object.
Finally, vergence accommodation is stimulated by convergence depending
on the working distance of a given task (Millodot 2009).

Much of the research involving accommodation tends to look at steady-state
and dynamic accommodation separately. Steady-state accommodation
research involves looking at accommodation when the eye is focusing on a
stationary target at a particular distance for a continuous period of time
whereas research into dynamic accommodation looks at the mechanics of
accommodation when it is changing focus from a distant target to a near one
and vice-versa over time. The final accommodative or vergence response is
influenced with input gained from the alternative pathway.
1.1.3 Accommodation Models
Models have been developed to demonstrate how the accommodative
response reacts to stimuli in both static and dynamic scenarios (Hung and
Semmlow 1980; Schor et al. 1992; Hung et al. 1996; Jiang 2000; Khosroyani
and Hung 2002; Ciuffreda et al. 2007). Hung and Semmlow (1980)
developed a dual-feedback system model incorporating steady-state
accommodation and vergence. This model was later updated to address the
contribution of target proximity in the model (Hung et al. 1996). In order to
have an accurate response to stimuli, both of these systems are required to
work together in normal binocular vision.
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The main input at the start of Hung et al’s (1996) accommodative model is
the target distance assisted by negative feedback from the previous
accommodative response (Figure 1.2). The difference between the
accommodative response and accommodative stimulus is known as the
accommodative error. The accommodative error is corrected through a
number of subsequent components of the accommodative model to form an
accommodative response to the stimulus it has been presented with. This is
represented schematically in Figure 1.2. The first of these components is the
deadspace operator (DSP) which represents the depth of focus in the
accommodative system (Ciuffreda 2006).

Figure 1.2. Accommodative feedback back loop model developed by
Hung et al (1996). The model is described in detail in section 1.1.3
Abbreviations represented by the following, accommodative stimulus
(AS), accommodative response (AR), accommodative error (AE),
accommodative control gain (ACG), deadspace operator (DSP),
convergent accommodation (CA), adaptive loop (ADAPT) and
accommodative bias (ABIAS). Figure adapted from Ciuffreda et al
(2007) and Ciuffreda (2006).

Ocular depth-of-focus (DOF) has been defined as the distance in front of or
behind the retina in which an image can be focused without a reduction in
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the sharpness of the image beyond a satisfactory amount (Millodot 2009).
Depth-of-focus has been put forward as an important component of
accommodative control, providing neurological feedback for retinal defocus
and how blur is perceived (Ciuffreda et al. 2007). It allows for some system
error to be tolerated in the accommodative model. If the system error
exceeds the tolerance level, then this component will exert some control on
the accommodative response, (Ciuffreda 2006).
The accommodative controller receives input from the DSP and exhibits
nonlinear accommodative control gain (ACG). This is the part of the system
responsible for the early part of the accommodative response and
responding to the initial blur (Ciuffreda 2006). This can be termed as a fast
response. Following this, there is an adaptive loop that receives its input from
the ACG and then feeds back into it. This is a slower response and has been
suggested to preserve the mechanics of the accommodative response for
prolonged periods. Input from the ACG, baseline tonic accommodation or
accommodative bias (ABIAS) and vergence changes or convergent
accommodation (CA) combine together at a summing junction. This
information is channelled through the ciliary muscle and lens and leads to the
accommodative response (Hung et al. 1996; Ciuffreda 2006).
1.1.4 Measurement of the accommodative response
Numerous different methods of measuring the accommodative response
(AR) have been developed. The following section introduces a number of
these methods.
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1.1.4.1 Amplitude of Accommodation
In optometric practice measurements like the amplitude of accommodation
are taken to determine the maximum accommodative ability (Ostrin and
Glasser 2004; Leon et al. 2016). Early measurements of the amplitude of
accommodation used a push up method (Duane 1912), involving the pushing
of a target towards the participant until blur was detected, which has been
suggested to lead to an over estimated value (Leon et al. 2016). Push down
and minus lens methods, while displaying a similar repeatability to the push
up method, have quantified lower mean values by 0.6 D and 1.0 D
respectively (Rosenfield and Cohen 1996). Dynamic retinoscopy has been
suggested as a more accurate and repeatable method of measuring the
amplitude of accommodation in modern practice (Leon et al. 2012; Leon et
al. 2016).
The amplitude of accommodation decreases with age leading to a condition
called presbyopia, the main symptoms of which, is blurred vision at. Data
collected by Leon and colleagues (2016) appears to show a gradual decline
in the amplitude of accommodation up to the age of 20 followed by a steeper
decline between the ages of 20 up to 40 followed by a levelling off period in
the late 40s (Figure 1.3). Uncorrected hyperopes tend to notice the effects of
presbyopia much earlier than emmetropes due to the refractive nature of
their eyes. Low to medium myopes only notice a difference in their near
vision with their distance correction in place and often prefer reading without
their distance correction. It is theorised that the amplitude of accommodation
decreases to 0 D around the age of 60 years (Charman 2008). Presbyopia is
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considered to have started once the amplitude of accommodation reduces to
the 3.00 D level (Weale 2000; Charman 2008).
Leon and colleagues (2016) demonstrated that objective measures tend to
be lower than subjective methods when looking at the decrease in the
amplitude of accommodation with age (Figure 1.3). The reason for this is
thought to be related to depth-of-focus (Hamasaki et al. 1956; Ramsdale and
Charman 1989; Wold et al. 2003; Ostrin and Glasser 2004; Charman 2008).
When the influence of depth-of-focus was eliminated using stigmatoscopy
the amplitude of accommodation was found to reduce to approximately 0.25
D (Hamasaki et al. 1956; Ramsdale and Charman 1989). As a result of this,
it has been argued that objective measurements should be used in a clinical
setting over subjective measurements to ensure reliability particularly in
presbyopic patients (Wold et al. 2003; Ostrin and Glasser 2004).
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Figure 1.3. Mean amplitude of accommodation values for different age
groups. Three different methods were used to measure the amplitude
of accommodation, modified push down, minus lens and dynamic
retinoscopy. Values from Leon et al. (2016)
1.1.5 Reaction of the accommodative response
A number of studies have determined accommodative response and reaction
times (Campbell and Westheimer 1960; Tucker and Charman 1979; Heron
and Winn 1989; Heron et al. 2001; Mordi and Ciuffreda 2004).
Accommodation reaction time refers to the time taken to begin a response
following a stimulus change. The accommodative response time can be
defined as the duration between the start of an accommodative response to
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the change in the accommodative demand to its conclusion. Some early
work on this investigated the lag of accommodation using a then recently
developed electronic optometer (Campbell and Robson 1959) which allowed
the change in the refractive power of the eye to be monitored on a continual
basis. This was used to measure the accommodative reaction in prepresbyopic emmetropes, finding on average it took 0.36 ± 0.09 seconds for
the accommodative response to manifest for far to near and 0.38 ± 0.08 for
near to far (Campbell and Westheimer 1960). They noted that when the
accommodative stimulus presented for less than 100 ms, that there was little
or no AR, however no stimulus smaller than 80 ms was presented to
participants. Heron and Winn (1989) found similar accommodation reaction
times ranging from 0.32 to 0.34 seconds for accommodative stimuli
extending from 1.00 D to 4.00 D in 1.00 D steps. This study also concluded
that there was no significant difference between both response and reaction
times when monocular and binocular conditions were compared.
Tucker and Charman (1979) used an infra-red optometer to examine the
reaction and response times for the AR as well. They observed interparticipant variability between the two participants used in the study,
particularly in the response times. The mean reaction times for changing
from a far to near target over a range of different accommodative demands
were 0.29 and 0.28 seconds for participant WMC and JT respectively. The
mean reaction times for near to far were 0.31 and 0.37 seconds for WMC
and JT respectively. Similar response times of 0.75 and 0.74 seconds were
found for the far to near demands but there was a larger difference of 0.82
and 1.56 seconds, nearly double for participant JT compared to WMC, when
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the demand changed from near to far. It was suggested that as WMC had
better acuity that they were more sensitive to accommodative error relative to
participant JT. Therefore, it may be that those with poorer VAs are less
sensitive to change in accommodative demands.
Mordi and Ciuffreda (2004) found a linear increase in accommodative
response time in line with an increase in age. They concluded that the
average response time was 0.38 ± 0.80 sec in a group ranging in age from
20 to 50, stating that this fell within the range of findings of previous studies
(Campbell and Westheimer 1960; Tucker and Charman 1979). The response
time was recorded as 343 ± 16 ms for the 20-25 age group which rose to 407
± 23 for the 45-50 age group. It was therefore suggested that the response
time of accommodation rose by 2.5 ms per year.
1.1.5.1 Speed of Accommodative response
The time taken to accommodate, change focus from far away to near, has
been found to increase with age. However, this doesn’t appear to be case for
disaccommodation, when focus changes from near to far (Temme and Morris
1989). Temme and Morris (1989) investigated the time needed to fully
respond to accommodative stimuli at far-to-near and near-to-far in male
participants ranging in age from 24-44 years with a median of 29.5 years. It
was found that there was no significant difference between focusing from farto-near and near-to-far with it taking 0.6528 s to accommodate and 0.6779 s
to fully relax accommodation.
1.2. Factors affecting ocular accommodation
There are a number of factors that affect ocular accommodation and its
responses. These include spatial frequency (Charman and Tucker 1977;
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Owens 1980; Ward 1987; Mucke et al. 2008; Mucke et al. 2010), ocular
aberrations (Aggarwala et al. 1995a; Aggarwala et al. 1995b; Rucker and
Kruger 2001; Rucker and Kruger 2004; Kruger et al. 2005), fatigue (Owens
and Wolf-Kelly 1987; Borsting et al. 2003; Marran et al. 2006; Sterner et al.
2006; Borsting et al. 2007; Tosha et al. 2009; Borsting et al. 2010) and
cognitive demand (Kruger 1980; Malmstrom et al. 1980; Bullimore and
Gilmartin 1987; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1988; Winn et al. 1991; Iwasaki
1993; Davies et al. 2005; Jainta et al. 2008). These are discussed through
sections 1.2.1 to 1.2.4.
1.2.1 Accommodation and spatial frequency
Spatial frequency is the rate at which the luminance of visual target
alternates as a function of length (Millodot 2009). Finer details are seen in
higher spatial frequencies whereas lower spatial frequencies are of a coarser
quality. It is measured in cycles per degree (cpd). The accommodative
response has been shown to vary with spatial frequency (Charman and
Tucker 1977; Owens 1980; Ward 1987).
An inaccurate accommodative response has been shown to occur at very
low spatial frequencies (Charman and Tucker 1977). Studying how the
accommodation system responds to square and sinusoidal gratings has
shown little difference between the two gratings; suggesting that sharp edges
are not a requirement for an accurate accommodative response (Owens
1980). The same study proposed that the ideal accommodative response
occurred between spatial frequencies of 3-5 cpd, similar to the same spatial
frequency levels where contrast sensitivity excels. A similar conclusion was
made in a later experiment measuring accommodative stability whilst
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observers maintained fixation on three different spatial frequency targets of
1.67, 5 and 15 cpd at an accommodative demand on 5 D (Ward 1987).
Participants struggled to retain an accurate accommodative response for the
15 cpd condition whereas the 5 cpd condition was found to be the more
favourable for accommodation.
The perception of higher spatial frequencies tends to be suppressed during
the process of accommodation (Mucke et al. 2008; Mucke et al. 2010). In
their study Mucke et al (2010) monitored the accommodative response of 4
participants to sinusoidal gratings of 0.5 and 4 cpd and a square-wave
grating of 9 cpd. It was noted that there was a reduction in contrast sensitivity
under dynamic accommodation conditions compared to those of a steadystate nature when accommodation was changing at speeds of 3 D/s and 10
D/s.
1.2.2 Accommodation and ocular aberrations
Ocular aberrations are optical defects that occur when a perfect point image
is not formed from a point object after passing through an optical system
(Millodot 2018). Aberrations can be monochromatic which occur in a single
wavelength of light or chromatic in which a specific number of different
wavelengths are affected (Millodot 2018). Accommodation has been shown
to respond differently under varying spectral conditions (Aggarwala et al.
1995a; Aggarwala et al. 1995b; Rucker and Kruger 2001; Rucker and Kruger
2004; Kruger et al. 2005).
1.2.2.1 Chromatic aberrations
Longitudinal chromatic aberrations behave differently depending on the
status of ocular accommodation. If accommodation is relaxed blue light is
13

focused in front of the retina by approximate 1.00 D whereas red light is
focused behind the retina by 0.25 – 0.50 D. When the eye accommodates
blue light is focused nearer the retina with red light focused further behind
the retina (Millodot 2009) (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4. Demonstration of the effect accommodation has on
longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA). If accommodation is relaxed
blue light is focused in front of the retina by approximate 1.00 D
whereas red light is focused behind the retina by 0.25 – 0.50 D. When
the eye accommodates blue light is focused nearer the retina with red
light focused further behind the retina

White light targets are shown to initiate a better accommodative response
than that of a monochromatic target which would suggest that longitudinal
chromatic aberrations (LCA) may have a role in accommodative control
(Aggarwala et al. 1995a; Aggarwala et al. 1995b). While the response of
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short-wavelength cones (S-Cones) is too slow to influence dynamic
accommodation, they have been suggested to have a role in the control of
steady-state accommodation. Long-wavelength (L-cones) and mediumwavelength appear to match the change in accommodative stimulus more
accurately than S-cones, implying a role in dynamic accommodation (Rucker
and Kruger 2004).
1.2.2.2 Monochromatic aberrations
The study of monochromatic aberrations has demonstrated that they may
play a role in providing cues for accurate accommodation (Fernandez and
Artal 2005; Chen et al. 2006; Bernal-Molina et al. 2017). This does not
happen across all participants though. Chen and colleagues (2006) used
adaptive

optics

to

investigate

accommodation

when

higher-order

monochromatic aberrations had been corrected. In a cohort of 6 participants
it was found that one couldn’t accommodate to either higher or reduced
accommodative demand with or without the aberrations corrected in a Badal
optical system. Another could not accommodate to a higher demand but was
able to reduce their AR to a reduced accommodative demand. They were
able to accommodate normally in their natural state when aberrations were
left uncorrected. The remaining four participants were able to respond
accurately to the accommodative demands. The authors suggested that at
least some of the participants required higher-order monochromatic
aberrations to be able to accommodate accurately. However, they also
demonstrated through the experiment that other participants were able to
accommodate accurately without the aid of monochromatic aberrations and
other accommodative cues including chromatic aberrations and depth cues.
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This would suggest that accommodative cues can be variable from person to
person and that for most of the participants, higher-order aberrations were
not cues for an accurate AR.
Later work by Bernal-Molina and colleagues (2017) also suggested that
monochromatic aberrations were not required to maintain focus in dynamic
accommodation.
The role of odd and even-order monochromatic aberrations in the
accommodative response has been examined with the consensus appearing
to show that they are not cues for accommodation (Lopez-Gil et al. 2007;
Moulakaki et al. 2017a) Lopez-Gil and colleagues (2007) determined that
third-order aberrations were not cues for accommodation and Moulakaki and
colleagues (2017) found no difference in the accommodative response when
odd and even-order aberrations were removed or kept.
1.2.3 Accommodation and visual fatigue
Visual fatigue can be defined as a feeling of weariness as a result of a visual
task and is linked with prolonged near work. It can be oculomotor or
psychosomatic in origin (Owens and Wolf-Kelly 1987; Marran et al. 2006;
Borsting et al. 2007; Millodot 2009; Tosha et al. 2009; Borsting et al. 2010).
Accommodative fatigue can potentially be diagnosed clinically when a patient
reports an inability to maintaining clear vision at near for a prolonged period
of time. Uncorrected presbyopia or hypermetropia need to be taken into
account before coming to this conclusion, along with accommodative
infacility and accommodative insufficiency (Evans 2007).
Research has suggested a link between the state of accommodation and
symptoms related to near work in children (Sterner et al. 2006). Over the
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course of two visits separated by 1.8 years, Sterner at colleagues (2006)
recorded the subjective symptoms reported and measured the amplitude of
accommodation in children ranging in age from 5.8 to 10.0 years. They found
a reduction in the amplitude of accommodation in participants reporting at
least one symptom, compared to those reporting none. It was recommended
that the measuring of the amplitude of accommodation be incorporated into
screening tests when testing the visual function of children. Further
associations between symptoms in school children and accommodative
insufficiency have been noted (Borsting et al. 2003)
Accommodative fatigue can be similar to accommodative insufficiency where
the individual's accommodation is less than expected for someone of their
age (Marran et al. 2006). Causes include extreme fatigue or general health
issues and symptoms. Symptoms include blurred vision at near and frontal
headaches (Rouse 1987). Clinical tests show a reduction in the amplitude of
accommodation, reduced accommodative facility, reduced near vision/ visual
acuity and an exophoria at near on cover test that becomes relatively
esophoric if the patient tries to exert more accommodation (Rowe 2012).
Accommodative fatigue has many of the same signs and symptoms of
accommodative insufficiency; however, it is more transient than the latter.
While the accommodative system can be free of symptoms for a time, it tires
easily. For instance, in the case of VDU users they notice the condition
deteriorating as their workday progresses with both the symptoms
developing and their severity increasing (Ehrlich 1987).
Accommodative facility is a measurement of the eye’s ability to change focus
from certain distances to another over the course of a minute. The test can
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give a good measure of the accommodative system’s susceptibility to
fatigue. It is measured using a set of flippers with plus and minus lenses that
can vary depending on how much pressure is to be put on the
accommodative system. It is measured in cycles per minute (cpm) with one
cycle comprised of the eyes focusing through one set of lenses, then another
and back to the original set of lenses. Lenses are changed to the next set
every time the patient reports the target being clear. The test should be
carried out for the full minute. For example, halving the test duration and
multiplying the cpm by two will not show the true result as the cycles tend to
be longer as the test goes on. Normal values are reported as 8 cpm
binocularly and 11 cpm monocularly in adults when flippers using -2.00 D
and +2.00 D lenses are used. The result is expected to be lower in children
with 5 cpm binocularly and 7 cpm monocularly considered normal (Henshall
and Rowe 2002; Rowe 2012). Results lower than this may indicate
symptomatic fatigue in the accommodative system.
Prolonged near work has been shown to have an effect on the resting state
of accommodation (Owens and Wolf-Kelly 1987).
Tosha and colleagues (2009) examined links between the accommodative
response and visual discomfort. A number of accommodative and vergence
measurements were made in two groups, one with high visual discomfort (n
= 15) and low visual discomfort (n = 16). The accommodative response was
measured using a WAM-5500 autorefractor for two minutes at five different
viewing distances varying from 3 m to 20 cm. An increased lag of
accommodation was noted in the group with high visual discomfort whereas
as the group with low visual discomfort remained stable.
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Further

research

points

to

a

stronger

correlation

between

the

accommodative demand of a task and visual discomfort (Chase et al. 2009).
Significant positive correlations between accommodative demand and visual
discomfort have been demonstrated at demands of 4.00 D and higher. This
would suggest that smaller task working distances tend can exacerbate
visual fatigue and its symptoms.
1.2.4 Accommodation and cognitive demand
For the purpose of this thesis cognitive demand refers to the level of mental
difficulty in a given task.
Numerous studies have investigated the relationship between cognitive
demand and steady-state accommodation (Kruger 1980; Malmstrom et al.
1980; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1987; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1988;
Rosenfield and Ciuffreda 1990; Winn et al. 1991; Iwasaki 1993; Wolffsohn et
al. 2003a; Davies et al. 2005; Jainta et al. 2008). Varying methods of
measuring cognitive demand were incorporated in these studies making it
difficult to compare them like for like. Tasks included the addition and
subtraction of single digit and double-digit numbers (Kruger 1980; Bullimore
and Gilmartin 1988) or working out if a mathematical statement was correct
through alternative forced choice (Iwasaki 1993; Davies et al. 2005).
Accommodation required for a specific task has been shown to increase by
about a quarter of a dioptre in a study looking at the effect of cognitive
demand on accommodation (Kruger 1980). In their study Kruger (1980)
examined the accommodative response in 40 participants splitting them into
two twenty person groups; experimental and control. Accommodation was
monitored using an infrared optometer (Kruger 1979). Participants in the
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control group were required to read a series of two-digit numbers to
themselves whereas the experiment group were asked to add these
numbers thus increasing the cognitive demand. Results showed that on
average there was a greater increase in accommodation in the experimental
group by 0.27 D (p < 0.01).
Malmstrom et al (1980) however found an accommodative shift towards the
far point when a mental activity was introduced whilst participants focused on
a target at 33cm.
There have been varying results when looking at how the level of cognitive
demand affects the accommodative response (Rosenfield and Ciuffreda
1994; Wolffsohn et al. 1998). In their study, Wolffsohn et al (1998) looked at
the influence of cognitive demand on the accommodative response and other
aspects when using a head up display (HUD) whilst driving a car. An overall
increase in the accommodative response was noted across all cognitive
demands. A significant difference in the accommodative response was
reported between low to medium cognitive demand (0.11 ± 0.03 D) with an
even bigger increase shown from low to high cognitive demand (0.23 ± 0.04
D) in daylight conditions. No significant difference was found between
daytime and night time conditions.
However, Rosenfield and Ciuffreda (1994) found that there was no significant
difference in the accommodative response to the different levels of cognitive
demand. In their investigation into cognitive demand and nearwork-induced
transient myopia, the authors recorded the far point of accommodation both
before and directly after the participants had completed a ten-minute task of
varying cognitive demand. The first task was similar to Kruger (1980) where
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participants were asked to read single digit numbers aloud to themselves
forming a task of low cognitive demand. The second and third tasks were to
add single and double-digit numbers respectively, which simulated medium
and high cognitive demand tasks for the participants. A myopic shift of 0.23
D was found when the pre and post measurements were compared which is
similar to Kruger’s (1980) result of a 0.27 D change in accommodation in his
study. However, no significant change was found in the myopic shift between
the differing levels of cognitive demand.
Davies and colleagues (2005) found a reduction in the accommodative
response that was larger in late-onset myopes relative to emmetropes. It was
suggested that this was caused by a decrease in innervation by the
parasympathetic nervous system. The differences observed in the refractive
error groups was attributed to the sympathetic nervous system suggesting
that both parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous systems play a role in
the relationship between accommodation and cognition. Bullimore and
colleagues (1988) also suggested the involvement of both the sympathetic
and parasympathetic systems when the found an increase in tonic
accommodation when cognitive demand was increased.
1.2.5. Accommodation and target size
A change in target size has been shown to stimulate accommodation (Kruger
and Pola 1985; Kruger and Pola 1986; Kruger and Pola 1987). Kruger and
Pola (1985) examined changes in target size by using an iris aperture to
reveal more of a Maltese cross target varying the angular subtense of the
target on the eye from 2 to 6 degrees. All 4 participants in the study showed
a change in accommodation when just target size was changed, two
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participants to a degree of 2.00-3.00 D. This was found to be repeatable in
further research (Kruger and Pola 1987) where it was suggested that the
change in target size may act as a simulated change in target distance thus
stimulating the accommodation. It is therefore important to consider the size
of the target used when designing an experiment related to accommodation.
1.3 Digital Eyestrain
Digital eyestrain (DES), also known as computer vision syndrome, is a term
used to describe a number of ocular and visual symptoms that arises as a
result of prolonged usage of digital devices including computer, smartphones
and tablets (Rosenfield 2011; Gowrisankaran and Sheedy 2015; Rosenfield
2016; Sheppard and Wolffsohn 2018; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019). Visual
symptoms include headaches, eyestrain, ocular discomfort, dry eye, diplopia
and blurred vision either during or after prolonged visual display unit (VDU)
use. A number of factors are thought to cause DES including uncorrected
refractive error (Rosenfield et al. 2012; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), time
spent working on VDUs (Rossignol et al. 1987; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019),
working distance (Jaschinski 1998; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), presbyopia
(Jaschinski et al. 2015; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), oculomotor responses
(Jaschinski 1998; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019) and dry eye (Rosenfield 2011).
Originally these symptoms corresponded to individuals who spent too
prolonged amounts of time working on VDUs. However, given the increase in
the range of devices available at the present time, including the increased
use in smartphones and electronic reading devices, the condition has
become more prevalent (Kim et al. 2016; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019).
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1.3.1 Prevalence of electronic devices
The number of smartphones being used globally has increased dramatically
in the last decade (Jaiswal et al. 2019). With 1.57 billion users reported in
2014, usage is projected to be 2.87 billion by 2020 (Cha and Seo 2018).
Smartphones are not just a means of communication as previous
generations of telephonic device were, but have increased in function as a
means of rapid, at hand, information gathering and sending devices. In 2010
the amount of time spent interacting with a smartphone was reported in one
study to range from approximately 30 to 500 minutes per day in a group of
255 smartphone users (Falaki et al. 2010). On average, approximately half
the time spent on devices for this study was communication with the rest of
time spent interacting with the device via browsing, viewing media, maps and
using applications relating to productivity.
1.3.2 Possible causes of symptoms
Certain differences have been noted in studies when comparing participants
reading from hardcopy text compared to text on electronic devices (Hue et al.
2014). Visual symptoms and rate of reading was examined in two studies,
one comparing a number of participants reading an Amazon Kindle verses
hardcopy and the other an Apple iPod verses hardcopy. In the first study
there was no difference in the rate of reading between the Kindle and
hardcopy, though there was a significant increase noted in visual symptoms
when the Kindle was been used. There was a significant reduction in the rate
of reading for the iPod along with an increase in the lag of accommodation.
The Kindle and iPod were not compared to each other. In another study, an
increase in visual symptoms was noted when using an Apple iPad compared
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to hardcopy (Maducdoc et al. 2017). This suggests that like VDUs before,
contemporary handheld devices can cause digital eyestrain symptoms.
A good deal of research has been done investigating the causes of the
symptoms of DES. A change in the blink rate has been suggested as a
possible cause of dry eye symptoms (Argilés 2015). A recent study
compared the rate of spontaneous eye blinks and incomplete blinks in
participants when using hard-copy and VDUs. No significant difference was
found between the two conditions for the rate of spontaneous eye blinks,
which the authors put down to the similar level of cognitive demand. A
significant increase in incomplete blinks for the VDU condition was reported,
similar to previous studies (Hirato et al 2013, Chu et al 2014). It was
suggested that this may be a factor in explaining why dry eye symptoms are
felt more by users of electronic devices as opposed to those using hardcopy.
1.3.3 Viewing distances of electronic devices
The viewing distance for smartphones has been variable over a number of
studies (Bababekova et al. 2011; Long et al. 2017; Panke et al. 2019). Two
studies looking at American and Chinese populations found mean viewing
distances of 36.2 cm for a font size of 1.6 mm and 33.95 cm when viewing
text messages respectively (Bababekova et al. 2011; Lan et al. 2018). The
mean viewing distance for internet browsing was 32.2 cm for a font size of
1.1 mm in the American study. The Chinese study found no difference
between spectacle and non-spectacle wearers and a positive weak
correlation between age and viewing distance. It suggested that increased
demand on accommodation and vergence compared to the earlier American
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study may be responsible for DES symptoms encountered by individuals.
Another study looked at the change in viewing distance and eyestrain
symptoms when 18 participants read from a smartphone for an hour (Long et
al. 2017). The text was 2mm in size. The viewing distance was found to
significantly decrease from an average of 30.6 cm at the start of the hour to
27.8 cm by the end of the experiment. Eyestrain symptoms were reported to
have increased by the end of the experiment also.
More recent research has suggested that the viewing distance of
smartphone use is more related to the length of an individual’s forearm more
so than any ocular effect (Panke et al. 2019). Panke and colleagues (2019)
found that active tasks such as writing a text message led to a closer viewing
distance to more passive tasks like reading. The mean viewing distance for
active tasks was 29.3 ± 4.7 cm compared to 32.3cm ± 6.0 cm for passive
tasks. Myopes tended to have a closer viewing distance for passive and
active tasks relative to non-myopes but this was not significant.
1.3.4 Digital eye strain and image resolution
Previous research has recommended that higher image resolutions make it
easier to use digital displays (Miyao et al. 1989; Ziefle 1998; Gowrisankaran
and Sheedy 2015). From an ergonomic view point Ziefle (1998) found that
task performance was better in higher resolution displays relative to lower
resolution displays. Participants completed tasks on two different CRT
displays and a paper display with image resolutions of 60, 120 and 255 dpi
respectively. Reading accuracy and speed were found be significantly higher
on the paper display with an overall trend showing an increase in these
factors in line with an increase in the image resolution.
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In a separate experiment Ziefle (1998) measured subjective visual fatigue
during a searching task on three CRT screens of 62, 69 and 89 dpi. While
there was a trend for reduced visual fatigue in line with higher image
resolutions this was not significant when statistically analysed.
Miyao and colleagues (1989) examined readability of large and small
characters on a normal and relatively higher resolution VDU screen. They
found that while there was no significant difference between the large
characters and what screen they were read on, there was a significant
improvement in the readability of the smaller characters for the higher
resolution screen.
1.3.5 Accommodation and visual displays
A number of studies have looked at the possible effects that various digital
devices have on accommodation (Sheedy and Parsons 1990; Tosha et al.
2009; Rosenfield 2011; Hue et al. 2014).
Blurred vision symptoms caused by an inaccurate AR or by a failure of the
accommodation to relax following prolonged near work have been mentioned
suggesting that an accurate AR could lead to a decrease in DES symptoms
like asthenopia (Rosenfield 2011). Early research looking at the symptoms
and effects of DES noted poor facility of accommodation as the most
common sign of VDU related problems (Sheedy and Parsons 1990). Sheedy
and Parsons (1990) reported on the symptoms, signs and treatments used in
a specialised clinic set up for video display terminal users. Prevalent
symptoms included headaches, eyestrain, blurring and to a lesser extent
diplopia. Esophoria and reduced amplitude of accommodation were other
accommodative signs that were noted in the patient suffering from these
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symptoms. The vast majority of the symptoms were relieved with refractive
correction.
As mentioned previously (section 1.2.3), Tosha and colleagues (2009)
investigated the effect that visual discomfort has on the AR. An increased lag
of accommodation was reported in the group experiencing high visual
discomfort symptoms relative to that of the group experiencing less visual
discomfort symptoms. The authors suggested that this was due to
accommodative fatigue. Rosenfield (2011) discussed these findings as part
of wider conversation on accommodation and DES. These findings were not
considered to be too significant as the increased lag was only significant at
accommodative demands of 4.00 D and 5.00 D and not at 2.00 D and 3.00
D. This should not prove to be symptomatic for desktop (Bababekova et al.
2011) and laptop (Li et al. 2012) users as there working distances tend to be
further away, however it may be a contributing factor in the case of
smartphone users who employ a closer working distance (Bababekova et al.
2011; Long et al. 2017; Panke et al. 2019).
The accommodative demand of tasks may have an effect on symptoms in
DES. As mentioned previously, Tosha and colleagues (2009) found a
significant increase in the lag of accommodation during a near task at
accommodative demands of 4.00 D and 5.00 D. This was significant at lower
demands. Measurements of accommodative facility were made before and
after the completion of a near task in two separate experiments at 50cm
(Rosenfield et al. 2010) and 40cm (Tosha et al. 2009). There was no
significant difference found for either of the experiments. Given that working
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distances have decreased when using smartphones, it may be worth
examining the effect of accommodative fatigue at closer working distances.
When compared with hard copy, some devices have been found to increase
the lag of accommodation during near work where others have not (Hue et
al. 2014). In their study Hue and colleagues (2014) conducted two separate
experiments where they compared the AR between a first-generation iPod
touch and hardcopy in one cohort of 20 young participants and the AR
between a Kindle eBook reader and hard copy in a different group of 20
young participants. An increased lag of accommodation was found in the
iPod touch group compared to the hard copy but not in the Kindle group.
Given that there were two separate cohorts involved it could be argued that
this may have had a possible effect as may the different screen sizers in
explaining why there was a difference in one group but not the other.
1.4. Myopia
Myopia is a refractive condition where distance vision is compromised to
varying degrees depending on its severity. It is the most common type of
refractive error (Pan et al. 2012). The main cause of myopia is primarily
attributed to a relatively longer axial length of the affected eye. This leads to
the image being focused anterior to the sentient retinal layers thus causing
blur (Fig. 1.5) (Mutti et al. 2007). Recently, it has been suggested that
approximately 1.4 billion people have myopia, with this figure estimated to
increase to 4.75 billion by 2050 (Holden et al. 2016). The same study
estimates 163 million people have high myopia (> 5.00 D). The NHS
suggests that a third of the UK population has some form of myopia (NHS
2015). Myopia increases the risk factors in certain ocular pathologies
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including retinal detachment, cataract and glaucoma (Saw et al. 2005;
Flitcroft 2012). Myopic maculopathy is a substantial concern considering it is
a leading cause of irreversible vision loss in high myopes (Flitcroft 2012;
Silva 2012).

Figure 1.5. Ray diagram demonstrating a point image focused on the
retina in emmetropia and in anterior to the retina in uncorrected
myopia.

Myopia is believed to initiate and progress from both genetic and
environmental factors (Abbott et al. 1998). Myopes have been divided into
two comprehensive groups based on age of onset. The exact requirements
for the groupings have varied with some studies suggesting that early-onset
myopes (EOMs) develop myopic symptoms before the age of 14 whereas
late-onset myopes (LOMs) develop symptoms after the age of 15 (McBrien
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and Millodot 1986; Abbott et al. 1998), whereas others categorise late onset
myopia as starting from the age of 17 onwards (Jiang and Morse 1999).
Genetic factors are thought to chiefly influence EOMs whereas as
environmental factors are thought to be the primary driver for LOMs (Abbott
et al. 1998; Jiang and Morse 1999). A number of epidemiological studies
point to genetic factors causing myopia development however they do not
rule out environmental factors out as a secondary factor (Lee et al. 2001;
Wojciechowski et al. 2005; Fotouhi et al. 2007; Lam et al. 2008). Further
research has attempted to identify specific genes that may be responsible
myopia development (Jin et al. 2017).
A number of environmental factors are thought to contribute to myopia
progression (Wong et al. 2000; Saw 2003; Pan et al. 2012; Ramamurthy et
al. 2015). Near work is probably one of the more prolific and cited factors.
There are numerous studies that point towards are positive correlation
between myopia and the times spent undertaking near work (You et al. 2012;
Lee et al. 2013; Ramamurthy et al. 2015). Consequently, it has been
suggested that those who spend more time taking part in outdoor activities
are less likely to develop myopia (Rose et al. 2008; Yi and Li 2011).
1.4.1 Treatment options for myopia progression
Due to the problems and complications caused by myopia and the increasing
prevalence of the condition there is a great deal of research looking at the
causes and treatments of myopia progression (Holden et al. 2013; Kang
2018). Under correcting myopia was once thought to be a method of
controlling myopia progression but evidence suggests that this has no effect
compared to full correction (Adler and Millodot 2006). Clinical trials propose
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that myopia progression could be reduced using bifocal spectacles or
progressive additional lenses (PALs), particularly in the case of individuals
with high lags of accommodation (Gwiazda et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2009;
Cheng et al. 2014). Prismatic correction in addition to the bifocals or PALs
was found to be more effective for myopes with lower lags of accommodation
(Cheng et al. 2014). However it has also been suggested that the effect is
not substantial enough to warrant a change in clinical practice (Gwiazda et
al. 2003).
Contact

lenses

have

been

another

option

explored

with

studies

demonstrating a greater reduction in myopia progression than spectacle
lenses (Walline et al. 2013; Lam et al. 2014; Aller et al. 2016). One
randomised clinical trial conducted using bifocal contact lenses for the
experimental group and single vision contact lenses for the control group
showed a significant 72% reduction in both cycloplegic autorefraction and
axial length growth (Aller et al. 2016). Similar studies using multi-focal
contact lens correction have found reductions of 25% (Lam et al. 2014) and
50% (Walline et al. 2013) in myopia progression. Reduced axial elongation
was found to be just as variable in these studies with 80%, 31%(Lam et al.
2014) and 29% (Walline et al. 2013).
Orthokeratology is the changing the applying of mechanical pressure by a
rigid gas permeable (RGP) contact lens to change the shape of the cornea to
correct refractive error (Swarbrick et al. 1998). The technique has been
shown to significantly reduce myopia progression and axial elongation
compared to controls wearing single vision lenses (Cho and Cheung 2012;
Santodomingo-Rubido et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2013). Further work has been
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advised to examine the ideal duration for lens wear, possibilities of further
progression following the cessation of lens wear and on which patients it will
work best on (Santodomingo-Rubido et al. 2012).
Atropine and pirenzipine are two pharmacological interventions for myopia
progression that have been investigated (Kang 2018). Atropine is a nonselective anti-muscarinic drug causes mydriasis and cycloplegia when
instilled. Usually used in conjunction with a distance and near prescription in
the form of PALs, atropine trials have demonstrated that it can be an
effective therapy (Shih et al. 2001; Chua et al. 2006; Kang 2018). 0.01%
doses of atropine have shown to be as effective at slowing myopic
progression with the added benefit of having fewer side effects on vision
compared to doses of 0.5% and 0.1% (Chia et al. 2012; Chia et al. 2016).
Pirenzipine differs from atropine in that it is a selective anti-muscarinic as
opposed to the non-selective atropine and is therefore less likely to cause
symptomatic mydriasis and cycloplegia, however its lack of commercial
availability limits it use. (Kang 2018).
1.4.2 Relationship between accommodation and myopia development
A possible connection between accommodation and myopia progression has
received much investigation (Charman 1999; Culhane and Winn 1999;
Gwiazda et al. 2004; Weizhong et al. 2008; Berntsen et al. 2012). It is
important to consider whether accommodation may be a factor in causing
myopia or if changes in accommodation are as a result of participants being
myopic.
Charman (1999) suggested that the increased lag of accommodation caused
by bringing an object closer may be related to myopia progression in some
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cases. It was suggested that this lag would lead to hyperopic defocus which
may acts as a stimulant to elongation of the eye and the development of
myopia.
Culhane and Winn (1999) examined reaction and response times in the
dynamic AR in emmetropes and myopes. The myopes were divided into
early-onset myopes (EOMs) and late-onset myopes (LOMs). EOMs were
defined as having developed myopia before the age of 14 whereas LOMs
developed myopia at 16 years or older.
It has been suggested that those with higher lags of accommodation are
more susceptible to developing myopia (Gwiazda et al. 2004), however other
studies suggest that this may not be as significant as first thought (Weizhong
et al. 2008; Berntsen et al. 2012).
1.5 Participant instructions during accommodation experiments
A research study has investigated the accommodative response when
participants were given a variety of different instructions to look at an
accommodative target (Stark and Atchison 1994). Instruction 1 comprised of
instructing participants to look at the accommodative target but to not “make
a special effort to focus on them”. Instruction 2 encouraged the participants
to “look at the words naturally, the same as you would when normally
reading a book or sign at the same distance” Instruction 3 asked the
participants to specifically “look at the words and carefully focus on them so
they are maximally sharp and clear at all times. Do not let the words become
blurred by the slightest amount at any time”. No significant difference was
found between instructions 2 and 3 whereas there was a noticeable lag in
the accommodative response for instruction 1. This would suggest that
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participants should be encouraged to focus on targets to ensure a more
accurate accommodative response. Further emphasis of these instructions
doesn’t appear to make a lot of difference.
1.6 Accommodative Microfluctuations
In the last 80 years numerous studies have looked at fluctuations in
accommodation during steady-state conditions (Campbell et al. 1959; Collins
et al. 1995; van der Heijde et al. 1996). Termed accommodative
microfluctuations (AMFs), this phenomenon was mentioned as early as the
late 1930s when it was observed during the development of an electronic
refractometer (Collins 1937). Campbell, Westheimer and Robson (1959)
examined the fluctuations in greater detail with an infrared optometer
(Campbell and Robson 1959) where a number of conclusions were
summarised providing the foundation in investigating AMFs well into the
present day. They noted that the accommodative response fluctuated when
viewing a near target, but this phenomenon disappeared when a distant
target was viewed or if cycloplegics were instilled. Early estimations for
frequency component bands were considered also. The amplitude of the
AMFs was demonstrated to be approximately 0.50D.
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Figure 1.6. An accommodative trace of a participant’s right eye whilst
focusing on a target at 6m for a period of 20 seconds.

The bulk of the power spectrum of the AMFs has been shown to occur
between 0 and 6 Hz (Denieul 1982). Campbell and colleagues (1959) noted
for the first time that the spectral content of the AMFs could be split into two
contributory bands. These two bands are known as the low frequency
component (LFC) and the high frequency component (HFC) and both have
encouraged much debate to their origin and role. LFC tends to have a
frequency below 0.6Hz whereas the HFC peak is between 1.0 and 2.3 Hz
(Winn et al. 1990; Charman and Heron 2015). Different studies have used
different ranges for the HFC. (Table 1.1)
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Paper
HFC Range
Gray et al (2003a)
1.0 – 2.1
Gray et al. (2003b)
1.0 – 2.3
Toshida et al. (1998)
1.3 – 2.2
Winn et al. (1990)
1.0 – 2.3
Collins et al. (1995)
1.0 – 2.0
Van der Heijde. (1996)
1.0 – 2.2
Heron and Schor (1995)
1.1 – 2.2
Table 1.1. Examples of the variability in the HFC range is across
different studies is demonstrated in this table. It is not exhaustive.
The source of the HFC branch of the microfluctuations has been connected
with the arterial pulse (Winn et al. 1990; Collins et al. 1995). In their study
Winn and colleagues (1990) measured the arterial pulse frequency and
accommodative response of twenty participants when viewing a Maltese
cross target at 25 cm. AMFs were measured using a Canon Autoref R1 infrared objective optometer and the arterial pulse measured using an infra-red
emitter-sensor combination, which monitored any changes of blood volume
in the participant’s thumb. A high positive correlation was found between the
arterial pulse and the HFC (R = 0.99). Comparisons between age matched
phakic and aphakic eyes have shown an absence of the HFC in the aphakic
eye (Winn et al. 1990). This leads to the theory that the HFC is
accommodative plant noise in the AMFs and has no active neurological
control. Further investigation into the correlation between the HFC and
arterial pulse has shown a reduction in the HFC after the beta-adrenergic
receptor antagonist drug timolol was instilled compared to pre-instillation
levels (Owens et al. 1991). The drug has been shown to reduce the intra
ocular pressure (IOP) of the eye through a vasoconstrictive effect on the
choroidal blood vessels. This effect coupled with the associated reduction in
the HFC adds further evidence to the theory of correlation between the
arterial pulse and the HFC.
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Non-optical methods have been used to demonstrate the crystalline lens
fluctuating (van der Heijde et al. 1996). Van der Heijde and colleagues
(1996) used ultrasonography to measure the three intraocular distances of
anterior chamber depth, lens thickness and vitreous length. They also
measured the axial length of the eye whilst subjects focused on a target at
various accommodative demands. They found an LFC similar to that of the
LFC found in AMFs in the three intraocular distances whilst noting a lack of
the LFC in the axial length measurement. This led the authors to conclude
that the LFC arises as a result in changes to the lens as opposed to other
parts of the eye. A diminished, or in some cases absent, HFC was found in
the same intraocular distances, which led the authors to suggest that the
HFC is more associated with changes in the position of the retina and arterial
pulse but stated that their experiment could not confirm this. The low spatial
resolution of the ultrasound may have been an issue in this.
1.6.1 Measurement of AMFs
AMFs and their effects can be measured in a number of different ways. The
root mean square (RMS) has been used in many studies to get a broad
overview of how AMFs under different conditions compare and contrast
(Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2006; Anderson et al. 2010). This measures
the deviation from the mean or ideal level of accommodation (Charman and
Heron 2015). Larger values indicate larger measures of AMFs.
Power spectra of the LFC and HFC can be quantified using Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and have enabled a better understanding of the effects the
two main contributing frequency bands have on AMFs (Winn et al. 1990;
Gray et al. 1993a; Collins et al. 1995; van der Heijde et al. 1996; Mordi and
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Ciuffreda 2004). Early work by Campbell and colleagues in their work on
fluctuations in accommodation under steady viewing condition in 1959 set
the basis for measuring power spectra in AMFs. Power spectrum analysis
has been used in other areas of optometric research including eye
movements and pupil responses and work has been done on the possible
factors that need to be taken into account to ensure an accurate
measurement (Pugh et al. 1987).
Chaos analysis is a relatively new application of detecting change in AMFs
and is based on the premise of chaos theory (Hampson and Mallen 2012;
Hampson and Mallen 2013; Hampson et al. 2017). Chaos relates to how a
system changes over time (Williams 1997). It has many applications in
human biology and has been used to examine the cardiopulmonary system
(Poon and Merrill 1997). The amount of chaos in a system can be
represented by a value known as a Lyapunov exponent (LE) (Williams 1997;
Hampson et al. 2017). If this value is positive then a system can be
determined as chaotic. The lower the value the more stress a system tends
to be under.
Hampson and colleagues (2017) used chaos analysis to test for stress in the
accommodative system under certain parameters. They found that chaos
values remained the same throughout for changes in accommodative
demand and in different refractive errors. However, the accommodative
system in late-onset myopes did appear to be under more strain relative to
emmetropic participants. While not statistically significant, it was noted that
the LE value for early-onset myopes (0.46 ± 0.28) fell between that of the
emmetropes (0.64 ± 0.33) and late-onset myopes (0.39 ± 0.20).
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1.7 Factors affecting AMFs
There are a wide range factors that are thought to influence AMFs including
age (Heron and Schor 1995; Toshida et al. 1998; Mordi and Ciuffreda 2004;
Anderson et al. 2010), luminance (Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b), pupil
diameter (Campbell et al. 1959; Gray et al. 1993a; Day et al. 2009b),
refractive

error (Day

et

al.

2009a;

Day

et

al.

2009b),

cognitive

demand (Hynes et al. 2018; Roberts et al. 2018) and accommodative
demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day et al. 2006). These
factors will be discussed in detail throughout the next few sections.
1.7.1 AMFs and ocular depth of focus
Ocular depth-of-focus (DOF) has been defined as the distance in front of or
behind the retina in which an image can be focused without a reduction in
the sharpness of the image beyond a satisfactory amount (Wang and
Ciuffreda 2006; Millodot 2009). Wang and Ciuffreda in the 2006 review of
DOF suggested that DOF allowed small focusing errors to be neurologically
and perceptually tolerated. The depth-of-field needs to be considered along
with the DOF. This has been defined as the “projection of the dioptric interval
of the DOF into free space” (Ogle 1968; Wang and Ciuffreda 2006). This
means that the value of the DOF corresponds directly to the size of the
depth-of-field. The larger the DOF the larger the depth-of-field. This is
examined further in figure 1.7.
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Figure 1.7. Schematic diagram of the relationship between the depth-offocus and the depth-of-field based on figure from Wang and Ciuffreda
(2006). The figure demonstrates the correspondence between the distal
and proximal elements of the depth-of-focus components in image
space relative to the distal and proximal elements of the depth-of-field
components in object space.

There are a number of external and internal factors that affect the DOF.
These include luminance, contrast, spatial frequency, wavelength, visual
acuity, pupil diameter, retinal eccentricity, refractive error and age (Tucker
and Charman 1975; Tucker and Charman 1986; Rosenfield and Gilmartin
1987; Winn et al. 1989; Atchison et al. 1997; Marcos et al. 1999; Rosenfield
and Abraham-Cohen 1999; Wang and Ciuffreda 2006; Day et al. 2009b).
Myopes appear to have a larger DOF than emmetropes (Rosenfield and
Abraham-Cohen 1999; Wang and Ciuffreda 2006; Day et al. 2009b).
Rosenfield and Abraham-Cohen (1999) investigated blur sensitivity in
myopes and emmetropes. There was a significant difference in the mean
blur threshold for emmetropes (±0.11 D, SEM = ±0.005 D) and myopes
(±0.19 D, SEM = ± 0.02 D). As myopes had a higher blur threshold, this
suggested that the DOF is larger in myopes relative to emmetropes. The
authors suggested that this may be related to the larger lag of
accommodation found in myopes (Rosenfield and Gilmartin 1987; Abbott et
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al. 1998; Harb et al. 2006). Day and colleagues (2009b) examined the effect
that modulating DOF had on AMFs in emmetropic and myopic participants.
The larger AMFs found in myopes suggesting that myopes had a larger
depth of focus relative to emmetropes and were therefore less sensitive to
retinal image blur.
Pupil size is a major factor as regards to DOF (Atchison et al. 1997; Marcos
et al. 1999; Wang and Ciuffreda 2006; Day et al. 2009b). The smaller the
pupil size the greater the depth of focus. Atchison and colleagues (1997)
examined the link between subjective DOF and pupil size. The DOF was
measured in participants using artificial pupil sizes of 2, 4 and 6 mm. The
DOF was found to decrease as the pupil size increased.
DOF decrease with increased spatial frequency (Tucker and Charman 1975;
Tucker and Charman 1986; Atchison et al. 1997; Marcos et al. 1999).
Research has demonstrated that the rms values of AMFs are similar to the
threshold for perception of blur when cycloplegias have been instilled (Winn
et al. 1989). This had led to the suggestion that AMFs along with the DOF
may play a role in accommodation control with other studies re-affirming this
suggestion (Yao et al. 2010). Yao and colleagues (2010) investigated the
relationship between objective and subjective DOF and AMFs at five
accommodative stimulus levels ranging from 0 D to 4 D in 15 myopic
participants. They found no correlation between the objective and subjective
DOF, however did find a correlation between the mean rms value of the
AMFs and the objective DOF at the 1 D and 4 D accommodative demands.
The rms value was used as the sampling rate of 5 Hz was not high enough
to allow for power spectrum analysis.
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1.7.2 AMFs and Pupil Diameter
Much research has looked at the effect that pupil diameter has on AMFs
(Campbell et al. 1959; Gray et al. 1993a; Atchison et al. 1997; Stark and
Atchison 1997; Day et al. 2009b). This was first mentioned in the late 1950s
when it was reported that the peak of the HFC disappeared when an artificial
1mm pupil was used compared to the obvious peak noted when the stimulus
was viewed through a 7mm pupil (Campbell et al. 1959). This observation
contrasts with other findings from later investigations where the pupil
diameter appears to have little effect on the HFC. The LFC was shown to
increase

for

pupil

diameters

smaller

than

2mm

whilst

remaining

comparatively constant in diameters greater than 2mm (Gray et al. 1993a).
Stark and Atchison examined the relationship between pupil diameter, the
mean AR and AMFs in 4 participants ranging in age from 21 to 39 years.
Participants observed a high contrast Maltese cross target through a range
of artificial pupils measuring 1, 2, 4 and 6 mm and accommodative demands
of 1.50 and 3.00 D. The authors found an increase in the AMFs for the higher
accommodative demand and in smaller pupil diameters. It was concluded
that these two factors had independent effects on AMFs.
This finding has been reaffirmed more recently in a study examining the
same pupil sizes in which they found a significant increase in AMFs in pupil
sizes 0.5mm and 1mm compared to 3mm, 4mm and 5mm (Day et al. 2009b).
In this experiment participants observed Maltese cross targets through a
series of randomly presented pin-hole pupils in infra-red filters. As the filters
were infra-red it allowed for the transmission of the infra-red light required by
the optometer but only allowing the adequate amount of visible light required
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by the experimental conditions. Myopes were shown to have higher
microfluctuations across all conditions compared to emmetropic participants
in this study. Based on this finding it was suggested that this further
reinforces the theory (Rosenfield and Abraham-Cohen 1999) that myopes
have a higher DOF than emmetropes.
1.7.3 AMFs and Accommodative Demand
Microfluctuations have been shown to increase with accommodative demand
(Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Stark and Atchison 1997; Seidel et
al. 2003; Plainis et al. 2005; Day et al. 2006; Harb et al. 2006; Gambra et al.
2009). An increase in the standard deviation of the microfluctuations was
observed in all 3 participants in a study by Kotulak and Schor (1986) when
the accommodative demand was increased. It was observed that the
amplitude of the peak of the HFC rose from 0.02D at an accommodative
demand of 1.00D to 0.1D at a demand of 4.00D.
Research conducted by Day et al (2006) points towards the LFC contributing
to the increase in the RMS of microfluctuations in their study investigating
differences in accommodative microfluctuations over different refractive
errors at a number of varying accommodative demands. Three refractive
groups were examined comprising of emmetropes (EMMs), early-onset
myopes (EOMs) and late-onset myopes (LOMs) and accommodative
demand increase by 1D over range of 0D to 4D. Larger microfluctuations
were demonstrated in LOMs, which did not generally increase until subjected
to higher demands, whereas there was a more gradual increase in the EMMs
and EOMs.

The power of the LFC was shown to increase with
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accommodative demand across all 3 groups, however there was no
significant change in the HFC or mid frequency components.
Harb and colleagues (2006) measured AMFs in 20 emmetropic and stable
myopic participants at accommodative demands of 1.50, 2.50 and 3.50 D
during sustained reading. An increase in the power of the LFC (0 – 0.6 Hz,)
MFC (0.61 – 0.99 Hz) and HFC (1.0 – 2.3 Hz) was found as the
accommodative demand was increased. It was suggested that individuals
that have closer reading demands may have a higher risk of developing
myopia due to the increased AMFs and accommodative lag.
1.7.4 AMFs and Fatigue
Whilst there is some research on the mean AR and visual fatigue (Sterner et
al. 2006; Chase et al. 2009; Tosha et al. 2009) there is a limited amount on
the involvement of AMFs. A recent study has suggested a possible effect
between visual fatigue and the HFC (Jeng et al. 2014). Jeng and colleagues
(2014) examined the effect that using various display types had on the HFC
of AMFs, proposing this as a method of measuring visual stress. A range of
subjective symptoms were measured before and after viewing a video on a
range of 3D and 2D display units. The HFC was also measured during the
video. It was found the subjective symptoms and the HFC were higher for the
3D display screen relative to the 2D.
1.7.5 AMFs and Luminance
AMFs have been shown to increase in lower luminance conditions (Gray et
al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b). This was first demonstrated in detail 25 years
ago when Gray et al (1993b) investigated how AMFs responded under a
number of luminance levels. The rms values were shown to increase for
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luminance levels of 0.002 and 0.004 cd/m-2 whilst remaining relatively
constant thereafter for the increased luminance levels incorporating
conditions from 0.01-11.63 cd/m-2. The LFC was shown to increase under
the lower luminance conditions, whereas the HFC remained constant
throughout, not appearing to have any contribution to the increasing AMFs
under lower luminance conditions. Day and colleagues (2009) found similar
results culminating in a significant increase in AMFs when luminance was at
0.002 cd/m2 compared to the brighter conditions assessed. They also found
that the AMFs were increased in myopes compared to emmetropes across
all conditions.
1.7.6. AMFs and refractive error
Numerous studies have examined the association between AMFs and
refractive error. In general, myopes have been found to have larger AMFs
than emmetropes (Day et al. 2006; Harb et al. 2006; Day et al. 2009a;
Charman and Heron 2015). In their study investigating the behavior of
accommodation during sustained reading in emmetropes and myopes, Harb
and colleagues (2006) found a larger increase in AMFs in stable myopes
compared to emmetropes, particularly in higher accommodative demands, in
a cohort of 20 participants in ages ranging from 22 to 28. This was found
without a change in the magnitude of the accommodative response which
remained similar between emmetropes and myopes. It was suggested that
the difference between the refractive groups may be due to age related, as
adult emmetropes were more sensitive to defocus cues than myopes, which
could lead to greater variability in the myopic accommodative response. An
alternative theory proposed that elevated tension of ciliary zonules may also
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lead

to

increased

accommodative

strain

and

therefore

increased

accommodative variability.
Day and colleagues (2009a) found that myopes had increased AMFs relative
to emmetropes when observing square and sine wave spatial frequency
targets ranging from 0.5 to 16 cpd.
It has been suggested that a blur retinal image caused over time by larger
AMFs may contribute to myopia progression (Langaas et al. 2008).
1.7.7 AMFs and ageing
Most studies agree that the power components of the AMFs appear to
decrease with age (Toshida et al. 1998; Mordi and Ciuffreda 2004; Anderson
et al. 2010), however there are variations. Whilst both frequency bands are
affected, there is a more marked reduction in the HFC compared to the LFC,
with the HFC having little or no response in the oldest participants (Mordi and
Ciuffreda 2004). Similar findings were reported in an earlier study where
HFC of participants in their 20s and 30s was shown to be significant greater
than those in their 40s (Toshida et al. 1998). This led the authors to consider
that HFC originates in the crystalline lens due to its mechanical and elastic
properties. They suggested that the arterial pulse may have an effect on this
in line with the theory that HFC is connected with the arterial pulse (Winn et
al. 1990; Owens et al. 1991; Collins et al. 1995). Ageing did appear to reduce
the power of the LFC, however this did vary. In one study the RMS deviation
decreased as age increased for the first 3 decades in life, however increases
were found in the 4th decade (Anderson et al. 2010).The oldest participant in
this study was 38 years. It may be possible that the decrease in AMFs with
age is only more apparent when the individual reaches presbyopia as seen
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in other studies with older participants (Toshida et al. 1998; Mordi and
Ciuffreda 2004). It has been suggested that the higher number of myopes in
the oldest group may have caused the increase in AMFs due to a reduced
sensitivity to blur (Charman and Heron 2015).
Further research has examined the effect of AMFs in children and infants
(Candy and Bharadwaj 2007; Schultz et al. 2009; Charman and Heron
2015). Candy and Bharadwaj (2007) compared AMFs in infants under the
age of 30 weeks and pre presbyopic adults. They found that the RMS
accommodation of the AMFs was significantly higher in the infants relative to
the adults across accommodative demands of 1.25 D, 2.00 D and 3.00 D.
The authors suggested that infants were therefore more likely to have larger
fluctuations in retinal image quality compared to adults.
Schultz and colleagues (2009) investigated AMFs in 49 children ranging in
age from 8 to 15 years. Ciliary body thickness and lens tension were also
measured in the children. It was found that the HFC in the AMFs tended to
be supressed in thicker ciliary bodies. The power of the HFC was found to
decrease by 86% for every increase of 50 m in ciliary body thickness. As
the HFC is associated with the arterial pulse (Winn et al. 1990) it was
suggested that the thicker ciliary body dampened it’s effect. The mean
powers of the LFC, HFC and RMS accommodation were smaller than those
measurements found in infants by Candy and Bharadwaj (2007) but larger
than those found by Day and colleagues (2006). This supports the theory
that AMFs decrease as age increases.
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1.7.8 AMFs and cognitive demand
Most previous research based on accommodation and cognitive demand
looked the mean AR and did not examine AMFs (Kruger 1980; Malmstrom et
al. 1980; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1987; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1988;
Rosenfield and Ciuffreda 1990; Winn et al. 1991; Iwasaki 1993; Wolffsohn et
al. 2003a; Davies et al. 2005; Jainta et al. 2008). A number of different tasks
have been used to change cognitive demand when investigating its effect on
accommodation. Adding and subtraction of numbers (Kruger 1980; Bullimore
and Gilmartin 1988), counting backwards from a certain number (Bullimore
and Gilmartin 1987; Rosenfield and Ciuffreda 1990) and checking the
accuracy of addition through an alternative forced choice method (Iwasaki
1993) have all been used. Sample sizes vary from 10 (Winn et al. 1991) to
40 (Kruger 1980; Jainta et al. 2008) and a variety of different accommodative
demands have been used throughout the literature.
However, recent research has looked at the relationship between AMFs and
cognitive demand (Roberts et al. 2018). AMFs during passive and active
cognitive tasks were examined in separate groups of adults and children. An
increase in the LFC was noted in the passive condition for all groups. There
was an increase in the RMS for the passive condition in children however
there was no difference in adults. This suggested a reduction in
accommodative variability during an active task. The HFC was not examined
in this study. Given the limited research on the relationship between AMFs
and cognitive demand more is required to understand it further.
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1.7.9 AMFs and display screens
Early research examining eye strain and AMFs found that the that the power
of the LFC was significantly increased following an hour of computer work
(Iwasaki and Kurimoto 1987; Sheppard and Wolffsohn 2018). The
accommodative response of 14 male participants at optical infinity was
measured using a KOWA AS2-157 infrared optometer before and after they
completed a task searching for a name on an A4 piece of paper or on a
Radioshack TRS-80 computer. Oxybuprocaine 0.4 % was instilled to prevent
blinking and accommodative traces lasted approximately 30 seconds. The
same was not found following an hour of paper-based work, with no
significant difference between pre and post work levels. The LFC in this
experiment was defined as between 0 and 1.5 Hz, a larger range than the
more widely accepted definition of the LFC considered now (0 - 0.6 Hz)
(Campbell et al. 1959; Gray et al. 1993b; van der Heijde et al. 1996;
Charman and Heron 2015). No significant differences were found at the
other frequency levels of 1.5 – 3.0 Hz, 3.0 – 4.5 Hz or 4.5 – 6.0 Hz.
A later study examined AMFs and pupil size during the sustained viewing of
a number of different display types (Gray et al. 2000). Five participants were
presented with a task identifying typographical errors on five different
displays

comprising

of

hard

copy,

cathode

ray

tube

(CRT),

electroluminescent panel (EP), gas plasma display (GP) and liquid crystal
display (LCD). The accommodative response at an accommodative demand
of 2.00 D was measured using a modified Canon Autoref R-1 infrared
objective optometer. No significant different was found for the RMS
Accommodation value between the five display types. Overall there was no
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significant difference found for the LFC and HFC between the 5 displays,
however one participant exhibited an increased LFC for hard copy and EP
following 20 minutes of doing the task. Target contrast and angular subtense
were varying factors depending on the display used (Table 1.2).

Display
Angular subtense
Contrast
Cathode ray tube
0.57 degrees
80%
Electroluminescent panel
0.34 degrees
80%
Gas plasma
0.69 degrees
70%
Liquid crystal display
0.57 degrees
70%
Hard copy
0.57 degrees
90%
Table 1.2. Table demonstrating the angular subtense and contrast
levels for the five displays used to display targets in the experiment by
Gray et al. (2000). Table adapted from Gray et al. (2000).

It has been suggested that AMF analysis could have the potential to be
useful in determining more subtle changes in symptomatic individuals
suffering from digital eyestrain, however the particular nature of the
requirements for assessing AMFs make this difficult (Sheppard and
Wolffsohn 2018).
1.7.10 AMFs and ocular aberrations
Ocular aberrations are another factor that affect AMFs (Gambra et al. 2009).
This varies depending on the type of aberration.
Gambra and colleagues (2009) investigated accommodative lag and AMFs
when ocular aberration were manipulated using a deformable mirror
incorporated in an adaptive optics system. Overall it was found that the
correction of aberrations improved the AR. 5 conditions were examined
where participants observed a black Maltese cross target on a white
background under their natural aberrations, when aberrations were corrected
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and when positive spherical aberration, negative spherical aberration and
vertical coma were induced. Generally, the AMFs were larger when spherical
aberrations and coma were induced and smaller for natural and corrected
conditions though this was not found to be significant. It was suggested that
this may be related to an increase in the ocular depth-of-focus that occurs
when the aberration where increased.
1.7.11 AMFs and inter-subject variability
Inter-subject variability is a circumstance commented on in a number of
experiments relating to accommodation and AMFs (Heron and Schor 1995;
Toshida et al. 1998; Harb et al. 2006; Langaas et al. 2008; Day et al. 2009b;
Charman and Heron 2015).
Langass and colleagues (2008) measured the AR in 21 early-onset myopes
and 18 emmetropic children. An increase in the variability of the AR for earlyonset myopes relative to the emmetropes. It was suggested that this
increase in variability could be related to an increase in retinal blur for both
targets at near and at far. However, it was pointed out that a more thorough
longitudinal study would be required to further investigate this.
Harb and colleagues (2006) suggested a more variable response in AMFs in
myopic participants compared to emmetropes when examining the effect
sustained reading had on the two refractive groups. It was suggested that the
increased variability for myopic participants may be to reduce blur sensitivity
caused by an increased depth of focus.
Toshida and colleagues (1998) noted a generally high variation in the HFC
between individuals during their study examining the effect of age on AMFs
with peak power ranging from 15.00x10 -3 to 4.1x10-3 D2/Hz. The maximum
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power of the peak was found to vary from accommodative demands of 2.00
D to 7.00 D.
It has been suggested that anatomical or innervational factors may be
responsible for the high variability found between participants of experiments
relating to AMFs (Day et al. 2009b). In their experiment investigating depth of
focus and AMFs, Day and colleagues (2009) reported high variability in the
AMFs amongst participants. No correlation between refractive error and the
variability was found and, as the artificial pupil sizes remained constant, it
was suggested that depth of focus was unlikely to be a factor as well.
Anatomical variations affecting the ciliary body and the influence of axial
length were put forward as possible causes of inter-participant variability.
Day and colleagues (2009) also suggested that the variability could be due to
differences in accommodative innervation amongst participants referring to
research reporting between-participant differences found in sympathetic
(Gilmartin et al. 2002; Mallen et al. 2005) and parasympathetic (Davies et al.
2005) accommodative innervation.
A number of different accommodative cues are known to vary amongst
participants including cognition, ocular aberrations and target proximity (Day
et al. 2009b). Changes in accommodation and AMFs have been found
depending on the cognitive load of a task (Kruger 1980; Malmstrom et al.
1980; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1987; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1988; Winn et
al. 1991; Wolffsohn et al. 2003b; Davies et al. 2005; Hynes et al. 2018;
Roberts et al. 2018).

Individual variability has been noted in ocular

aberrations (Artal et al. 2006) including coma and astigmatism (Cheng et al.
2004) and chromatic aberrations (Kruger et al. 1993). Day and colleagues
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(2009) concluded that variability in participants could occur under certain
experimental conditions where accommodative cues are used.
1.7.12 AMFs and Ocular Conditions
AMFs have been associated with a number of ocular conditions including dry
eye (Kaido et al. 2017a; Kaido et al. 2017b) and asthenopia (Kajita et al.
2001). A link has been suggested between the AMFs and the tear break-up
time in dry eye (Kaido et al. 2017a; Kaido et al. 2017b). Kaido and
colleagues (2017a) suggested a link between the HFC in AMFs for
accommodative demands less than 0.75 D and the short tear break-up time
(TBUT) in 12 dry eye patients. A reduction in the power of the HFC for this
demand was observed following the alleviation of symptoms in severe dry
eye. There was no change in the HFC for higher accommodative demands
(1.00 D to 3.00 D). The authors suggested that the change in the HFC may
be connected to previous findings where an association between the HFC for
lower accommodative demands and ocular fatigue (Kajita et al. 2001). Kajita
and colleagues (2001) found an increase in the HFC in participants with
asthenopia compared to those with normal vision. It was suggested that the
ciliary muscle may not be as relaxed in patients with asthenopia as those
without symptoms. The authors pointed to previous studies that suggested a
link between the relaxation of the ciliary muscle and the HFC in AMFs (Kajita
et al. 1997). Similar to Kaido and colleagues (2017a), no difference was
found at higher accommodative demand levels.
1.7.13 AMFs and spatial frequency
The spatial frequency of a target has been shown to have an effect on AMFs
(Day et al. 2009a). Day and colleagues (2009a) investigated the relationship
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between AMFs and spatial frequency in emmetropes and myopes. Six
spatial frequencies were used during the experiment, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16
cpd. The power of the AMFs was found to be smaller for 4 cpd and highest at
the lowest and highest spatial frequencies. Accommodation has found to be
perform best between 3-5 cpd so this may explain this finding (Owens 1980).
There were significant differences in the AMFs depending on refractive error
and spatial frequency. Emmetropes had significantly larger AMFs at the 0.5
cpd condition compared to the 2, 4 and 8 cpd conditions. Myopes had
significantly larger AMFs at 16 cpd relative to 4 cpd. It was suggested that
the increased DOF associated with myopes may be the cause of the
increased AMFs when viewing the higher spatial frequency target. This
increased DOF could potentially lead to reduced accuracy in the AR for
myopes. It was proposed that a shallower contrast gradient of the cortical
image caused by an increase in the DOF is what leads to the increase in the
AMFs. It was also considered that the difference between emmetropes and
myopes may be anatomical in origin. Myopes tend to have a larger axial
length. However research investigating a possible correlation between the
size of the eye and AMFs produced no significant result (Day et al. 2009b).
1.8 Role of AMFs
As can be seen by previous research already mentioned we now have a
greater understanding of factors that affect AMFs under experimental
conditions. However, there is still much uncertainty on the definitive role, if
any, that AMFs play in the accommodation system (Charman and Heron
2015). The impact of inter-participant variability causes uncertainty as does
the case of some individuals in which AMFs don’t appear to respond at all
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despite having an otherwise normal AR (Charman and Heron 2015).
Charman and Heron (2015) suggested in their review that this does not
mean that AMFs have no role in the accommodation system. They reported
a number of cues including colour, astigmatism, higher-order aberrations,
target proximity and convergence that act as cues in some individuals but not
all. They suggest that AMFs may come under a similar subset of the
population that may use AMFs as cues for an accurate AR whereas other
individuals do not require the assistance of AMFs for this to happen. It has
been suggested that the LFC may play a role when it comes to the fine
tuning of the accommodation response. Contrary to this, the HFC is not likely
to make any contribution to the accommodation response.
1.9 Conclusion
As demonstrated by this chapter much research has examined the factors
that affect AMFs in the human vision system.
Whilst a lot of research has been done on factors affecting both
accommodation and AMFs including age (Heron and Schor 1995; Toshida et
al. 1998; Mordi and Ciuffreda 2004; Anderson et al. 2010), luminance (Gray
et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b), pupil diameter (Campbell et al. 1959; Gray et
al. 1993a; Day et al. 2009b), refractive error (Day et al. 2009a; Day et al.
2009b), and accommodative demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor
1986; Day et al. 2006) not a lot has been done on certain occupational
factors. The effect of occupational factors, like cognitive demand, visual
fatigue and the type of display been used for a task, on accommodation has
been investigated but the impact these factors have on AMFs requires more
investigation.
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The purpose of this study was to examine occupational factors that have an
effect on AMFs in the human vision system. The effect of cognitive demand,
fatigue and display type was examined at near on pre-presbyopic
participants. The issue of variability in AMF experiments was also
investigated as part of this thesis.
Chapter 2 discusses the equipment and programs used during the
experiments that make up this thesis. The methods of measuring the AMFs
and the AR is also discussed.
Chapter 3 describes an experiment to determine the effect of varying
cognitive demand on AMFs and the mean accommodative response.
Participants completed three tasks of varying difficulty whilst the AR
response was recorded concurrently. The data from this experiment has
been published in Hynes et al (2018).
Chapter 4 examines the effect that fatigue had on AMFs at two working
distances of 40 cm and 25cm. AMF measurements were taken at 15-minute
intervals over the course of an hour whilst a reading task was completed.
Chapter 5 examines how AMFs responded to different display types
comprising of paper, a smartphone, a computer monitor and an e-book. The
AR was measured while participants viewed a target on these devices. The
effect of the varying image resolution and AMFs is discussed.
Chapter 6 contains an experiment that investigated the variability in AMFs
and the AR between participants and variability amongst the same
participant. The experiment was similar to that of chapter 3 with varying
cognitive demand being measured again however the cognitive input was
auditory rather than visual for this experiment.
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Chapter 7 features a discussion linking the four experiments and suggest
how their result may be linked to previous research. The impact of AMFs on
occupational factors is discussed as are the limitations of the experiments
completed as part of this thesis. The effect on each of the different
measurement methods is discussed comprising of the LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS
accommodation, mean AR and chaos analysis. In the conclusion of this
chapter, possible future work building on the experiments in this thesis was
discussed.
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2. Instrumentation
2.1 Introduction
The instrumentation and equipment used throughout the experiments
investigating factors affecting accommodative microfluctuations (AMFs) in
the human visual system are described in this chapter.
2.2 Determining Visual Acuity
A number of letter charts were considered when deciding on the best method
of determining the visions or visual acuity of participants. Snellen (Figure 2.1)
and the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) LogMAR
(Figure 2.2) charts were considered.

Figure 2.1. Image of a Snellen chart.
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Figure 2.2. Image of an EDTRS chart.
While both charts are widely used in practice the ETDRS LogMAR chart was
chosen as research suggests that it is more accurate than the Snellen
(McGraw et al. 1995; Shamir et al. 2016). An issue identified with the Snellen
chart is that the number of letters vary with the acuity being measured. This
limits the number of letters that can be read higher up the chart and varies
the effect of crowding throughout the chart (McGraw et al. 1995) which
affects the demands of the task as the participant only has to read one of two
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letters at the 6/60 and 6/36 levels compared to 7 or 8 letters at the 6/6 and
6.5 levels. The ETDRS logMAR chart has 5 letter per line for all acuities
measured. Each line is worth 0.1 logMAR units and therefore each letter is
worth 0.02 logMAR allowing a quantitative scoring method to be used
(Vanden Bosch and Wall 1997; Hazel and Elliott 2002; Lim et al. 2010).
There is a more consistent change of letter size per line, a factor of 1.25, in
the ETDRS logMAR relative to the more variable changes observed in the
Snellen

(Bailey 2006). This allows more accurate

and

consistent

measurements throughout the chart relative to the Snellen chart with a small
increase in test-retest reliability noted in the ETDRS (Lim et al. 2010).
A letter-by-letter method, also known as the EDTRS method was used to
score the visual acuities for participants in the experiments for this thesis.
This was shown have less variability compared with the line assignment
method in which each line is given a Snellen equivalent fraction. Therefore
all visual acuities were recorded in logMAR form (Vanden Bosch and Wall
1997).
2.2.1 Measuring Amplitude of Accommodation
The amplitude of accommodation is the maximum amount of accommodation
that the eye can exert (Millodot 2018) and is commonly measured in
optometric practice (Burns et al. 2020). An RAF rule (Neely 1956) (Figure
2.3) was used to measure participant’s amplitude of accommodation. This
measured the full range of clear vision from the far point to the near point.
The near point is calculated in dioptres as the inverse of the near point in
centimetres. Due to the subjective nature of the test, the result tends to be
overestimated when the target is moved towards the patient and
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underestimated when being moved away (Rosenfield and Cohen 1996). A
compromise is found by finding the mean point between the results of the
push-up and pull-away methods (Burns et al. 2020). This method was used
to measure the amplitude of accommodation in all participants for the
experiments outlined in this thesis.
The participant was encouraged to focus on the N5 text target and to keep
the target as clear as possible and instructed to tell the researcher when blur
was first detected in order to find the most accurate measurement. The
participant’s optimum distance correction was in place for ametropes
(Sterner et al. 2004). A single monocular right and left measurement and
binocular measurement was taken from each participant prior to the start of
the experiment to ensure accommodation was normal.

Figure 2.3. Image of an RAF rule used to determine amplitude of
accommodation in participants.
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2.3 Measuring the accommodative response
2.3.1 Shin-Nippon SRW-5000
A modified Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 infra-red autorefractor (Shin-Nippon,
Tokyo, Japan) was used to measure the accommodative response (AR)
throughout all experiments. The open-field instrument is capable of taking
refractive measures to a range of ± 22.00 D spherically, ± 10.00 cylindrically
in gradations of 0.125 D. The cylinder (cyl) axis is accurate to a measure of 1
degree (Mallen et al. 2001). Vertex distances of 0, 10, 12, 13.5, 15 or 16.5
mm can be tested on the autorefractor. The instrument is capable of taking
up to 45 static readings in 60 seconds. The instrument that was used for the
experiments in this thesis was capable of taking static and continuous
measurements following modifications made as reported by Li et al (2001)
and Wolfsohn et al (2004). The operation of this instrument is explained over
the next few sections. The instrument works on pupils larger than 2.9 mm
(Chat and Edwards 2001; Mallen et al. 2001). The system that was used has
been used in previous research examining blur adaptation (Cufflin et al.
2007; Mankowska et al. 2012) dynamic accommodation (Mucke et al. 2010)
and in the study of AMFs (Wolffsohn et al. 2003b; Davies et al. 2005; Day et
al. 2006; Day et al. 2009a; Day et al. 2009b).
.
2.3.1.1 Static Mode
The system measures the refractive error through two stages. In the first
stage an infra-red light of a wavelength of 850 nm is reflected off the retina to
form a ring target. A lens is then moved on a motorised track to focus the
ring. In the second stage digital analysis of the ring follows on from this and a
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range of sphero-cylindrical measurements can be made (Mallen et al. 2001).
The IR measurement ring varies depending on the refractive error of the
participants it is being used to measure. A larger IR measurement ring is
observed for myopes and smaller ring for hyperopes relative to emmetropic
participants. The ring is elongated along the more myopic power meridian in
astigmatic participants. It is possible to connect the instrument to a personal
computer (PC) via the RS-232 port allowing the viewing and analysis of the
refractive error data recorded by the instrument (Li and Edwards 2001;
Mallen et al. 2001).
The accuracy of the instrument has been validated in both adults (Mallen et
al. 2001) and children (Chat and Edwards 2001). Mallen and colleagues
(2001) measured the non-cycloplegic refractive error of 200 eyes of 100
participants finding the system to be highly accurate compared to subjective
refraction for a range of +6.50 D to -15.00 D. On average the mean sphere
equivalent (MSE) refractive error found by the autorefractor was more plus
relative to the subjective refraction by 0.16 ± 0.44 D. The repeatability of
measures taken by the instrument was assessed in two separate procedures
examining intra- and inter-session variability. The first examined the
variability of seven repeated measures taken in one separate session. A
mean standard deviation of 0.14 D for the spherical component and 0.16 D
for the cylindrical component was observed. The second method compared
the difference in measures taken in different sessions. The mean difference
between the measures was 0.04 D with 97% of those tested being within ±
0.50 D and 100 % being within ± 1.00 D. It was concluded that the
instrument was reliable in taking the measurements of refractive errors.
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Chat and Edwards (2001) evaluated the same instrument in the
measurement of refractive error in children. 44 cycloplegic measures and 53
non-cycloplegic measures were taken and compared to the Canon Autoref
R-1 autorefractor and subjective refraction. The repeatability and reliability
were reported to be better for the cycloplegic group than the non-cycloplegic
group. A more positive refraction was found in the cycloplegic group
compared to the non-cycloplegic. A more positive refraction was also
observed in the subjective refraction results compared to the autorefractor.
The repeatability of the Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 was ± 0.38 D which was
similar to the repeatability of the Canon Autoref R-1 of ± 0.32 D. Chat and
Williams concluded that the accuracy and reliability of the Shin-Nippon SRW5000 was very good when the age of the participants, and the effect that
would have on subjective responses and the stability of accommodation, was
taken into account.
The SRW-5000 was used in static mode to determine the refractive error of
participants prior to taking part in the experiments. This data was used to
split participants into two refractive error groups of emmetropes and myopes.
The mean sphere equivalent (MSE) was calculated as
Sphere (D) + ½ Cylinder (D) = MSE (D).
Emmetropes were classified as having a refractive error between +0.75 D
and –0.50 D. Myopes had a refractive error greater than -0.50 D (Flitcroft et
al. 2019). Astigmatism was not allowed to exceed -1.00 D for all participants
(Ciuffreda and Wallis 1998; Langaas et al. 2008).
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2.3.1.2 Continuous mode
Continuous mode can be initiated on the SRW-5000 by pressing down on
the measurement button on the joystick for 10 seconds as the instrument is
switched on. The instrument beeps twice when this has occurred to indicate
that it is in “sales mode”. Pressing the “mode” button following this completes
the switch from static to continuous mode. This allows the measurement ring
to be illuminated on the eye permanently rather than just the 250 msecs that
occurred when using the instrument in static mode. The size and shape of
the measurement ring can be continually measured allowing any changes in
the refractive error of the eye to be monitored. As mentioned before, a larger
measurement ring relative to an emmetropic prescription is considered to be
myopic. Therefore, once the distance correction has been accounted for any
increase in the size of the measurement ring in continuous mode can
attributed to the accommodative effort of the participant. The specifications
required to enable the instrument to do this are developed in the following
sections.
2.3.1.3 Specifications for continuous measurement
A method of running the SRW-5000 was developed soon after the instrument
was made available by Wolffsohn and colleagues (2001).
The internal video image of the measurement ring was extracted for image
analysis by connecting a BNC cable to the inspection points of TP5, for the
video image and TP16, for analogue ground, on the circuit board of the
instrument. The circuit board could be found and removed from the base of
the instrument once the inspection panel has been removed. A buffer circuit
was used as the video feed needs to be sent to two different sources. One
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was the CRT display on the SRW-5000 which needed to be maintained in
order to ensure that the accuracy of the static and alignment measurements
was preserved.
Following the buffer circuit, the feed was captured using an IMAQ PCI-1409
image acquisition card (National Instruments, Texas, USA) that was installed
on a PC. The PC used in the experiments was a Pentium III 733 MHz (Dell
Inc, Texas, USA) that ran a Windows 2000 operating system (Microsoft
Corporation, Washington, USA). Measurement and Automation Explorer
(MAX, National Instruments, Texas, USA) was used to display the video
signal on the PC. The video image was processed in a National Television
Systems Committee (NTSC) format. This allowed for a high contrast
monochromatic image of the measurement ring that could be measured
easily using this system. This image was able to be adjusted to allow for
improvement of contrast and to aid edge detection. An example of this image
is seen in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. Monochromatic image of the measurement ring from the
Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 in NTSC format on a PC using a PCI-1409 image
acquisition card. The white dot just below centre was part of the
alignment corona used in the instrument for alignment with the eye.
However, most of the alignment corona was removed using a mask to
prevent the light interfering with image analysis of the measurement
ring. One dot on the corona was kept for alignment purposes.
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Wolffsohn

and

colleagues

(2001)

measured

the

diameter

of

the

measurement ring in continuous mode by altering the axial length of a model
eye. This data was compared to measurements made in static mode over a
range of a 6.50 D. A statistically significant linear regression (r2 = 0.99) was
found with the measurement ring diameter increasing by 3.3 pixels for every
myopic increase of 1.00 D. This allows the accommodative response to be
measured along the same principle.
In order to monitor the accommodative response, the monochromatic image
(Figure 2.4) needs to be converted into a binary signal (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5. Binary signal converted from the monochromatic NTSC
signal. The corona alignment dot image has been removed by
increasing the number of erosions on the overlaid control panel.
This was achieved through a program written using Labview software
(Version

6.0,

National

Instruments,

Texas,

USA)

which

facilitated

measurement of diameter of the measurement ring at a sampling rate of 60
Hz. The program was written in a diagrammatical form and presented as an
overlaid control panel (Figure 2.6). The intensity of the edge detection
threshold can be varied using the control panel. The corona alignment dot
image has been removed by increasing the number of erosions on the
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overlaid control panel. This was set to 3 to remove the dot image over the
course of the experiments outlined in this thesis.
The outer left edge and inner right edge of the binary ring is measured
horizontally using edge detection techniques of thresholding and blob image
analysis. The ring is measured from the outer left edge to the inner right
edge in pixels and this data is converted to dioptres to quantify the AR.
2.3.1.4 Measurement of the AR using the control panel.
When the panel is opened the binary image control button (Figure 2.6 1) and
the real image control button (Figure 2.6 2) need to be switched to allow the
binary image (Figure 2.4) and the real-time monochromatic image (Figure
2.3) to be displayed. The filename that the AR will be saved to can be typed
into the file name textbox (Figure 2.6 3). This will be saved to a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet by using the file type .xls following the file name. The
participant focuses on an object at distance in order to determine what the
resting state of accommodation is for that participant. The intensity of the
edge detection threshold can be set in order to get a clear binary image by
adjusting the intensity scale (Figure 2.6 4). The raw data measuring the width
of the IR measurement ring is displayed in the raw width box (Figure 2.6 8).
This can be used to set the pixel measurement in the pixel box (Figure 2.6 9)
required for the distance AR by matching the measurement in the raw width
box. Once this figure has been set higher measurement values displayed in
the raw width box are considered to be the AR. The data can be recorded to
the excel spreadsheet by turning the dynamic recording button (Figure 2.6 7)
to on. This will match the AR to the time data recorded in the time box
(Figure 2.6 11). The dynamic AR is display in real time in the blue panel via a
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graphical image in red (Figure 2.6 6). The data is saved automatically to the
C drive on the PC following completion of the data collection.

Figure 2.6. Control panel using for recording the AR. 1 = Displays the
binary image of the IR measurement ring. 2 = Displays the real time
NTSC monochromatic image of the IR measurement ring. 3 = Filename
can be changed in this textbox in which data will be saved to an Excel
spreadsheet. 4 = assigns the edge detection threshold, ranges from 0
to 250. 5 = assigns the erosion levels that remove alignment markers
from the binary image. 6 = graphical real time image of the dynamic AR.
7 = Starts and stops the recording of the AR. 8 = Raw data measuring
the width of the IR measurement ring in pixels. 9 = Used to set the
measurement of the IR measurement ring when the participant is
focusing at distance, i.e. relaxed AR. 10 = takes 50 static readings of
the ring width for calibration. 11 = Time data which is stored with the
AR data in an excel spreadsheet.
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2.3.1.5 Collecting data from participants
Participants were recruited from the staff and students at the University of
Bradford. Each participant was given an information sheet (Appendix 1) and
a consent form (Appendix 2). Participants were free to withdraw their consent
at any time. The study was approved by the Biomedical, Natural and
Physical Sciences Research Ethics Panel at the University of Bradford
(Appendices 3 and 4) and this study was undertaken in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.
Data collection was similar for the experiments in chapters 3 - 6. A baseline
distance measurement was taken to allow calibration of the system. The
participant was instructed to focus on a Maltese cross target at 6 m. The
intensity (Figure 2.6 4) was adjusted until a complete unbroken binary signal
(Figure 4) was formed. A stable binary signal would ensure no breaks in
recording the AR. In order to set the baseline for distance the pixels (Figure
2.6 9) was set to match the raw data (Figure 2.6 8). This appeared as it does
in the graphical box in figure 2.6 6. Once this had been set up for distance
the system would be able to record an accurate AR.
During the various near-tasks participants were instructed to observe the
near target and to keep it as clear as possible (Figure 2.7). Traces lasting 20
seconds were recorded to ensure that the patient did not lose their
concentration during the task and got regular breaks. In order to record data,
the dynamic button (Figure 2.3 7) was pressed to start data recording and
again to stop data recording when the accommodative trace was finished.
Each accommodative trace was given its own unique Excel file name by
typing it into file name textbox (Figure 2.3 3) before each round of data
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collection.

Figure 2.7. Schematic of the set-up for data collection using the ShinNippon SRW-5000 with the target at an accommodative demand of 3.00
D.

2.3.2 Factors affecting the measurement of the AR on the SRW-5000
A number of factors need to be taken into account when measuring the
accommodative response on the Shin-Nippon SRW-5000. These are
discussed in this section.
2.3.2.1 Pupil Size
A limit to the system is that it can only measure the refractive error of eyes
with pupil diameters greater than 2.9 mm (Chat and Edwards 2001; Mallen et
al. 2001; Wolffsohn et al. 2001; Wolffsohn et al. 2004; Mallen et al. 2015). As
a result, eyes with pupil diameters smaller than this have to be excluded from
data collection in experiments using the system. This however did prevent
pupil diameter from being considered a factor in any changes in the AMFs
noted during experiments. This was the case as AMFs were shown to
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change when the pupil diameter is 2 mm or smaller (Campbell et al. 1959;
Gray et al. 1993a; Day et al. 2009b). Accommodative demand had an effect
on participants where data was able to be collected at distance and small
accommodative demands but constriction in pupil size made it more difficult
to collect data at higher accommodative demands.
2.3.2.2 Eccentricity of gaze
The AR has been shown to be relatively unaffected by the eccentricity of
gaze up to 10 degrees (Wolffsohn et al. 2001; Wolffsohn et al. 2004). As
such fixation targets will be substantially smaller than this to ensure a reliable
response. Wolffsohn and colleagues (2001) investigated this effect up to 25
degrees in a 26-year-old participant observing a Maltese cross target with
the aid of a + 5.00 D Badal optical system. The refractive error only changed
by greater than 0.25 D for an eccentricity exceeding 10 degrees. The same
results were found when this experiment was repeated in another study
(Wolffsohn et al. 2004).
2.3.2.3 Focusing tolerance of the instrument
The focusing tolerance of the instrument has been investigated by moving
the instrument forward and backwards from the peak focusing position in 1
mm steps to a degree of 5 mm either side for one study (Wolffsohn et al.
2001) and 10 mm towards the eye and 5 mm away from the eye in another
(Wolffsohn et al. 2004). This was found to have an effect of less than 0.05 D
over a range ± 5 mm range in the earliest study (Wolffsohn et al. 2001). The
second study showed the change in refractive error was less than 0.25 D
over the range of 10 mm towards the eye and 5 mm away from the eye. Both
studies suggested that this had little effect on the accuracy and reliability of
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the instrument. During the experiments in this thesis every effort was made
to ensure that measurements were taken at peak focus.

2.4 SRW-5000 headrest modification
For the experiments conducted in chapter 3 and chapter 5 participants were
required to respond verbally to stimuli while the accommodative response
was being measured on the Shin-Nippon autorefractor. Using a chin-rest or
bite-bar would have been unsuitable due to increased movement when
speaking so an alternative method was developed. The lining from a hard hat
was removed and secured to the top of the standard headrest used on the
Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 autorefractor. The adjustable strap on the lining
allowed participants to be secured to the headrest comfortably and to speak
when required whilst minimising any head movement during experiments
(Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8. Image demonstrating the use of the SRW-5000 headrest
modification (section 2.4) to secure the participant’s head whilst
allowing them to speak during data collection for certain experiments.

2.5 Fixation targets
A number of fixation targets were used throughout the experiments outlined
in this thesis. A high-contrast black Maltese cross on a white background
was used in all experiments to determine the baseline distance AR (Figure
2.9). A mirror was used to display this target at 6 m from the participant. The
luminance of this target was 68.9 cd/m2 and subtended a visual angle of 0.16
degrees and was displayed on paper. All experiments were conducted in the
same lab that was illuminated by LED tube lighting measuring 880 lux.
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Figure 2.9. Maltese cross target used as distance target used to
determine baseline distance ARs.

2.5.1 Chapter 3 fixation targets
In chapter 3 the AMFs were measured during tasks were cognitive demand
was varied by the presentation of numbers to read aloud or addition and
subtraction sums to solve. As such a number of different fixation targets were
employed and acted as the source of the varying cognitive demand. The high
contrast fixation targets for the various tasks were displayed on a 17” LCD
monitor (MultiSync LCD175VXM+, NEC Corporation, Tokyo) using Microsoft
Powerpoint (Figure 2.10). The luminance was measured at 23.9 cd/m2. The
fixation targets were numbers and sums that subtended visual angles
horizontally 0.86, 1.38 and 2.08 degrees respectively and 0.86 degrees
vertically depending on the cognitive task.
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Figure 2.10. Screenshot of target used in one the near tasks completed
by participants in the experiment described in Chapter 3.

2.5.2 Chapter 4 fixation targets
In chapter 4 the effect of fatigue was measured at two separate distances.
The same high contrast black Maltese cross target on white paper (Figure
2.11) was used at distances of 40 cm and 25 cm to facilitate an
accommodative demand of 2.50 D and 4.00 D respectively. The target
subtended a visual angle of 0.29 degrees at 40cm and 0.45 degrees at
25cm.
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Figure 2.11. Participants observed a high-contrast Maltese cross target
at distances of 40 and 25 cm for the experiment in chapter 4.

2.5.3 Chapter 5 fixation targets
In chapter 5 the effect of display type on AMFs was investigated. This
required the same fixation target to be presented on a number of display
types. A high contrast black Maltese cross target was presented on paper, a
17” LCD monitor (MultiSync LCD175VXM+, NEC Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan), a smartphone (iPhone SE, Apple Inc, Cupertino, California, USA)
and an e-book (Kindle Paperwhite, Amazon.com Inc, Seattle, Washington,
USA) (Figure 2.12). The target subtended a visual angle of 0.52 degrees for
all four conditions. The luminance for the display types was 61.1, 61.4, 60.9
and 61.3 cd/m2 for the paper, e-book, smartphone and computer monitor
respectively. This was the luminance produced by the paper target so the
other devices brightness settings were adjusted to match the paper target.
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Figure 2.12. High contrast black Maltese cross target on white
background presented on smartphone (top-left), paper (top-right), ereader (bottom-left) and computer monitor (bottom-right) used for the
experiment explained in chapter 5.

2.5.4 Chapter 6 fixation targets
In chapter 6 the cognitive demand was again varied but was presented
through sound recordings rather than been incorporated into the fixation
target. As such a high contrast black Maltese cross target on a white
background was displayed on the same 17” monitor used in the Chapter 3
experiment using Microsoft Powerpoint. The target was 33cm from the
participant and subtended a visual angle of and the luminance of the target
measured 23.6 cd/m2.
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2.6 Analysis of the AR and AMFs.
A number of different methods were used to examine the effect of different
parameters on the AR and the AMFs. These included descriptive statistics,
fast Fourier transforms, the root-mean-square of accommodation and chaos
analysis. These techniques are described in detail in the following section.

2.6.1 Analysing the AR
Following the measurement of the AR for each of the experiments individual
accommodative traces was saved to a Microsoft Excel file. A number of
statistical tests were be performed on this data but first the effect that blinks
had on the data collection was found and removed from the accommodative
traces. Blinks were removed in a Microsoft excel program by identifying the
AR measures that were 2.00 D away from the chosen accommodative
demand for that accommodative trace. The blink points were replaced with a
mean value of the 5 previous data points that preceded the blink (Appendix
5). This method has been used in previous research examining the dynamic
AR (Cufflin and Mallen 2008; Hampson et al. 2017). This data was then used
to determine the mean, standard deviations and standard errors of each
accommodative trace.
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Figure 2.13. Accommodative trace before and after a blink was removed
at approximately the 14 second mark.

2.6.2 Analysing the AMFs contributory frequency bands
A number of measures were used to analyse the AMFs. The mean powers of
the different contributory frequency bands of the AMFs were analysed made
up of the low frequency component (LFC), mean frequency component
(MFC) and high frequency component (HFC). This was carried out using
power spectrum analysis (Pugh et al. 1987). For all experiments the LFC
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measured 0 – 0.6 Hz, the MFC 0.61 - 0.99 Hz and the HFC 1.0 – 2.1 Hz as
has been used in previous research (Winn et al. 1991; Gray et al. 1993a;
Charman and Heron 2015). As mentioned in Chapter 1 (section 1.6) the LFC
is thought to be neurological in origin (van der Heijde et al. 1996; Charman
and Heron 2015) and the HFC has been attributed to plant noise caused by
the systemic arterial pulse (Winn et al. 1990; Charman and Heron 2015).
Contributory frequency bands have been used as a method of analysing
changes in AMFs in a lot of previous research (Campbell et al. 1959; Winn et
al. 1990; Owens et al. 1991; Gray et al. 1993b; Gray et al. 1993a; Collins et
al. 1995; van der Heijde et al. 1996; Day et al. 2006; Day et al. 2009b;
Charman and Heron 2015; Hynes et al. 2018).
The time stamps and corresponding ARs for each accommodative trace
where transferred to a separate Excel spreadsheet to be used as the raw
data for further analysis so the AMFs could be analysed further using Matlab
(Matlab R2013a, The Mathworks, Inc Natick, Massachusetts, United States).
Blinks were removed from this data by identifying the AR measures that were
2.00 D from the accommodative demand for that particular trace. The blinks
were replaced using interpolation as used in a previous study examining the
dynamic AR (Hampson and Mallen 2012) (Figure 2.13). This program was
used to establish the mean power of the LFC, MFC and the HFC of the
AMFs using fast Fourier transforms. The program code was used to
calculate the frequency bands was also used to calculate the RMS
accommodation (2.6.3) and chaos analysis (2.7.3) measures was coded by
Dr Karen Hampson (Appendix 6).
2.6.3 RMS accommodation
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The root-mean-square of the AMFs (RMS accommodation) was another
parameter used to assess changes in the AMFs. The RMS Accommodation
was calculated using the standard deviation of the accommodative trace
once blinks had been removed. RMS Accommodation is a measurement that
is regarded as a deviation from the mean or ideal level of accommodation
(Charman and Heron 2015). Increases in this value would indicate an
increase in AMFs (Figure 2.14).
RMS Accommodation has been used in AMF studies to demonstrate the
change in AMFs due to numerous factors (Gray et al. 1993a; Stark and
Atchison 1997; Toshida et al. 1998; Day et al. 2006; Candy and Bharadwaj
2007; Day et al. 2009a; Day et al. 2009b; Gambra et al. 2009; Schultz et al.
2009; Anderson et al. 2010)

Figure 2.14. A comparison of accommodative traces on the same
participant at accommodative demands of 0.00 D and 3.00 D. The RMS
value was 0.12 D for the 0.00 D accommodative demand and 0.34 D for
the 3.00 D demand.
2.6.4 Chaos Analysis
The final parameter used to assess the AMFs was chaos analysis. Chaos
analysis is a relatively new techniques in measuring AMFs relative to the
more established techniques of RMS accommodation and the mean power
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of the contributory frequency bands and is based on the premise of chaos
theory (Hampson and Mallen 2012; Hampson and Mallen 2013; Hampson et
al. 2017).
In this regard the term chaos can be defined as how a system changes over
time and evolves relative to its origin (Williams 1997). In the case of this
thesis the system examined was accommodation. The amount of chaos in a
system can be represented by a value known as the lowest Lyapunov
exponent (LLE) (Williams 1997; Hampson et al. 2017). If this value is positive
then a system can be determined as chaotic. The lower the value the more
stress a system tends to be under (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15. A comparison of two accommodative traces from two
different participants observing a target at 6 metres with different LLE
values. Participant ZK (red) had a LLE value of 0.20 and participant LB
(blue) had an LLE value of 0.47.
2.6.5 Coefficient of variation
The coefficient of variation was used as a measurement of intra-participant
variation in Chapter 6. In a series of numbers it will measure the variability
regardless of the unit of measurement (Abdi 2010) making it applicable to the
different units that are used to measure AMFs. It is measured using the
following formula
Cv = S x100/M
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In this formula Cv is the coefficient of variance, S is the standard deviation
and M the mean of the series of numbers. It is multiplied by 100 so as to be
expressed as a percentage.
2.7 Data Analysis
A number of different statistical tests were employed to assess if statistically
significant changes occurred in the AR and the AMFs depending on the
conditions they were exposed to. Data analysis was carried out throughout
all the experiments in this thesis using SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2013.
IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0. Armonk, NY, United States).
Repeated measures ANOVAs were used to determine if statistically
significant effects existed during an experiment where 3 or more conditions,
in the same participants, needed to be compared. They were used to
compare the three cognitive demand conditions in chapter 3 and chapter 6,
the five different time stamps used in chapter 4 and the four different display
types used in chapter 5. Sphericity was tested each time and GreenhouseGeisser corrections were used in cases where sphericity was not assumed.
Pairwise analyses were used to compare different pairs of conditions in the
four experiments. Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were used to
compare the conditions with the refractive error. Bonferroni corrections were
used to keep Type 1 errors at 5%. Data normality was assessed by
observing the data.
Paired samples t-tests were used when two conditions where compared from
the same participants. It was used to compare distance measures before and
after the near task in chapter 4.
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Independent t-tests were used to compare two conditions where the
participants are not the same. This was used to compare the means of the
LLE in myopes and emmetropes at distance in chapter 3.
Correlations statistics were used to check for associations between
accommodative measures and image resolution in chapter 5 and
accommodative measures and visit numbers in chapter 6.
Results were deemed to be significant when p-values of < 0.05 were present.
2.7.1 Sample sizes
Sample sizes were calculated using an A priori power analysis using power
calculation software (G*Power, Version 3.1). A large effect size was used
when calculating sample sizes.
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3 Experiment: An investigation into the effect of varying cognitive
demand on the accommodative response and accommodative
microfluctuations.
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, an accurate ocular accommodation response is a
requirement for pre-presbyopes to minimise retinal defocus and maintain
clear viewing of a near-work task.
Temporal variation in the accommodative response occurs during fixation on
a stationary target, and this constantly shifting response has been termed
accommodative microfluctuations (AMFs) (Collins 1937; Campbell et al.
1959). These AMFs are approximately 0.50 D in amplitude (Charman and
Heron 2015). Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) have indicated that the AMFs
consist of two main contributing frequencies bands; a high frequency
component (HFC, typically between 1.0 and 2.3 Hz) and a low frequency
component (LFC, frequencies below 0.6 Hz) (Campbell et al. 1959; Winn et
al. 1990; Gray et al. 1993a; Toshida et al. 1998; Charman and Heron 2015).
The origin of the HFC branch of the microfluctuations has been linked to the
arterial pulse (Winn et al. 1990; Collins et al. 1995), while the LFC
microfluctuations are thought to derive from a neurological source (van der
Heijde et al. 1996). The power of the LFC has been shown to increase under
similar circumstances that cause the depth of focus to increase (Charman
and Heron 2015). A positive correlation between objective depth of focus and
AMFs has been demonstrated, suggesting a possible role in blur sensitivity
(Yao et al. 2010).
Many factors have been shown to influence AMFs, including age (Heron and
Schor 1995; Toshida et al. 1998; Mordi and Ciuffreda 2004; Anderson et al.
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2010), luminance (Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b), pupil diameter
(Campbell et al. 1959; Gray et al. 1993a; Day et al. 2009b), refractive error
(Day et al. 2009a; Day et al. 2009b) and accommodative demand (Denieul
1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day et al. 2006). It has been suggested that
the LFC may have a role to play in fine accommodation control, however
there is still much uncertainty about this (Charman and Heron 2015).
The cognitive context of any near-work task must also be considered, as
cognitive demand can influence steady-state accommodation (Kruger 1980;
Malmstrom et al. 1980; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1987; Bullimore and
Gilmartin 1988; Rosenfield and Ciuffreda 1990; Winn et al. 1991; Iwasaki
1993; Wolffsohn et al. 2003a; Davies et al. 2005; Jainta et al. 2008). The
mean accommodative response has been shown to be significantly
increased during active cognitive tasks under conditions of greater
accommodative demand (Bullimore and Gilmartin 1987). These previous
studies have investigated the mean accommodative response only and there
is a paucity of research investigating the influence of cognitive demand on
the AMFs. A recent study has examined AMFs and cognitive demand,
finding increased AMFs in passive cognition conditions compared to active
conditions (Roberts et al. 2018).
The accommodation response, including AMFs, has been suggested as one
of the contributing factors to Digital Eye Strain (DES) (Sheppard and
Wolffsohn 2018). DES, also known as computer vision syndrome, is a term
used to describe a number of ocular and visual symptoms that arises as a
result of prolonged usage of digital devices including computer, smartphones
and tablets (Rosenfield 2011; Gowrisankaran and Sheedy 2015; Rosenfield
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2016; Sheppard and Wolffsohn 2018; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019). AMFs
have been shown to be increase under certain conditions (Gray et al. 1993a;
Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b), for instance under increased
accommodative demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day et al.
2006). If cognitive demand is found to increase AMFs, then tasks of
increasing cognitive demand may further exacerbate DES-related symptoms.
Chaos analysis has been used to examine the data as it has been suggested
as a more sensitive measure of changes in AMFs than traditional power
spectrum methods (Hampson et al. 2017). This study investigated the effect
that varying degrees of active cognitive demand has on the AMFs, assessed
using FFTs and chaos measures, and the overall AR.
3.2 Method
3.2.1 Participants
Twenty-four participants were recruited, comprising of equal numbers of
emmetropes and myopes (details in table 3.1). All participants were between
the ages of 18 and 35. Myopes were defined as participants with a mean
spherical equivalent (MSE) refractive error greater than -0.50 D, while those
with a MSE refractive error of

between -0.25 D and +0.75 D were classed

as emmetropic (Abbott et al. 1998; Yeo et al. 2006). The refractive error of
myopic participants had been stable for at least 1 year prior to the
experiment. Astigmatism did not exceed -1.00 D for all participants. All
participants achieved +0.00 logMAR or better in their habitual correction on
an EDTRS logMAR chart and were free of any ocular pathology. Participants
were excluded if they had a lag of accommodation greater than 1.50 D when
viewing a number target subtending a visual angle of 0.86 degrees at 33 cm
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binocularly. Participants gave their consent to take part in the experiment.
The study was approved by the Biomedical, Natural and Physical Sciences
Research Ethics Panel at the University of Bradford and this study was
undertaken in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Soft contact lens correction was used for all myopes to equalise
accommodative demand across all participants. The majority of participants
(11) wore their own contact lenses, and the residual refractive error was
corrected to ensure that it was ≤ 0.25 DS. In cases where the participant was
not a habitual contact lens wearer, they were fitted by with daily disposable
contact lenses (1-Day Acuvue Moist, Johnson and Johnson) and were
allowed 20 minutes to adapt. Soft contact lenses have previously been found
to have no influence on AMFs (Day et al. 2008).
Amplitude of accommodation was measured using an RAF rule to ensure
that participants could exert at least 6 D of accommodation, which is double
the accommodative demand required for the task (Elliott 2014a). This was to
ensure that the amplitude of accommodation was clinically normal.
Refractive Group

Emmetropes

Myopes

No. of participants

12

12

Mean Age (yrs)

27.77 ± 4.13

24.15 ± 4.47

Range (yrs)

21-35

20-31

Mean Refractive Error (D)

+0.35 ± 0.20

-3.31 ± 2.10

Range of Mean Sph (D)

0.00 to +0.75

-1.00 to -6.88

Range of Amplitude of Accommodation

6.00-10.00D

6.00-13.00D

Table 3.1. Information regarding participants in the experiment. ±
values refer to 1 standard deviation of the mean.
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3.2.2 Instrumentation
The accommodative response was monitored using a modified Shin-Nippon
SRW-5000 autorefractor, which allowed for the continuous recording of
accommodation at a sampling rate of 22 Hz (Mallen et al. 2001; Wolffsohn et
al. 2001). This autorefractor has been validated in children (Chat and
Edwards 2001) and adults (Mallen et al. 2001) in its unmodified form and has
been used in previous research investigating AMFs (Wolffsohn et al. 2003a;
Davies et al. 2005; Day et al. 2006; Day et al. 2009a; Day et al. 2009b). Pupil
size was monitored on a built-in screen, ensuring that the pupil diameter
remained above 2.9 mm throughout data collection. Participant’s viewed the
targets binocularly whilst the accommodative response was recorded
monocularly. The participant’s right eye was used in all cases, with the
exception of participant LG whose left eye response was recorded due to it
have less astigmatism than the right eye.
Each participant’s head movement was restricted using a modified headband
rest that secured the top of the participants head, and the participants were
required to keep their forehead pressed against the headrest (Figure 3.2). A
chin rest or bite-bar was unsuitable as the participants were required to give
verbal feedback during the experiment, which would have led to excessive
and disruptive head movement. Verbal feedback was requested from the
participants in response to the cognitive tasks, which are detailed below.
The high contrast fixation targets for the various tasks were displayed on a
17” LCD monitor (MultiSync LCD175VXM+, NEC Corporation, Tokyo). The
luminance was measured at 23.9 cd/m2.
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Figure 3.1. Participant observing the fixation target using the modified
headband headrest. A chin rest or bite-bar was unsuitable as the
participants were required to give verbal feedback during the
experiment, which would have led to excessive and disruptive head
movement. Verbal feedback was requested from the participants in
response to the cognitive tasks,
3.2.3 Tasks
The tasks took place in a room illuminated by LED tube lighting measuring
880 lux.
Initially, each participant undertook a baseline measure of accommodation
while viewing a Maltese cross target at a distance of 6 m. The luminance of
this target was 68.9 cd/m2.
Three tasks, each varying in active cognitive demand, were performed in a
random order by participants, and were as follows:
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•

Task (1) observation of single and two-digit numbers, with a requirement
to read them aloud they appeared on the computer monitor (Num).

•

Task (2) addition or subtraction of a random selection of single-digit
numbers when they appeared on the computer monitor and to give a
verbal answer (SA).

•

Task (3) addition or subtraction of a random selection of double-digit
numbers when they appeared on the computer monitor and to give a
verbal answer (CA).

Numbers appeared in the same part of the screen allowing the participant to
use them as a fixation point from a distance of 0.33 m / accommodative
demand of 3 dioptres (D). The visual angle subtended for the Num, SA and
CA tasks was horizontally 0.86, 1.38 and 2.08 degrees respectively and 0.86
degrees vertically. The font size was constant across all conditions. The
number of characters on the screen varied depending on the task with Num
(1 – 2) having the least and CA (5) having the most. Each task lasted up to
one minute to ensure there was 20 seconds of usable data. The participant
was given a break of approximately one minute in between each task.
Participants were instructed to keep the accommodative targets as clear as
possible throughout the tasks. They were asked to give verbal feedback
indicating which number was on the screen (task 1) or the sum of two
numbers (task 2 or 3). The numbers presented were changed immediately
following an answer by the participant. The change in cognitive demand was
similar to that used in other accommodation studies (Kruger 1980; Bullimore
and Gilmartin 1988).
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3.2.4 Analysis
Two accommodation traces (each 20 seconds in duration) were recorded
from each participant and for each of the 3 tasks. The two measures per
participant were averaged. Blinks were removed from the data in an Excel
program by identifying accommodative response measures that were 2 D
away from the accommodative demand and replaced with an average of the
5 previous data points before the blink when measuring the mean
accommodative response (Cufflin and Mallen 2008; Hampson et al. 2017).
When AMFs were analysed using Matlab (Matlab R2013a, The Mathworks,
Inc, Natick, Massachusetts, United States), blinks were removed from the
data by identifying accommodative response measures that were 2 D away
from the accommodative demand and replacing them using interpolation as
per Hampson and colleagues (Hampson and Mallen 2012).
Data analysis was carried out on the different conditions using repeated
measures ANOVAs through SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2013. IBM SPSS
Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). Results were
deemed statistically significant when p-values of < 0.05 were present. Data
related to the LFC, mid-frequency component (MFC) and HFC was derived
by Fast Fourier Transform functions in Matlab. The LFC was measured
between 0 and 0.6 Hz, the MFC between 0.7 and 0.9 Hz and the HFC
between 1.0 and 2.1 Hz. Root mean square (RMS) values were calculated
and contrasted using this software.
Chaos Analysis was also used to determine if there was a significant
difference between conditions. Healthy physiological signals, such as the
heartbeat, display chaos (Poon and Merrill 1997). Unlike the traditional
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definition of chaos, chaotic systems have underlying laws that describe their
behaviour. A feature of chaotic systems is their sensitivity to initial conditions.
This means that a minute change in a variable can cause the system to
behave very differently, with this difference increasing over time. This can be
measured using the Lyapunov exponent. The larger the value of the
exponent, the greater the sensitivity to initial conditions. A decrease in the
Lyapunov exponent can indicate stress to the system or ill-health (Su et al.
2008).The largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE) value was calculated for each
condition to determine if there was a change in the amount of chaos in the
accommodative system dependent on the condition (Hampson and Mallen
2012; Hampson et al. 2017). A reduction in the Lyapunov exponent for a
given 20 s accommodative trace would indicate that the accommodative
system is under stress.
3.3 Results
The results for the mean AR, mean powers of the LFC, MFC and HFC, RMS
accommodation and chaos analysis are examined in this section. The raw
data values for the conditions Num, SA and CA for the mean power of the
LFC, MFC and HFC, RMS accommodation values, mean AR values and
chaos analysis values for the pooled data, emmetropes and myopes can be
seen in tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively.
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LFC Mean (D2/Hz)

Num

SA

CA

p-value

7.383 ± 2.921

7.925 ± 3.817

7.869 ± 3.15

0.447

2

0.004 ± 0.004

0.004 ± 0.003

0.006 ± 0.004

0.093

2

HFC Mean (D /Hz)

0.011 ± 0.005

0.012 ± 0.006

0.02 ± 0.009

<0.001*

RMS Mean (D)

0.321 ± 0.066

0.313 ± 0.064

0.360 ± 0.084

0.025*

Mean Power (D)

2.54 ± 0.53

2.59 ± 0.66

2.60 ± 0.53

0.638

LLE Mean (D/s)

0.441 ± 0.15

0.423 ± 0.179

0.435 ± 0.147

0.246

MFC Mean (D /Hz)

Table 3.2. Mean values and SDs for the pooled data for the mean
accommodative response, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS and LLE at for the
conditions Num, SA and CA. ± values refer to 1 standard deviation of
the mean. p-values for the effect of cognition in the three groups are
included in the last column. Significant effects are denoted by use of an
asterisk.

Num

SA

CA

p-value

LFC Mean (D2/Hz)

7.8733 ± 2.899

8.522 ± 3.909

8.749 ± 2.565

0.473

MFC Mean (D2/Hz)

0.004 ± 0.003

0.005 ± 0.003

0.006 ± 0.004

0.045*

HFC Mean (D2/Hz)

0.010 ± 0.004

0.012 ± 0.005

0.022 ± 0.011

0.006*

RMS Mean (D)

0.312 ± 0.067

0.301 ± 0.070

0.346 ± 0.094

0.151

Mean Power (D)

2.59 ± 0.51

2.64 ± 0.66

2.72 ± 0.57

0.599

LLE Mean (D/s)

0.443 ± 0.195

0.445 ± 0.213

0.514 ± 0.308

0.723

Table 3.3. Mean values and SDs for emmetropic participants for the
mean accommodative response, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS and LLE at for
the conditions Num, SA and CA. ± values refer to 1 standard deviation
of the mean. p-values for the effect of cognition in the three groups are
included in the last column. Significant effects are denoted by use of an
asterisk.
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Num

SA

CA

p-value

LFC Mean (D2/Hz)

6.893 ± 2.877

7.329 ± 3.553 6.990 ± 2.198

0.734

MFC Mean (D2/Hz)

0.004 ± 0.004

0.005 ± 0.003 0.007 ± 0.005

0.499

HFC Mean (D2/Hz)

0.011 ± 0.005

0.013 ± 0.007 0.017 ± 0.005

0.058

RMS Mean (D)

0.330 ± 0.073

0.325 ± 0.058 0.373 ± 0.073

0.158

Mean Power (D)

2.47 ± 0.61

2.52 ± 0.74

0.688

LLE Mean (D/s)

0.438 ± 0.181

0.349 ± 0.159 0.489 ± 0.203

2.44 ± 0.52

0.180

Table 3.4. Mean values and SDs for myopic participants for the mean
accommodative response, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS and LLE at for the
conditions Num, SA and CA. ± values refer to 1 standard deviation of
the mean. p-values for the effect of cognition in the three groups are
included in the last column. No significant effects were found.
3.3.1 Mean Accommodative Response
Refractive Error group was found to have no significant effect on the mean
accommodative response, hence the data for both groups were combined
into a single group for analyses (F1,22 = 0.606, p = 0.445).

The mean

accommodative response was found to be unaffected by cognitive demand
(F2,44 = 0.454, p = 0.638) with values equivalent across the 3 tasks, as
shown in figure 3.2 and table 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. Box plots demonstrating the increase in the
accommodative response from baseline distance readings for
all participants for the conditions Num, SA, and CA. A repeated
measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no
significant differences across the three conditions.

3.3.2 RMS Accommodation
Again, there was no significant effect of refractive error group for RMS (F 1,22
= 1.123, p = 0.301) so data were pooled into a single group. A significant
effect of cognition was observed (F2,44 = 4.030, p < 0.05), with a higher trend
for the CA condition observed. However, there was no significant effect when
pairwise comparisons were analysed between Num and SA (p = 1.000), Num
and CA (p = 0.075) and SA and CA (p = 0.059). The RMS values are shown
in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3. Box plots demonstrating the RMS accommodation
for all participants for the conditions Num, SA and CA. A
repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis
found a significant main effect but no significant effect was
found for pair-wise analyses.
3.3.3 Fast Fourier Transform
The accommodative traces underwent FFT to isolate the low (LFC), medium
(MFC) and high (HFC) frequency components of the signal. The effect of
cognition on each of these components was examined. There were no
significant differences found between myopes and emmetropes for LFC (F1,22
= 1.197, p = 0.286), MFC (F1,22 = 0.036, p = 0.851) or HFC (F1,22 = 0.150, p =
0.702) therefore the data was pooled.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of cognition
in the mean power of the HFC (F2,44 = 10.03, p < 0.005). Pairwise analyses
revealed that these differences exist between SA and CA tasks (p < 0.005),
and the Num and CA (p < 0.005) tasks, with the HFC power being highest for
the CA condition, as shown in figure 3.4. There was no significant difference
found between the Num and SA conditions (p = 0.965).
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Figure 3.4. Box plots demonstrating the mean power of FFTs for the
LFC (top), MFC (middle) and HFC (bottom) for all participants for the
conditions Num, SA and CA. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found a significant effect for H HFC with a
significant difference between CA and SA and CA and Num conditions.
No significant effect was found for LFC or MFC.
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There was no significant effect of cognition on the LFC (F2,44 = 0.821, p =
0.447) or MFC (F2,44 = 2.513, p = 0.093) amongst the three conditions (figure
3).
3.3.4 Chaos Analysis
Refractive error was found to have no effect on the LLE (F1,22 = 1.743, p =
0.200) at near. Cognition was found to have no effect on LLE values, with
equivalent values found for all three cognitive conditions (F 2,44 = 0.070, p =
0.933) (Figure 3.5)

Figure 3.5 Box plots demonstrating the LLE for all participants for the
conditions Num, SA and CA. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no significant differences across
the three conditions.
There was a significant difference between the emmetropic (0.733 ± 0.37)
and myopic (0.439 ± 0.13) participants in the baseline distance
measurements when accommodation was relaxed. This decrease in the LLE
for myopic participants, 0.295 BCa 95% CI [0.0603, 0.5293] was significant
t(11) = 2.607, p = 0.016 following an independent-samples t-test analysis
(Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6 Box plots comparing the means of the distance LLE
measures before and after the near task at 40 cm was completed by
participants. A significant difference was found between the LLE for the
baseline distance measurements between myopes and emmetropes
3.4 Discussion
The influence of cognitive demand on AMFs was investigated in this study,
with AMFs measured in a group of young adult participants under three
different cognitive demands. A significant increase in the power of the HFC
was observed when participants undertook the task with the highest
cognitive demand. In addition, cognition was also found to affect RMS
accommodation readings for the three conditions. We found no significant
changes in the mean accommodative response or in the power of the LFC,
MFC or chaos analysis in the AMFs when cognitive demand was varied. We
hypothesise that there may be a number of reasons for these findings.
3.4.1 Mean Accommodative Response
There was no significant difference noted in the mean accommodative
response across the three conditions. Kruger (Kruger 1980) found an
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increase in the accommodative response using similar tasks to this
experiment. A major methodological difference between our study and
Kruger’s is that all tasks were completed by the same participants in this
experiment. In Kruger’s there was a separate control group for reading
numbers which was compared to the experimental group that were adding
and subtracting numbers. Other studies have reported no significant
difference in the accommodative response across varying cognitive demands
(Bullimore and Gilmartin 1988; Jainta et al. 2008; Roberts et al. 2018).
Roberts and colleagues (Roberts et al. 2018) found no difference in the lag
of accommodation in adults but did note an increased lag in children for the
passive condition. Bullimore and Gilmartin (1988) found no significant
difference between passive and active conditions for accommodative
demands of 1.00 D and 3.00 D. A significant shift in accommodation for the
same experiment at an accommodative demand of 5.00 D was noted. It
could be hypothesized therefore that age and accommodative demand have
stronger contributory influences when cognitive demand and accommodation
is assessed. Jainta and colleagues (Jainta et al. 2008) proposed gaze
changes as a possible reason why the accommodative response may
change as opposed to it being cognitively induced. Previous studies have
investigated the influence of gaze eccentricity on the accommodative
measures recorded by the Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 autorefractor used in this
experiment (Wolffsohn et al. 2004), and found that the measures were
relatively unaffected up to eccentricities of 10 degrees. As the maximum
change in eccentricity from the centre of a fixation target to the edge of the
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target was less than 1.25 degrees, it is unlikely that this would have affected
accommodation measurements during the current experiment.
3.4.2. Factors affecting AMFs and Accommodation
There are a number of factors that can lead to a change in the nature of
AMFs. Gray and colleagues (Gray et al. 1993b) and Day and colleagues
(Day et al. 2009b) investigated the effect that pupil diameter had on AMFs,
finding an increase in the LFC of AMFs when pupil diameter decreased
below 2mm. Pupil diameter appeared to have little effect on the HFC in these
studies. The Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 autorefractor requires a pupil diameter
of greater than 2.9 mm (Wolffsohn et al. 2004) to allow accurate recording of
dynamic accommodation. As a result, participants with pupils smaller than
2.9 mm were excluded from the study and therefore it would be unlikely that
pupil diameter had an effect on the AMFs in this experiment. Accommodative
demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day et al. 2006) and
luminance (Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b) factors were kept constant to
prevent an effect they may have on the experiment. Research has shown
that the HFC can decrease in the 5th decade relative to the 3rd and 4th
decade of life (Toshida et al. 1998). As participants in this experiment were
between the ages of 20 and 35, that effect should not have influenced any of
the results.
3.4.3. Refractive error and AMFs
Previous studies have noted a difference in AMFs between myopes and
emmetropes (Day et al. 2006; Day et al. 2009a; Day et al. 2009b). In this
study we have found a trend for higher values in myopes but this was not
statistically significant. This is in contrast to the results found by Day and
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colleagues (Day et al. 2006) in which they found an increase in the RMS
values

for

myopic

participants

compared

to

emmetropes

at

an

accommodative demand of 3.00 D. Similar accommodative responses
between emmetropes and early-onset myopes have been noted in an
experiment examining retinotopic accommodation responses in progressive
myopia (Seidel et al. 2003). Emmetropes and early-onset myopes
demonstrated significantly smaller AMFs than late-onset myopes. Earlyonset myopes formed the majority of this current experiment which may be
an explanation for the lack of a significant effect found between refractive
groups. This could be addressed by including equal groups of emmetropes,
early-onset and late-onset.
3.4.4 Recent research on cognitive demand and AMFs
Roberts and colleagues (Roberts et al. 2018) investigated the effects of
cognitive demand on AMFs in children and adults for passive and active
cognitive conditions. They found that RMS accommodation and LFC values
were higher for the passive condition than the active condition in children. A
reduced difference was found in adults which was significant for the LFC but
not significant for RMS accommodation. There are a number of differences
to recognise between this study and ours. All participants in our study were
adults and were either emmetropic or myopic, whereas Roberts and
colleagues had predominantly children ranging from emmetropia to
hyperopia in their study. We compared three active cognitive conditions
whereas they investigated the difference between passive and active
conditions. However, their findings do point to the LFC potentially being more
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changeable between passive and active conditions than over different levels
of active cognition.
3.4.5 Changes in HFC
Cognitive demand has been suggested to cause an increase in heart rate in
previous studies (Scholey et al. 1999; Kennedy and Scholey 2000). It has
been proposed that this increase in heart rate during cognitive processing is
to allow increased metabolic activity in the brain (Scholey et al. 1999). In this
experiment a significant increase in the power of the HFC is apparent with
increasing cognitive demand. It may be that this is as a result of arterial pulse
increasing during the more difficult of the cognitive tasks, as Winn and
colleagues (Winn et al. 1990) previously observed an association between
arterial pulse and the HFC in AMFs. The LFC appears not be affected by
cognition in this experiment suggesting that cognition appears to have a
stronger effect on the HFC rather than the LFC.
Further examination into this could involve conducting a similar experiment
whilst simultaneously monitoring a participant’s heart rate to detect if there is
any change amongst conditions. Previous research looked at the effect
varying cognitive demand had on the mean accommodative response and
cardiovascular function in different refractive groups (Davies et al. 2005). A
piezoelectric pulse transducer was used to record cardiovascular function. A
similar system whilst monitoring AMFs could potentially be used to determine
if there is a correlation between any change in AMFs and cardiovascular
function.
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3.4.6 RMS Accommodation
The cognitive demand of the task produced a significant main effect on RMS
accommodation values, with the CA task displaying higher values than the
Num and SA tasks. However, there was not a significant effect in pairwise
analyses as seen with the HFC. Recent research examining cognitive
demand and AMFs found no significant difference in RMS accommodation
values between passive and active cognitive conditions in adults (Roberts et
al. 2018). However, a significant shift in AMFs was found in children during
passive viewing conditions which may infer that any effect cognitive demand
may potentially have on AMFs is limited by age. This suggest that the
influence of the cognitive demand is limited in adults compared to other
factors such as target proximity (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day
et al. 2006; Charman and Heron 2015) or pupil diameter (Campbell et al.
1959; Gray et al. 1993a; Day et al. 2009b; Charman and Heron 2015). Day
and colleagues (Day et al. 2006) demonstrated an increase in both RMS
accommodation and LFC values when the accommodative demand
increased from 0 D to 4 D. A similar result is seen in a study into
microfluctuations and luminance where the LFC and RMS accommodation
values are both relatively higher in lower luminance conditions (Gray et al.
1993b). In both of these experiments there appears to be no significant effect
on the HFC. In our experiment no significant change was found in the LFC
while there was for the HFC. Taking this into account with an uncertain RMS
accommodative response, it could be suggested that the changes observed
in the AMFs are not down to an active neurological change. It is more likely
that the changes are due to other factors occurring elsewhere in the system.
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3.4.7 Inter-participant variation
A limitation to this experiment was high inter-participant variability, a
phenomenon that has been documented across many studies relating to
AMFs (Kruger 1980; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1987; Stark and Atchison 1994;
Chen et al. 2006; Day et al. 2009b; Metlapally et al. 2014; Charman and
Heron 2015). Suggestions for this include that some participants may have
found the experiment more stressful than others (Bullimore and Gilmartin
1987) or that higher order aberrations may possibly have a role to play (Chen
et al. 2006). There are cases in experiments where some participant’s AMFs,
despite having a normal accommodative response, simply do not respond to
the stimulus and have been removed from the study (Charman and Heron
2015). Similar variability was also observed in this study. This could be
attributable to participant anxiety, for instance in the case of participants
worried about the difficult arithmetic compared to the simpler task of reading
numbers. The variability was more noticeable in the LFC, with some
participants demonstrating a much higher power than others.
Day and colleagues (2009b) reported individual variability during their
investigation into the influence of depth of focus on AMFs in myopes and
emmetropes. They found that there was no correlation between the high
inter-subject variability and the size of the effect ocular depth of focus had on
AMFs. They concluded that the variation may be down to factors of individual
anatomy or innervation.
3.4.8 Chaos Theory Analysis
Previous research has suggested that AMFs may have an input in chaotic
dynamics within the accommodative system (Hampson and Mallen 2012). In
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their experiment Hampson and Mallen examined the defocus and spherical
aberration Zernike coefficients. They found an increased LLE value in the
defocus condition however due to high variability between subjects this was
not statistically significant. A similar high variability was noted in this
experiment.
A similar trend to a later paper that measured LLE values in myopes and
emmetropes was found in this study with higher LLE values been observed
in emmetropes compared to myopes, significantly when emmetropes were
compared to late-onset myopes (Hampson et al. 2017). While not statistically
significant at near it was noted that the LLE value for early-onset myopes
(0.46 ± 0.28) fell between that of the emmetropes (0.64 ± 0.33) and lateonset myopes (0.39 ± 0.20). Our findings were not statistically significant;
however, this may be due to a majority of early onset myopes in that myopic
group. The positive values in our experiment may suggest that the AMFs
were chaotic across all three conditions.
However, there was a significant difference noted when measurements were
taken when participants were observing the 6 m target. The LLE value was
significantly higher in the emmetropes compared to the myopes suggesting
that AMFs are potentially under more stress at distance. This is similar to the
finding of Hampson and colleagues who found a lower LLE value in myopes
in their experiment relative to emmetropes. Why this was not significant at
near will require further examination. It is possible that accommodative
demand may be a factor.
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3.5 Conclusion
A significant effect was noted in the HFC of AMFs for more difficult levels of
cognitive demand. The same effect, albeit reduced, was seen in RMS
values. Given these results it appears that the difficulty of a task does affect
active accommodation but to a lesser extent than accommodative demand or
target luminance would.
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4. Experiment: An investigation into the effect of fatigue on the
accommodative response and accommodative microfluctuations.
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, numerous studies were mentioned that have linked near work
with visual fatigue in digital eyestrain (DES) (Owens and Wolf-Kelly 1987;
Marran et al. 2006; Borsting et al. 2007; Tosha et al. 2009; Borsting et al.
2010; Hue et al. 2014). Visual symptoms of DES include headaches,
eyestrain, ocular discomfort, dry eye, diplopia and blurred vision, occurring
either during or after prolonged visual display unit (VDU) use. A number of
factors are thought to contribute to DES including uncorrected refractive error
(Rosenfield et al. 2012; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), prolonged time spent
working on VDUs (Rossignol et al. 1987; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019),
working distance (Jaschinski 1998; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), presbyopia
(Jaschinski et al. 2015; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), oculomotor responses
(Jaschinski 1998; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019) and dry eye (Rosenfield 2011).
Symptoms related to visual discomfort and fatigue have been associated
with a number of accommodative parameters including amplitude of
accommodation (Sterner et al. 2006), accommodative insufficiency (Borsting
et al. 2003) and an increased lag of accommodation (Tosha et al. 2009).
The duration of a near task has been shown to have an effect on the
symptoms of visual fatigue (Misawa et al. 1984; Bergqvist and Knave 1994;
Shantakumari et al. 2014). As a result, regular breaks are encouraged, with
the timing of the break deemed to be more important than the length, i.e.
breaks should be short an regular rather than long and infrequent (Health
and Safety Executive 2019). Numerous studies have highlighted a link
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between near work and myopia progression (Saw et al. 2002; Yi and Li 2011;
You et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2013; Ramamurthy et al. 2015). For instance, a
study found that children between the age of 7 and 9 years, with greater
exposure to reading tasks, were more likely to be myopic (Saw et al. 2002).
Consequently it has been suggested that those who spend more time taking
part in outdoor activities are less likely to develop myopia (Rose et al. 2008;
Yi and Li 2011).
Symptoms are more likely to occur with increased proximity to the digital
device or reading material (Shantakumari et al. 2014). Shantakumari and
colleagues (2014) found a decrease in headache related symptoms when
the VDU was used at a distance greater than 50 cm. The increased
capability and usage of smartphones however has led to closer working
distances which has the potential to increase visual fatigue symptoms as a
result. One study on viewing distances on smartphones in an American
population found a mean viewing distance of 36.2 cm when texting and 32.2
cm when browsing the internet (Bababekova et al. 2011). More recent
research has found that the working distance when using a smartphone
tends to decrease as the task progresses (Long et al. 2017). Long and
colleagues (2017) found a significant decrease in the working distance from
30.6 cm at the start of an hour-long task to 27.8 cm. Eye strain symptoms
were reported to have increased by the end of the task.
As mentioned in Chapter 1 (section 1.7) there are many factors thought to
influence AMFs including age (Heron and Schor 1995; Toshida et al. 1998;
Mordi and Ciuffreda 2004; Anderson et al. 2010), luminance (Gray et al.
1993b; Day et al. 2009b), pupil diameter (Campbell et al. 1959; Gray et al.
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1993a; Day et al. 2009b), refractive error (Day et al. 2009a; Day et al.
2009b), cognitive demand (Hynes et al. 2018; Roberts et al. 2018) and
accommodative demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day et al.
2006).
As stated in Chapter 1 accommodative microfluctuations (AMFs) in the
accommodative response (AR) comprise of two main contributory frequency
bands, the low frequency component (LFC) measuring from 0 to 0.6 Hz and
the high frequency component (HFC), ranging between 1.0 and 2.3 Hz
(Campbell et al. 1959; Winn et al. 1990; Gray et al. 1993b; van der Heijde et
al. 1996; Toshida et al. 1998; Charman and Heron 2015; Hynes et al. 2018).
The HFC appears to be plant noise sourced from the arterial pulse (Winn et
al. 1990; Collins et al. 1995), whereas a neurological source has been
proposed as the origin of the LFC (van der Heijde et al. 1996).
The majority of measure of ocular fatigue tend to be subjective with
questionnaires used

to examine visual symptoms (Coles-Brennan et al.

2019). When objective measures of accommodation have been used in
tandem with a questionnaire a positive correlation has been found between
visual discomfort and the mean AR suggesting that the accommodative
system may contribute to ocular fatigue (Chase et al. 2009; Tosha et al.
2009). However, the potential for AMFs to play a role in this has not being
examined in great detail though an effect on the HFC from visual discomfort
has been suggested (Jeng et al. 2014).
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the possible effects of
near work duration and target proximity have on AMFs and on the AR in
general.
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4.2 Method
4.2.1 Participants
All participants were between the ages of 19 and 35 years and were
recruited from the staff and students of the University of Bradford (Table 4.1).
Myopes were defined as participants with a mean spherical equivalent (MSE)
refractive error greater >-0.50 D, while those with a MSE refractive error of
between -0.25 D and +0.75 D were classed as emmetropic (Abbott et al.
1998; Yeo et al. 2006). Astigmatism did not exceed -1.00 D for all
participants. A detailed summary of participant parameters is shown in table
4.1 for the two accommodative demands. All participants achieved +0.00
logMAR or better in their habitual correction on a Bailey-Lovie logMAR chart
and were free of any ocular pathology. Participants gave their consent to
take part in the experiment. The study was approved by the Biomedical,
Natural and Physical Sciences Research Ethics Panel at the University of
Bradford and this study was undertaken in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.
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Accommodative Demand 2.50 D
Refractive Group
No. of participants
Mean Age (yrs)
Range (yrs)
Mean Refractive Error (D)
Range of Mean Sph (D)
Range of Amplitude of Accommodation
(D)

Emmetropes
9
25.52 ± 4.59
21-35
+0.21 ± 0.27
-0.37 to +0.50

Myopes
10
23.73 ± 4.60
19-33
-4.76 ± 2.31
-1.87 to -7.37

6.00-11.50

8.00-12.00

Accommodative Demand 4.00 D
Refractive Group
Emmetropes
Myopes
No. of participants
9
8
Mean Age (yrs)
25.52 ± 4.59
22.87 ± 3.66
Range (yrs)
21-35
19-29
Mean Refractive Error (D)
+0.21 ± 0.27
-5.45 ± 2.03
Range of Mean Sph (D)
-0.37 to +0.50 -1.87 to -7.37
Range of Amplitude of Accommodation
6.00-11.50
8.00-12.00
(D)
Table 4.1. Information regarding participants in the experiment for the
two working distances All of the emmetropic participants completed
both working distances but two of the myopes were unable to complete
the 4.00 D task due to accommodative miosis. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation of the mean.
Soft contact lens correction was used for all myopes to equalise
accommodative demand across all participants. In cases where the
participant was not a habitual contact lens wearer, they were fitted by with
daily disposable contact lenses (1-Day Acuvue Moist, Johnson and Johnson)
and were allowed 20 minutes to adapt. Soft contact lenses have previously
been found to have no influence on AMFs (Day et al. 2008).
Amplitude of accommodation was measured using an RAF rule to ensure
that participants could exert at least 6 D of accommodation, which is twice
the accommodative demand required for the task (Elliott 2014a). This
criterion was employed to establish that the amplitude of accommodation
was clinically normal within the expected age-matched range of normality.
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The experiment was divided into two parts following a similar protocol with
the primary difference being the two separate accommodative demands of
2.50 D and 4.00 D that the tasks were carried out at. Two levels of
accommodative demand were used as data collection proved difficult for the
higher accommodative demand due to interference from reduced pupil size
from accommodative miosis. Therefore, 19 participants comprising of 10
myopes and 9 emmetropes were recruited for the experiment, with two of the
myopes unable to complete the higher accommodative demand part due to
pupil size.
4.2.2 Instrumentation
The accommodative response was monitored using a modified Shin-Nippon
SRW-5000 autorefractor, which allowed for the continuous recording of
accommodation at a sampling rate of 22 Hz (Mallen et al. 2001; Wolffsohn et
al. 2001; Wolffsohn et al. 2004). This autorefractor has been validated in
children (Chat and Edwards 2001) and adults (Mallen et al. 2001) in its
unmodified form and has been used in previous research investigating AMFs
(Wolffsohn et al. 2003b; Davies et al. 2005; Day et al. 2006; Day et al.
2009a; Day et al. 2009b). Pupil size was monitored on a built-in screen,
ensuring that the pupil diameter remained above 2.9 mm throughout data
collection.

Participants

viewed

the

targets

binocularly

whilst

the

accommodative response was recorded monocularly. The participant’s right
eye was used in all cases.
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Head movement of participants was restricted using a combined forehead
and chin rest. The tasks took place in a room illuminated by LED tube
lighting measuring 880 lux.
4.2.3 Procedure
The experiment consisted of reading a book for an hour at a set working
distance. Two working distances were examined; 40 cm and 25 cm, to allow
for accommodative demands of 2.50 D and 4.00 D respectively. This
involved a separate visit for participants for each working distance, with
these at least a day apart. Initially, each participant undertook a baseline
measures of accommodation while viewing a high-contrast Maltese cross
target at a distance of 6 m and at the near distance of 40 cm or 25 cm
depending on the visit (Figure 4.1). The luminance of the distant fixation
target was 68.9 cd/m2 and it subtended a visual angle of 0.16 degrees. A
separate Maltese cross near target was used for the 40 cm and 25 cm
targets, subtending a visual angle of 0.29 and 0.45 degrees respectively
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Figure 4.1. Participants observed a high-contrast black maltese cross
used as target during the near task.

Following the initial baseline measurements at distance and near,
participants were instructed to read a book at a set distance for one hour.
The participant was not on the autorefractor whilst reading for their comfort
but was sat beside it to ensure an efficient transition from reading to taking
measurements. The same book was used for all data collection sessions and
participants were encouraged to read at their own pace and from what parts
of the book they chose to. The working distance was measured regularly
throughout to ensure the appropriate working distance was maintained and
the book was held by the participant. The accommodative response was
measured for approximately 20 seconds at the 15, 30, 45 and 60 minute
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marks (Figure 4.2). A further measurement whilst observing the distance
target was taken directly after the near task had been completed. All
accommodation traces lasted for approximately 20 seconds. Participants
were instructed to keep the fixation targets as clear as possible throughout
the tasks.
.

Distance Measurement (Pre-task)
Near-task Measurement (0 min)

Near-task Measurement (15 min)
Near-task Measurement (30 min)
Near-task Measurement 45 min)
Near-task Measurement (60 min)
Distance Measurement (Post-task)
Figure 4.2. Flow chart demonstrating the sequence of AR
measurements throughout the experiment. Distance measurements
were at 6 m and the near task measurements were at an
accommodative demand of 2.50 D or 4.00 D depending on the visit.
Measurements last approximately 20 seconds. In between each neartask measurement participants the reading task was performed.
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4.2.4 Analysis
Accommodation traces taken at the start, during the task and at the end of
the task for each the participants were analysed. Blinks were removed from
the data in an Excel program by identifying accommodative response
measures that were greater than or equal to 2.00 D away from the
accommodative demand and replaced with an average of the 5 previous
data points before the blink when measuring the mean accommodative
response (Cufflin and Mallen 2008; Hampson et al. 2017). When AMFs were
analysed using Matlab (Matlab R2013a, The Mathworks, Inc, Natick,
Massachusetts, United States), blinks were removed from the data by
identifying accommodative response measures that were greater than or
equal to 2.00 D away from the accommodative demand and replacing them
using interpolation as per Hampson and colleagues (Hampson and Mallen
2012).
Differences in the accommodative response when measured at intervals of
every 15 minutes over the course of the hour were analysed for possible
differences. The relaxed distance accommodative response was also
compared before and after the period of near work.
Data analysis was carried out on the different conditions using paired sample
t-tests to compare the means of the two distance measurements and
repeated measure ANOVAs to measure the means of the near task via
SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2013. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version
22.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). When sphericity was not assumed following
Mauchly’s test of sphericity, Greenhouse-Geisser values were used for the
ANOVAs. Results were deemed statistically significant when p-values of
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<0.05 were present. Data related to the LFC, mid-frequency component
(MFC) and HFC were derived by Fast Fourier Transform functions in Matlab.
The LFC was measured between 0 and 0.6 Hz, the MFC between 0.61 and
0.99 Hz and the HFC between 1.0 and 2.1 Hz (Gray et al. 1993a). Root
mean square (RMS) values were calculated and contrasted using this
software.
Chaos Analysis was also used to determine if there was a significant
difference between conditions. Healthy physiological signals, such as the
heartbeat, display chaos (Poon and Merrill 1997). Unlike the traditional
definition of chaos, chaotic systems have underlying laws that describe
their behaviour. A feature of chaotic systems is their sensitivity to initial
conditions. This means that a minute change in a variable can cause the
system to behave very differently, with this divergence increasing over time.
This can be measured using the Lyapunov exponent. The larger the value of
the exponent, the greater the sensitivity to initial conditions. A decrease in
the Lyapunov exponent can indicate stress to the system or ill-health (Su et
al. 2008). The largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE) value was calculated for
each condition to determine if there was a change in the amount of chaos in
the accommodative system dependent on the condition (Hampson and
Mallen 2012; Hampson et al. 2017). A reduction in the Lyapunov exponent
for a given 20 seconds accommodative trace would indicate that the
accommodative system is under stress.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 40 cm condition
The effects of refractive error and time on the accommodative measures was
examined throughout this experiment. There was no significant difference
found between the refractive groups at near for the mean AR (F1,17 = 2.991, p
= 0.102), LFC (F1,17 = 0.635, p = 0.437), MFC (F1,17 = 0.091, p = 0.767), HFC
(F1,17 = 0.141, p = 0.712), RMS accommodation (F1,17 = 0.055, p = 0.817) or
LLE (F1,17 = 1.803, p = 0.917) so the data for all these parameters was
pooled.

For the 40cm condition there was no significant difference found for any of
the parameters at near for the effect of time over the course of the reading
task, the mean AR (F2.504,45.068 = 0.518, p = 0.64) (Figure 4.3), the LFC
(F2.426,43.659 = 0.61, p = 0.578), the MFC (F4,72 = 0.594, p = 0.668), the HFC
(F2.582,46.472

= 2.077, p = 0.124) (Figure 4.4, RMS accommodation

(F2.536,45.642 = 1.503, p = 0.23) (Figure 4.5) or LLE (F2.607,46.927 = 1.385, p =
0.26) (Figure 4.6). The means and standard deviations for these can be seen
in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.3. Box plots for the mean AR during the near task at 40 cm. A
repeated measures ANOVA found no significant differences in the
mean AR during the near task (p > 0.05).
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Figure 4.4. Box plots demonstrating the mean power of FFTs for the
LFC (top), MFC (middle) and HFC (bottom) for all participants recorded
during the near task at 40 cm. A repeated measures ANOVA found no
significant differences for any of the frequency components in the
mean AR during the near task (all ps > 0.05).
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Figure 4.5 Box plots for the RMS accommodation during the near task
at 40 cm. A repeated measures ANOVA found no significant differences
in the RMS accommodation during the near task (p > 0.05).

Figure 4.6 Box plots for the LLE during the near task at 40 cm. A
repeated measures ANOVA found no significant differences in the LLE
during the near task (p > 0.05).

Mean

Near 0 mIns

Near 15 mins

Near 30 mins
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Near 45 mins

Near 60 mins

p-value

AR (D)

2.28 ± 0.64

2.25 ± 0.54

2.32 ± 0 .68

2.25 ± 0.68

2.36 ± 0.72

5.425 ± 2.831

5.400 ± 2.467

5.759 ± 3.086

5.545 ± 3.109

6.057 ± 3.455

0.578

MFC (D2/Hz)

0.002 ± 0.003

0.003 ± 0.003

0.003 ± 0.003

0.002 ± 0.002

0.003 ± 0.002

0.668

HFC (D2/Hz)

0.008 ± 0.006

0.008 ± 0.008

0.012 ± 0.01

0.007 ± 0.004

0.011 ± 0.01

0.124

RMS (D)

0.265 ± 0.093

0.294 ± 0.149

0.298 ± 0.091

0.246 ± 0.068

0.264 ± 0.074

0.23

LLE (D/s)

0.375 ± 0.206

0.511 ± 0.437

0.368 ± 0.13

0.421 ± 0.257

0.589 ± 0.519

0.26

LFC

(D2/Hz)

Table 4.2. Mean values and SDs for the AR, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS and
LLE at near for the 40 cm condition. ± values refer to 1 standard
deviation of the mean. p-values following repeated-measures ANOVAs
for the effect of task duration in the three groups are included in the
last column. Significant effects are denoted by use of an asterisk.

There were no significant differences found in the pre-task and post-task
distance traces for any of the parameters following two-tailed paired t-test
analyses (all p-values > 0.05). The results for this can be seen in Table 4.3
and Figure 4.7
40cm Dist
AR (D)
LFC (D2/Hz)
MFC (D2/Hz)
HFC (D2/Hz)
RMS (D)
LLE (D/s)

Pre-task
0.13 ± 0.30
0.153 ± 0.229
0.002 ± 0.002
0.004 ± 0.002
0.188 ± 0.055
0.642 ± 0.626

Post-task
0.09 ± 0.43
0.212 ± 0.245
0.002 ± 0.002
0.005 ± 0.004
0.21 ± 0.061
0.434 ± 0.185

df t
18
18
18
18
18
18

p
0.362
-0.732
-0.593
-1.338
-1.157
1.344

0.721
0.473
0.561
0.197
0.262
0.196

Table 4.3 Means and SDs are presented in the Pre-task and Post-task
column for the accommodation traces for the parameters, mean
accommodative response, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS accommodation and
LLE for when participants were completing the near task at 40 cm.
DistPre was the distance trace taken before the near task and DistPost
was taken directly after the task was completed. The results of twotailed paired t-tests for all parameters are presented. No significant
differences were found for any parameter. ± values refer to 1 standard
deviation of the mean.
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0.64

Figure 4.7. Box plots comparing the means of the distance
accommodative traces before and after the near task at 40 cm was
completed by participants. No significant difference between the means
was found following a two-tailed paired t-tests for the Mean AR (topleft), LFC (top-right), MFC (middle-left), HFC (middle-right), RMS
accommodation (bottom-left) and LLE (all p-values > 0.05)
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4.3.2 25 cm condition
There was a significant effect between the mean accommodative response
(F4,64 = 2.886, p = < 0.05) (Figure 4.8), LFC (F4,64 = 3.909, p < 0.001) and the
MFC (F4,64 = 2.538, p < 0.05) (Figure 4.9) over the duration of the near task
(F4,64 = 2.886, p = < 0.05). However, there was no significant difference
between any of the recording times when pairwise comparisons were 1.
There was no significant effect found for the RMS accommodation (F 4,64=
0.25, p = 0.051) (Figure 4.10), HFC (F2.582,46.472 = 2.077, p = 0.124) (Figure
4.9) or LLE (F2.809,44.949 = 0.987, p = 0.404) (Figure 4.11). The means and
SDs for all the conditions at near can be seen in table 4.4.
Near 0 mins

Near 15 mins

Near 30 mins

Near 45 mins

Near 60 mins

AR (D)

3.68 ± 0.72

3.83 ± 0.83

3.88 ± 0.82

3.96 ± 0.75

3.92 ± 0.65

pvalue
0.029*

LFC (D2/Hz)

13.999 ± 5.165

15.273 ± 5.959

16.029 ± 6.276

16.381 ± 5.964

15.799 ± 4.85

0.007*

MFC (D2/Hz)

0.003 ± 0.002

0.003 ± 0.003

0.006 ± 0.005

0.004 ± 0.003

0.004 ± 0.003

0.048*

HFC (D2/Hz)

0.008 ± 0.006

0.009 ± 0.006

0.013 ± 0.01

0.015 ± 0.015

0.011 ± 0.008

0.141

RMS (D)

0.270 ± 0.051

0.278 ± 0.086

0.324 ± 0.093

0.329 ± 0.072

0.324 ± 0.089

0.051

LLE (D/s)

0.536 ± 0.396

0.351 ± 0.197

0.488 ± 0.329

0.481 ± 0.193

0.428 ± 0.359

0.404

Table 4.4. Mean values and SDs for the AR, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS and
LLE at near for the 25cm condition. ± values refer to 1 standard
deviation of the mean. p-values for the effect of task duration in the
three groups are included in the last column. Significant effects are
denoted by use of an asterisk.
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Figure 4.8. Box plots for the mean AR during the near task at 25 cm. A
repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found a
significant main effect over the duration of the near task (F4,64 = 2.886,
p = < 0.05). However, there was no significant difference between any
of the recording times when pairwise comparisons were analysed (All
p-values > 0.05).
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Figure 4.9. Box plots for the LFC, MFC and HFC during the near task at
25 cm. A repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis
found a significant main effect over the duration of the near task for
the LFC (top) (F4,64 = 3.909, p < 0.001) and the MFC (middle) (F4,64 =
2.538, p < 0.05). However, there was no significant difference between
any of the recording times when pairwise comparisons were analysed
(All p-values > 0.05). There was no significant effect found for the HFC
(bottom) (F2.582,46.472 = 2.077, p = 0.124).
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Figure 4.10. Box plots for the RMS accommodation during the near task
at 25 cm. A repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc
analysis found no significant differences in the RMS accommodation
during the near task (p > 0.05).

Figure 4.11. Box plots for the LLE during the near task at 25cm. A
repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no
significant differences in the LLE during the near task (p > 0.05).
There was an increase in the HFC found in the post-task (M = 0.005 D2/Hz,
SD = 0.003) accommodative trace following the near task compared to the
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pre-task (M = 0.003, SD = 0.002) accommodative trace. This difference, 0.0016, BCa 95% CI [-0.0007, -0.0025], was significant t(16) = -3.966, p =
0.001 . There was also an increase in the RMS accommodation found in the
post-task (M = 0.173, SD = 0.055) accommodative trace after the near task
compared to the pre-task (M = 0.255, SD = 0.096) accommodative trace
(Figure 4.12) (Table 4.5). This difference -0.083, BCa 95% CI [-0.024, 0.141], was also significant t(16) = -2.971, p = 0.009. There was no
significant difference found for the mean AR, LFC MFC or LLE conditions.

25cm Dist
LFC (D2/Hz)

DistPre
0.19 ± 0.27
0.149 ± 0.222

DistPost
0.25 ± 0.50
0.363 ± 0.409

df
16
16

t
-0.47
-1.787

p
0.645
0.093

MFC (D2/Hz)

0.001 ± 0.001

0.002 ± 0.001

16

-1.945

0.07

HFC (D2/Hz)

0.003 ± 0.002

0.005 ± 0.003

16

-3.966

0.001*

RMS (D)

0.173 ± 0.055

0.255 ± 0.096

16

-2.971

0.009*

LLE (D/s)

0.667 ± 0.574

0.384 ± 0.203

16

1.658

0.117

AR (D)

Table 4.5. Means and SDs are presented in the pre-task and post-task
column for the accommodation traces for the parameters, mean
accommodative response, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS accommodation and
LLE for when participants were completing the near task at 25 cm. Pretask was the distance trace taken before the near task and post-task
was taken directly after the task was completed. The results of twotailed paired t-tests for all parameters are presented. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation of the mean.
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Figure 4.12. Box plots comparing the means of the distance
accommodative traces before and after the near task at 25 cm was
completed by participants. Following a paired t-test there was a
significant increase following the near task for the HFC (middle-right) (p
= 0.001) and the RMS accommodation (bottom-left) (p = 0.009). No
significant difference between the means was for the Mean AR (topleft), LFC (top-right), MFC (middle-left),) and LLE (all p-values > 0.05).
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4.3.3 Accommodative demand and AMFs
There was a significant increase for the higher accommodative demand in
the mean of the LFC (F1,16 = 118.597, p < 0.001), MFC (F1,16 = 12.661, p <
0.001), HFC, (F1,16 = 5.543, p < 0.05) and the RMS accommodation (F1,16 =
4.854, p < 0.05) between the 40 and 25 cm conditions. There was no
difference between the 40 and 25 cm conditions for the LLE (F1,16 = 0.016, p
< 0.901).
4.4 Discussion
In

this

experiment

the

ability

to

assess

objective

measures

of

accommodative fatigue was examined. Two working distances of 40 cm and
25 cm were assessed. No significant effects were found for the 40cm
condition. There was an overall significant effect noted at near for the 25cm
condition for the LFC, MFC and the mean AR. There was also a significant
difference in the pre-task and post-task distance accommodation traces for
the HFC and RMS accommodation. There were no other significant effects
found for the rest of the parameters in the 25 cm condition. There was a
significant increase in the mean powers of the LFC, MFC, HFC and RMS
accommodation as the accommodative demand increased. These results are
discussed in detail in the following sections.
4.4.1 Factors affecting AMFs
As with the experiments in chapters 3, the same factors can affect AMFs
including age (Heron and Schor 1995; Toshida et al. 1998; Mordi and
Ciuffreda 2004; Anderson et al. 2010), luminance (Gray et al. 1993b; Day et
al. 2009b), pupil diameter (Campbell et al. 1959; Gray et al. 1993a; Day et al.
2009b), refractive error (Day et al. 2009a; Day et al. 2009b), cognitive
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demand (Hynes et al. 2018; Roberts et al. 2018) and accommodative
demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day et al. 2006) had to be
taken into account. In order to increase the reliability of the findings of this
experiment attempts were made to control for many of these factors.
Luminance was kept constant throughout the visits for all participants. Pupil
diameter has an effect on the LFC at diameters of 2 mm and smaller. As the
modified Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 autorefractor used in the experiment is
only capable of measuring the AR in pupil diameters bigger than 2.9 mm
than this effect was negated (Chat and Edwards 2001; Li and Edwards 2001;
Mallen et al. 2001; Wolffsohn et al. 2001; Wolffsohn et al. 2004; Mallen et al.
2015). The reading task was the same for all participants, so cognitive
demand should not have varied amongst participants. The HFC has been
shown to decrease in the 5th decade of life relative to the 3rd and 4th decades
(Toshida et al. 1998). As all participants were between the age of 19 and 35
years then this should not have had an effect on the results either.
The factors refractive error and accommodative demand were controlled for
up to a certain point. Participants were split into two groups of emmetropic
and myopic participants to see if refractive error had an effect on the effect of
fatigue on AMFs. No difference was found so the data was pooled together.
Two different accommodative demands were used to determine if working
distance has an effect on fatigue. The data from the two working distances
were not pooled together as accommodative demand has been shown to a
large effect on AMFs so this may have skewed the data.
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4.4.2 Working Distance and AMFs
Two separate accommodative demands of 2.50 D and 4.00 D were used for
the near task in this experiment. There was a significant increase in the
mean powers of the LFC, MFC, HFC and RMS accommodation as the
accommodative demand increased. The mean power for all participants of
the LFC for all 5 conditions at the 4.00 D accommodative demand was more
than double that for the same conditions at the 2.50 D demand.
Significant effects were found at near for the 25 cm condition for the LFC,
MFC and mean accommodative response. No significant effect was found for
any condition at the 40 cm distance. A potential cause for the significant
effect found between the near measurements taken over the hour-long near
task at 25 cm and not 40 cm may be as a result of the increased
accommodative demand. AMFs have been shown to increase with
accommodative demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Stark and
Atchison 1997; Seidel et al. 2003; Plainis et al. 2005; Day et al. 2006; Harb
et al. 2006; Gambra et al. 2009). For instance, Harb and colleagues (2006)
found that the mean power of the LFC, MFC and HFC increased as the
accommodative demand did. The increase in the power of these frequency
components may put the accommodative system under more stress which
may explain the significant overall effect found at 25 cm and not 40 cm.
This finding was observed in a study on visual discomfort and ocular
accommodation (Chase et al. 2009). Chase and colleagues (2009) found
significant

correlations

between

visual

discomfort

symptoms

and

accommodative demands of 4.00 D and higher but not for demands lower
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than 4.00 D. This would suggest that working distance is an important factor
in the development of visual fatigue and symptoms caused by visual fatigue.
However, Day and colleagues (2006) found that it was only the LFC and not
the MFC or HFC that increased with increasing accommodative demands
when they assessed AMFs at demands of 0.00, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00 and 4.00 D.
There was no significant difference noted in this study either between
accommodative demands for the MFC or HFC. This suggests that the LFC is
more consistently affected by visual fatigue than the other frequency
components.
It has been suggested that target proximity influences the accommodative
response even when other factors such as blur and vergence cues have
been negated (Rosenfield and Gilmartin 1990). Tosha and colleagues (2009)
found a significant increase in the lag of accommodation at accommodative
demands of 4.00 D and 5.00 D but not at accommodative demands of 2.00 D
and 3.00 D. Given that Long and colleagues (2017) have shown that the
working distance using smartphones can decrease from 30.6 cm to 27.8cm
over the course of an hour of smartphone usage it is likely that these greater
accommodative demands have the potential to become symptomatic.
4.4.3. Changes in the HFC and RMS accommodation for distance.
There was an increase in the HFC when viewing the distance target at 6m
following the near task at 25cm compared to the pre-task reading. This
significant effect was not replicated in the 40cm condition. The HFC is
thought to originate as plant noise caused by the arterial pulse (Winn et al.
1990; Collins et al. 1995; Charman and Heron 2015). In Chapter 3 (section
3.5.5) and the publication derived from it, it was suggested that changes in
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the HFC may be related to the increase in cognitive demand observed as
tasks got more difficult (Hynes et al. 2018). This may have had a similar
effect in the case of the 25cm condition with more effort required for that task
that the lower accommodative demand required for the 40cm task. The same
effect was found to occur for the RMS accommodation.
One potential cause for this change in the HFC and the RMS
accommodation could be related to near-induced transient myopia (NITM).
NITM is caused by a delay in the relaxation of the AR following a period of
near work which causes a temporary myopic shift (Vera-Díaz et al. 2002;
Wolffsohn et al. 2003b). This temporarily increased accommodation may
have led to an increase in the HFC and RMS accommodation.
4.4.4. Inter-participant variability
High variability has been reported throughout a number of studies into AMFs
(Heron and Schor 1995; Toshida et al. 1998; Harb et al. 2006; Day et al.
2009b; Charman and Heron 2015).
The high variability in the AMFs may have had an effect on this experiment.
This variability appears to increase with the accommodative demand, in
particular with the LFC. The mean standard deviation across the five
measurements at near doubled at 25 cm compared to when measured at
40cm. Proximity has been suggested as a possible factor in variation of
AMFs in a past studies (Day et al. 2009b). Many other possible causes for
variation in the AR and AMFs have been suggested including anatomical and
innervational factors (Gilmartin et al. 2002; Davies et al. 2005; Mallen et al.
2005; Day et al. 2009b) and other accommodative cues including ocular
aberrations (Kruger et al. 1993; Cheng et al. 2004; Artal et al. 2006) and
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cognition (Kruger 1980; Malmstrom et al. 1980; Bullimore and Gilmartin
1987; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1988; Winn et al. 1991; Wolffsohn et al.
2003b; Davies et al. 2005; Hynes et al. 2018; Roberts et al. 2018). In the
case of possible anatomical and innervational factors, it is difficult to account
for these and prevent them from having an impact on the experiment. It could
be suggested that cognition is difficult to control as well given its subjective
nature. Target proximity was controlled but given the increase compared the
standard deviations at 25 cm compared to 40 cm it could be suggested that
target proximity can have a bigger influence on inter-participant variability
and as such, should be taken into account during the planning and running of
experiments investigating AMFs.
4.4.5. Chaos Analysis
There was no significant difference between the chaos values throughout the
reading task. Whilst it wasn’t significant, there does appear to be a possible
trend towards a decrease in chaos values for the distance baseline readings
taken after the task relative to the start of the task. It is interesting to note
that the standard deviation value is approximately three times smaller for the
post-task measurement relative to the pre-task. This may suggest that the
accommodative system is under more stress following the completion of the
60 minutes near work task conducted in this experiment. Further
investigation is required to understand why the pre-task values were more
variable than the post-task values.
4.5. Conclusion
In summary, there appear to be an effect on the mean AR, and the mean
power of the LFC and MFC in AMFs when a near task is performed over the
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course of an hour. This effect appears to only happen at higher
accommodative demands. This may have ramifications for displays used at
particularly close distances.
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5. Experiment: Accommodative Microfluctuations and Display types
5.1 Introduction
Digital eyestrain (DES), also known as computer vision syndrome, is a term
used to describe where an individual may be affected by a number of ocular
and visual symptoms as a result of prolonged usage of a range of digital
display devices including computers, smartphones and tablets (Rosenfield
2011; Rosenfield 2016).

Visual symptoms include headaches, eyestrain,

ocular discomfort, dry eye, diplopia and blurred vision either during or after
prolonged visual display unit (VDU) use (Rosenfield 2011; Rosenfield 2016;
Sheppard and Wolffsohn 2018; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019). A number of
factors are thought to cause DES including uncorrected refractive error
(Rosenfield et al. 2012; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), time spent working on
VDUs (Rossignol et al. 1987; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), working distance
(Jaschinski 1998; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), presbyopia (Jaschinski et al.
2015; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), oculomotor responses (Jaschinski 1998;
Coles-Brennan et al. 2019) and dry eye. Originally these symptoms
corresponded to individuals who spent prolonged amounts of time working
on VDUs. However, given the increase in the range of display devices
available at the present time, including the increased use in smartphones
and electronic reading devices, the condition has become more prevalent
(Sheppard and Wolffsohn 2018) with 80% of American adults reporting using
a digital device for 2 hours a day and 67% uses two digital devices
simultaneously (The Vision Council 2019). A recent study in India showed
that 20% of 11 year olds used digital devices, rising to 50% of 17 year olds
(Ichhpujani et al. 2019). Studies have suggested that there is an increased
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lag of accommodation following smartphone use, surpassing that of print text
(Park et al. 2014; Jaiswal et al. 2019).
Early research examining eye strain, the accommodative response (AR) and
accommodative microfluctuations (AMFs) found that the power of the low
frequency component (LFC) was significantly increased following an hour of
computer work (Iwasaki and Kurimoto 1987). The same was not found
following an hour of paper-based work, with no significant difference between
pre and post work levels. It has been suggested that AMF analysis could
have the potential to be useful in determining more subtle changes in
symptomatic individuals suffering from digital eyestrain, however the
particular nature of the requirements for assessing AMFs make this difficult
(Sheppard and Wolffsohn 2018)
It is important to consider refractive error in this experiment, given the
numerous studies that point towards are positive correlation between myopia
and near work (You et al. 2012; Lee et al. 2013; Ramamurthy et al. 2015).
Recent cross-sectional studies have suggested that use of digital and paperbased display types is associated with the development of myopia (Czepita
et al. 2016; Belete et al. 2017). The increase in education being delivered
digitally rather than paper-based has been suggested as an area requiring
further investigation in terms of the development of myopia (Lam et al. 2012).
Myopes have been found to have larger AMFs than emmetropes (Day et al.
2006; Harb et al. 2006; Charman and Heron 2015). It has been suggested
that the increased variability for myopic participants may be to reduced blur
sensitivity caused by an increased depth of focus (Harb et al. 2006).
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LCD and e-ink display devices along with paper have become popular
displays for reading (Siegenthaler et al. 2012; Kim and Kim 2013). There are
a number of factors that can be considered when comparing and contrasting
display types including image resolution, luminance and refresh rate.

A

major difference between LCD and e-ink displays is that e-ink displays do not
need to refresh therefore eliminating any flicker (Siegenthaler et al. 2012).
Image resolution and luminance vary between display devices and can be
adjustable.
The purpose of this experiment is to determine if AMFs are affected
depending on the display type an observer is using. In particular the effects
of image resolution and refractive error will be examined. The possible
connections between these factors and DES will be discussed.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Participants
20 participants took part in the study, comprising of 10 myopes and 10
emmetropes (details in Table 5.1). Classification was based on mean
spherical equivalent refractive error, which was >0.50 D in myopes and –0.25
D to +0.75 D in emmetropes (Abbott et al. 1998; Yeo et al. 2006). Potential
participants with astigmatism greater than 1.00 D were excluded from
participating in the study from the outset. Monocular and binocular vision or
visual acuity (VA) was measured using a Bailey-Lovie logMAR chart with
all participants achieving at least +0.02 logMAR in their right eye and all
participants were free of any ocular pathology.
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Refractive Group

Emmetropes

Myopes

No. of participants

10

10

Mean Age (yrs)

23.13 ± 2.88

23.98 ± 4.61

Range (yrs)

20-29

20-33

Mean Refractive Error (D)

+0.26 ± 0.25

-4.67 ± 1.93

Range of Mean Sph (D)

-0.12 to +0.75

-2.50 to -7.37

Range of Cyl (D)
0.00 to -0.50
0.00 to -1.00
Table
5.1. Information
regarding
participants
in
experiment. ± values refer to one standard deviation of the mean.

the

Soft contact lens correction was used to correct myopes. Previous research
has shown that soft contact lens correction does not have an effect on AMFs
(Day et al. 2008). In most cases the participants own habitual contact lens
correction was used however in the case of non-contact lens wearers they
were fitted with daily disposable lenses (1-Day Acuvue Moist, Johnson and
Johnson) and were allowed approximately 20 minutes to adapt to the lenses.
Residual refractive error left after contact lenses correction was no more than
0.50 D mean spherical error using the Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 autorefractor.
The amplitude of accommodation was measured using a RAF rule (Elliott
2014a) to ensure that participants had a minimum amplitude of
accommodation of 6.00 D. The study was approved by the Biomedical,
Natural and Physical Sciences Research Ethics Panel at the University of
Bradford and this study was undertaken in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.
5.2.2 Instrumentation
The accommodative response of participants was measured using a ShinNippon SRW-5000 autorefractor modified for continuous recording (Mallen et
al. 2001; Wolffsohn et al. 2004). This has been used in similar experiments
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(Day et al. 2006; Day et al. 2009b; Hynes et al. 2018). A forehead and chin
rest were used to secure the head of participants to reduce any ocular
movement. The Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 autorefractor requires a pupil size
greater than 2.9mm, so only participants with pupil sizes greater than this at
near were recruited.
Four different display types were used to present an identical high contrast
black Maltese cross target on a white background. These were white paper,
a 17” LCD monitor (MultiSync LCD175VXM+, NEC Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan), a smartphone (iPhone SE, Apple Inc, Cupertino, California, USA)
and an e-reader (Kindle Paperwhite, Amazon.com Inc, Seattle, Washington,
USA).
5.2.3 Tasks
The tasks were completed by participants in a laboratory illuminated by LED
tube lighting measuring 880 lux.
Participants were required to observe a high contrast Maltese cross target at
a distance of 33 cm on 4 different types of displays (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). The
fixation target subtended a visual angle of 0.52 degrees for all four
conditions. The luminance for the display types was 61.1, 61.4, 60.9 and
61.3 cd/m2 for the paper, e-book, smartphone and computer monitor
respectively. This was the luminance produced by the paper target so the
other devices brightness settings were adjusted to match the paper target.
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Figure 5.8. High contrast black Maltese cross target on white
background presented on smartphone (top-left), paper (top-right), ereader (bottom-left) and computer monitor (bottom-right).
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Figure 5.9. Participants observed the target from a distance of 33 cm
whilst binocular viewing through a Shin-Nippon SRW-5000
autorefractor.
The screen sizes for the e-book and smartphone measured 15.24cm and
10.16cm diagonally respectively. Due to reflections caused by a larger VDU
screen, a section of the screen was masked using black card with a section
the same dimensions of the e-book viewable. The paper display was also the
same size as the e-book.
Resolution varied amongst the displays. The target was printed on paper
using a laser printer (PageWide Managed Color MFP E58650, Hewlett
Packard, Palo Alto, California, USA) printed at 600 dpi. The smartphone, ebook and computer monitor had resolutions of 326 dpi, 300 dpi and 96 dpi
respectively.
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The accommodative response was measured for approximately 20 seconds
for each condition. A baseline distance reading was taken first followed by
the four experimental conditions presented in a random order. This was
repeated three times for each participant.
Participants were instructed to observe the target and keep it as clear as
possible at all times. They were advised to keep their head as still as
possible and blink normally.
5.2.4 Analysis
Three accommodation traces, lasting 20 seconds in duration, were recorded
from each participant for each of the 4 tasks. The mean powers for the LFC,
MFC and HFC along with the mean AR, RMS accommodation and chaos
analysis measures were taken for each trace. The three measures per
participant were averaged. Blinks were removed from the data in an Excel
program by identifying accommodative response measures that were ≥2 D
away from the accommodative demand and replaced with an average of the
5 previous data points before the blink when measuring the mean
accommodative response (Cufflin and Mallen 2008; Hampson et al. 2017;
Hynes et al. 2018). When AMFs were analysed using Matlab (Matlab
R2013a, The Mathworks, Inc, Natick, Massachusetts, United States), blinks
were removed from the data by identifying accommodative response
measures that were 2 D away from the accommodative demand and
replacing them using interpolation as per Hampson and colleagues
(Hampson and Mallen 2012; Hynes et al. 2018).
Data analysis was carried out using repeated measure ANOVAs through
SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2013. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version
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22.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). Results were deemed statistically significant
when p-values of <0.05 were present. Data related to the LFC, midfrequency component (MFC) and HFC was derived by Fast Fourier
Transform functions in Matlab. The LFC was defined as frequencies between
0 and 0.6 Hz, the MFC between 0.7 and 0.9 Hz and the HFC between 1.0
and 2.1 Hz (Gray et al. 1993a; Charman and Heron 2015). Root mean
square (RMS) values were also calculated using this software.
Chaos Analysis was also used to determine if there was a significant
difference between conditions. This was another means of determining if the
AR was under pressure during the experimental conditions. The largest
Lyapunov exponent was calculated as previously described in chapter 3 and
4.
5.3 Results
The results for the mean AR, mean powers of the LFC, MFC and HFC, RMS
accommodation and chaos analysis are examined in this section. The raw
data values for the conditions paper, kindle, phone and VDU for the mean
power of the LFC, MFC and HFC, RMS accommodation values, mean AR
values and chaos analysis values for the pooled data, emmetropes and
myopes can be seen in tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.
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Paper

Kindle

Phone

VDU

p-value

LFC (D 2/Hz)

8.225 ± 3.777

7.197 ± 3.425

7.672 ± 3.613

5.948 ± 2.987

<0.001*

MFC (D2/Hz)

0.004 ± 0.002

0.007 ± 0.004

0.007 ± 0.006

0.007 ± 0.003

0.100

HFC (D2/Hz)

0.010 ± 0.005

0.013 ± 0.008

0.009 ± 0.004

0.010 ± 0.006

0.154

RMS (D)

0.309 ± 0.068

0.320 ± 0.081

0.304 ± 0.061

0.295 ± 0.056

0.449

Mean (D)

2.79 ± 0.68

2.59 ± 0.64

2.65 ± 0.65

2.36 ± 0.57

<0.001*

LLE (D/s)

0.411 ± 0.172

0.481 ± 0.280

0.499 ± 0.283

0.419 ± 0.138

0.556

Table 5.2. Mean values and SDs for the pooled data for the mean
accommodative response, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS and LLE for the
display types paper, kindle, phone and VDU. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation of the mean. p-values for the effect of display type
in the three groups are included in the last column. Significant effects
are denoted by use of an asterisk.

Paper

Kindle

Phone

VDU

p-value

LFC (D 2/Hz)

10.469 ± 3.841

8.964 ± 3.533

9.873 ± 3.665

7.469 ± 3.45

0.005*

MFC (D2/Hz)

0.003 ± 0.003

0.004 ± 0.002

0.004 ± 0.002

0.003 ± 0.002

0.593

HFC (D2/Hz)

0.009 ± 0.003

0.011 ± 0.007

0.009 ± 0.003

0.010 ± 0.005

0.701

RMS (D)

0.311 ± 0.056

0.304 ± 0.039

0.315 ± 0.059

0.297 ± 0.037

0.852

Mean (D)

3.18 ± 0.66

2.95 ± 0.58

3.03 ± 0.66

2.66 ± 0.63

0.01*

LLE (D/s)

0.456 ± 0.208

0.513 ± 0.281

0.548 ± 0.301

0.424 ± 0.096

0.638

Table 5.3. Mean values and SDs for myopic participants for the mean
accommodative response, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS and LLE for the
display types paper, kindle, phone and VDU. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation of the mean. p-values for the effect of display type
in the three groups are included in the last column. Significant effects
are denoted by use of an asterisk.
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LFC
(D2/Hz)
MFC
(D2/Hz)
HFC
(D2/Hz)
RMS
(D)
Mean
(D)
LLE
(D/s)

Paper

Kindle

Phone

VDU

p-value

5.981 ± 2.042

5.43 ± 2.311

5.47 ± 1.832

4.427 ± 1.336

0.064

0.007 ± 0.002

0.010 ± 0.004

0.010 ± 0.002

0.005 ± 0.002

0.127

0.012 ± 0.007

0.014 ± 0.010

0.010 ± 0.005

0.010 ± 0.006

0.157

0.307 ± 0.081

0.337 ± 0.108

0.293 ± 0.066

0.292 ± 0.073

0.208

2.40 ± 0.43

2.23 ± 0.48

2.28 ± 0.41

2.07 ± 0.32

0.049*

0.366 ± 0.121

0.448 ± 0.291

0.450 ± 0.271

0.415 ± 0.177

0.840

Table 5.4. Mean values and SDs for the emmetropic participants for the
mean accommodative response, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS and LLE for the
display types paper, kindle, phone and VDU. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation of the mean. p-values for the effect of display type
in the three groups are included in the last column. Significant effects
are denoted by use of an asterisk.

5.3.1 Mean Accommodative Response
A main significant effect of display type was found across participants
depending on the display type used (F3,54 = 7.597, p < 0.001) following a
repeated measures ANOVA. Pairwise comparisons were analysed with a
significant effect demonstrated between the paper and VDU conditions (p <
0.01). There was not a significant different between the rest of the display
types combinations for pairwise comparisons (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3. Box plots demonstrating the mean accommodative
response for all participants for the conditions Paper, Phone, Kindle
and VDU. A repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc
analysis found a significant main effect depending on the display typed
used. Pairwise analyses revealed a significant difference in the mean
AR between the paper and VDU displays. This is denoted by an asterisk
in the box plot.
There was a strong positive correlation between the mean accommodative
response and the image resolution of the display types for the pooled data, r
= 0.967 95% BCa CI [0.95, 1], p = 0.033. There was also a strong positive
correlation separately for myopes, r = 0.957 95% BCa CI [0.94, 1], p = 0.043
and emmetropes, r = 0.980 95% BCa CI [0.97, 1], p = 0.02 (Figure 5.4). This
indicates that increasing the stimulus DPI results in an increase in the
accommodation response.
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Figure 5.4. Scatter graph for the mean accommodative response
against the image resolution of the display types, Paper (600
dpi), Phone (326 dpi), Kindle (300 dpi) and VDU (96 dpi) for
myopes, emmetropes and pooled data. A significant correlation
between the mean accommodative response and the image
resolution of the display types was found for all three groups (all
p values < 0.05)
A significant effect between the myopic and emmetropic refractive groups
was found (F1,18 = 11.31, p < 0.005) for the overall mean accommodative
responses with a higher response noted in myopes (Figure 5.5). A significant
main effect for display types for both myopes (F3,27 = 4.638, p = 0.01) and
emmetropes (F3,27 = 2.978, p < 0.05). when the groups were examined
separately. However contrary to the pooled data no significant finding were
found between conditions when pairwise analyses were examined. No
interaction was found between the refractive error and the display type (F3,54
= 0.399, p = 0.754).
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Figure 5.5. Box plots demonstrating the mean accommodative
response for myopes and emmetropes for the conditions Paper,
Phone, Kindle and VDU. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found a significant difference
between the refractive groups.

5.3.2 RMS Accommodation
There was no significant effect of refractive error group for RMS
Accommodation (F1,18 = 0.001, p = 0.971) so data were pooled into a single
group (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6. Box plots demonstrating the RMS accommodation for
myopes and emmetropes for the conditions Paper, Phone, Kindle and
VDU. A repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis
found no significant difference between the refractive groups.

RMS Accommodation was found to be unaffected by display type also (F3,54
= 0.896, p = 0.449) (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7. Box plots demonstrating the RMS Accommodation for all
participants for the conditions Paper, Kindle, Phone and VDU. A
repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no
significant differences across the three conditions.

5.3.3 Fast Fourier Transform
The accommodative traces underwent FFT to isolate the LFC, MFC and
HFC of the signal. The effect of the display type on each of these
components was examined. There was no significant differences found for
refractive error types for the MFC (F1,18 = 0.014, p = 0.908) or HFC (F1,18 =
0.874, p = 0.362), therefore data was pooled for these components (Figure
5.8).
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Figure 5.8. Box plots demonstrating the MFC and HFC for
myopes and emmetropes for the conditions Paper, Phone, Kindle
and VDU. A repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc
analysis found no significant difference between the refractive
groups.
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A repeated measures ANOVA found no main significant effect for display
types in the MFC (F3,54 = 2.190, p = 0.100) and HFC (F3,54 = 1.946, p = 0.154)
(Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.9. Box plots demonstrating the MFC and HFC for all
participants for the conditions Paper, Kindle, Phone and VDU. A
repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no
significant differences across the three conditions.
A significant effect between the myopic and emmetropic refractive groups
was found (F1,18 = 11.314, p < 0.005) in the LFC (Figure 5.10). There was no
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interaction found between the display types and the refractive error (F3,54 =
1.019, p = 0.391). A significant main effect was found for display type in
myopes (F3,27 = 5.273, p = 0.005) but not for emmetropes (F3,27 = 2.715, p =
0.064) separately. There were no significant findings found between the
different display types for myopes and emmetropes separately when
pairwise analyses were examined. The data was pooled together so that this
could be examined further.

Figure 5.10. Box plots demonstrating the LFC for myopes and
emmetropes for the conditions Paper, Phone, Kindle and VDU. A
repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found a
significant difference between the refractive groups.

A main significant effect was found across participants depending on the
display type used (F3,54 = 7.865, p < 0.001) following a repeated measures
ANOVA. Pairwise comparisons were analysed with a significant effect
demonstrated between the paper and VDU conditions (p < 0.01) and paper
and smartphone conditions (p < 0.05). There were no more significant
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differences noted between the rest of the display types combinations for
pairwise comparisons (Figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11. Box plots demonstrating the LFC for all participants for the
conditions Paper, Phone, Kindle and VDU. A repeated measures
ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found a significant main
effect depending on the display typed used. Pairwise analyses revealed
a significant difference in the LFC between the paper and VDU displays
and the paper and smartphone displays. These are denoted by an
asterisk in the box plot.

There no significant correlation found between the LFC and the image
resolution of the display types for the pooled data, r = 0.942 95% BCa CI
[0.89, 1], p = 0.058, for myopes, r = 0.927 95% BCa CI [0.78, 1], p = 0.073 or
emmetropes, r = 0.949 95% BCa CI [0.94, 1], p = 0.051 (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.12. Scatter graph demonstrating LFC against the image
resolution of the display types, Paper (600 dpi), Phone (326 dpi),
Kindle (300 dpi) and VDU (96 dpi) for myopes, emmetropes and
pooled data. No significant correlation between the LFC and the
image resolution of the display types was found for the pooled
data, myope or emmetropic groups (p = 0.058, p = 0.073 and p =
0.051 respectively).

5.3.4 Chaos Analysis
There was no significant effect of refractive error group for the LLE (F1,18 =
0.011, p = 0.562) so data were pooled into a single group (Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.13. Box plots demonstrating the LLE for myopes and
emmetropes for the conditions Paper, Phone, Kindle and VDU. A
repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis
found no significant difference between the refractive groups.

The LLE was found to be unaffected by display type (F3,54 = 0.701, p = 0.556)
(Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14. Box plots demonstrating the LLE for all participants
for the conditions Paper, Kindle, Phone and VDU. A repeated
measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no
significant differences across the three conditions.
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5.4 Discussion
The effect of different display types for near work on the accommodative
response and AMFs was investigated during this study. A significant
increase in the LFC power was observed for the paper condition when
compared to the VDU and smartphone conditions. Myopes demonstrated a
significantly higher LFC compared to emmetropes across the four displays.
Similar results were seen for the mean accommodative response, where
myopes exhibited a higher accommodative response than that of emmetropic
participants. Display type was again found to have an effect on the mean
accommodative response, with the paper condition leading participants to
exert a higher accommodative effort than the VDU condition in particular. A
strong positive correlation was noted for myopes and emmetropes between
the mean accommodative response and the image resolution of the display
types. MFC, HFC, RMS accommodation and the LLE were found not to be
affected by display type during the study. These results are discussed in
detail in the following sections.
5.4.1. Factors affecting AMFs and accommodation.
A number of factors known to affect AMFs were controlled throughout this
experiment to prevent them having an impact on the outcome. Luminance
(Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b) was kept constant amongst the display
types. Previous research has shown an increase in the LFC in pupil sizes
smaller than 2 mm (Gray et al. 1993a; Day et al. 2009b). As the Shin-Nippon
SRW-5000 autorefractor is requires a pupil diameter of greater than 2.9mm it
is unlikely that pupil size had any effect.
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5.4.2 AMFs and display types
Previous studies have suggested that display type may have an effect on
AMFs (Iwasaki and Kurimoto 1987; Gray et al. 2000; Hue et al. 2014;
Sheppard and Wolffsohn 2018). Iwasaki and Kurimoto (1987) found an
increase in the LFC when participants used a computer compared to paper
target. However, this was only apparent once the participants had completed
an hour long task searching for names on the display they were using. The
LFC was defined as between 0 and 1.5 Hz whereas we defined the LFC as
between 0 and 0.6 Hz as determined in previous studies (Campbell et al.
1959; Gray et al. 1993b; van der Heijde et al. 1996; Charman and Heron
2015). This value overlaps into the HFC value used for this experiment (1.0 –
2.1 Hz), making it difficult to compare the results found between the two
experiments.
The accommodative response was recorded at optical infinity in low
luminance conditions (3-5 lux) leading to a lower accommodative demand
and luminance compared to this study. Given the effect that accommodative
demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day et al. 2006) and
luminance (Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b) have on AMFs it is possible
that this is a contributing factor to the differences found between the two
experiments.
Gray and colleagues (2000) examined AMFs and pupil size during the
sustained viewing of a number of different display type. Five participants
were presented with a task identifying typographical errors on five different
displays

comprising

of

hard

copy,

cathode

ray

tube

(CRT),

electroluminescent panel (EP), gas plasma display (GP) and liquid crystal
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display

(LCD).

No

significant

different

was

found

for

the

RMS

Accommodation value between the five display types. Overall there was no
significant difference found for the LFC and HFC between the 5 displays.
However, one participant exhibited an increased LFC for hard copy and EP
following 20 minutes of undertaking the task. Target contrast and angular
subtense were varying factors depending on the display used, whereas
these parameters remained constant throughout our study. A lower
accommodative demand of 2.00 D was used in their experiment, which as
with Iwasaki and Kurimoto (1987), may be a factor in the results. However,
the increase in the LFC in the hard copy is similar to the results of the
present study.
A different LFC range (0.3 – 0.6 Hz) was used in Gray and colleagues (2000)
experiment. The narrower frequency band is another possible reason for the
more apparent differences in the LFC between display types that was found
in this experiment.
It has been proposed that the measurement of the HFC during the use of
various display types can be a method of measuring visual stress (Jeng et al.
2014). Jeng and colleagues (2014) concluded that the visual system was
more strained when observing three-dimensional videos compared to 2D
videos and was more strained when viewing material on a LCD TV
compared to a laser projector. The dpi level for the LCD TV and laser
projector were approximately 55 and 29 dpi respectively and were viewed at
2 metres. However, as the LFC was not examined in Jeng and colleagues’s
experiment and the different accommodative demand and dpi values, it is not
possible to compare the results found in this experiment. The HFC values
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however can be discussed further. In our experiment we found no significant
difference between the HFC values whereas there was a significantly higher
value found by Jeng et al for the laser projector compared to viewing 2D
images on the LCD TV. One possible important difference between the two
studies is that we took all our readings at the same visit whereas readings
were taken on separate days for each condition in the other. As the HFC is
correlated to the arterial pulse it is possible that varying arterial frequencies
may have an effect, an effect that would be potentially limited in our
experiment where participants were completing similar tasks back to back in
sedentary position.
In their study Hue and colleagues (2014) conducted two separate
experiments where they compared the AR between a first-generation iPod
touch (163 ppi) and hardcopy in one cohort of 20 young participants and the
AR between a Kindle eBook reader (167 ppi) and hard copy in a different
group of 20 young participants. An increased lag of accommodation was
found in the iPod touch group compared to the hard copy but not in the
Kindle group. The image resolution was similar between the two digital
devices however they were not compared to each other. Given that there
were two separate cohorts involved it could be argued that this may have
had a possible effect on why there was a difference in the AR in one group
and not the other. The difference in screen sizes, 3.5 inches for the iPod
touch and 6 inches for the Kindle, could be another potential cause for the
effect. However, in our experiment there was no significant difference
between the Kindle and iPhone which had similar luminances and image
resolutions but different screen sizes. Screen luminance was not reported by
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Hue and colleagues. It is possible that different cohorts or screen luminances
may be the reason for the differences in the AR in this case.
5.4.3 Refractive Error
In this study we found that AMFs were greater in amplitude in myopes than
emmetropes. This is similar to results reported in various other studies
investigating the role of AMFs (Day et al. 2006; Harb et al. 2006; Langaas et
al. 2008; Day et al. 2009a; Day et al. 2009b; Charman and Heron 2015).
There was no interaction observed between refractive error and the display
unit. Day and colleagues (2006) investigated the effect that changing the
accommodative stimulus had on AMFs. They found that refractive error and
accommodative stimulus both had a significant effect on the LFC power, with
larger values been seen in myopes than emmetropes. The lack of interaction
between the refractive errors and conditions found in their experiment and
this experiment would suggest that refractive error has an independent effect
on the LFC. However, where there was a significant difference found for the
MFC and HFC in their experiment, there was no significant difference found
in this experiment. Harb and colleagues (2006) found a significant difference
in the LFC, MFC and HFC at an accommodative demand of 3.50 D but not at
demands of 1.50 D and 2.50 D. Given that our experiment was conducted at
an accommodative demand of 3.00 D this may account for the variability in
findings between the refractive errors and frequency components.
An increased depth of focus in myopes has been suggested as a possible
reason for the higher AMFs noted in myopes compared to emmetropes
(Rosenfield and Abraham-Cohen 1999; Harb et al. 2006). Emmetropes and
myopes had approximately the same mean accommodative response
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suggesting that myopes may have the ability to tolerate greater AMFs. This
varies with the results of this study where myopes exhibited a larger mean
AR than emmetropes. However, the myopic response varied more for the
mean AR and LFC than emmetropes which may be explained by the greater
error allowed by an increased depth of focus.
5.4.4 Possible relationship between image resolution and
accommodation
A possible reason for the effect of display type on accommodation and AMFs
could be related to the image resolution of the display type. There was a
significant positive correlation between the mean accommodative response
and the image resolution of the display types used in the experiment. This
would suggest that a more accurate accommodative response to an
accommodative demand occurs when viewing higher resolution displays,
whereas a lag of accommodation may occur in lower resolution displays.
This appears to be more obvious in emmetropes compared to myopes.
Previous research assessing the mean accommodative response following
near visual tasks on different handheld display types did not find a significant
difference (Moulakaki et al. 2017b). Moulakaki and colleagues compared the
accommodative response to a Maltese Cross target at accommodative
demands of 1.00 D, 2.00 D, 3.00 D and 4.00 D following 10 minutes silently
reading text on an IPad mini (162 dpi) or iPhone 4S (330 dpi) in 18
participants. They found no significant difference in the accommodative
response between the two devices across the four accommodative
demands. One possible reason for this could be related to the difference in
image resolution between the two display types of 168 dpi. In this study we
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found no significant difference between the paper display and smartphone
(274 dpi) paper and the e-book and paper (300 dpi). There was a significant
difference between the paper display and VDU (504 dpi). It could be
therefore hypothesized that a difference of greater than at least 300 dpi is
required to achieve a change in the accommodative response if image
resolution is isolated as a factor. Another difference between the two
experiments is that the accommodative response whilst participants were
observing the display type whereas all participants in Moulakaki and
colleagues’ experiment observed the same target following a period of time
reading on the test display types.
A positive trend was noted for both myopes and emmetropes between the
power of the LFC and the image resolution of the display types, however this
proved to be not significant. A larger range in image resolution may prove to
have a significant effect on the power of the LFC with the trend appearing to
be similar to that of the mean accommodative response. The large size effect
observed for this correlation suggests that further investigation may lead to a
significant effect in a larger sample size.
5.4.5 Image resolution and digital eye strain
Previous research has recommended that higher image resolutions should
be used in digital displays (Miyao et al. 1989; Ziefle 1998; Gowrisankaran
and Sheedy 2015). Early work found an increase in the readability of smaller
font sizes on higher resolution screens (Miyao et al. 1989). From an
ergonomic view point Ziefle (1998) found that task performance was better in
higher resolution displays relative to lower resolution displays. Participants
completed tasks on two different CRT displays and a paper display with
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image resolutions of 60, 120 and 255 dpi respectively. Reading accuracy and
speed were found be significantly higher on the paper display with an overall
trend showing an increase in these factors in line with an increase in the
image resolution. This is similar to our study where a significant difference
was found between in the AR and the mean power of the LFC between the
highest and lowest image resolutions displays. The image resolution appears
to increase in line with the mean AR and the mean power of the LFC also.
This may suggest that a more accurate accommodative response could be
linked to the higher resolution screens which may be more beneficial to users
than lower resolution screens.
In a separate experiment Ziefle (1998) measured subjective visual fatigue
during a searching task on three CRT screens of 62, 69 and 89 dpi. While
there was a trend for reduced visual fatigue in line with higher image
resolutions, this was not significant when statistically analysed. This appears
to be the case with many parameters in the study of image resolution in
display types with trends apparent but significance only being demonstrated
in larger differences in image resolution. This may suggest the eyes are not
sensitive to smaller changes in image resolution requiring large step changes
to notice a difference. This is similar to the findings of our experiment. Whilst
there seems to have been an overall effect caused by image display or the
mean AR, pairwise analyses only show a significant difference between the
paper (600 dpi) and VDU (96 dpi) displays with paper appearing to have a
more accurate AR compared to the lower AR of the lower resolution VDU
screen.
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It could be suggested that a more accurate AR as a result of the higher
resolution displays may be related to the improvements in increased
readability and the trends of decreasing subjective fatigue seen in the
previous studies (Miyao et al. 1989; Ziefle 1998). Given that the
improvements in display technology have led to general increases in image
resolution compared to the older CRT models used in the past it can be
considered an improvement in dealing with digital eye strain however given
the effect that digital eye strain continues to have it is only a small part of a
much larger problem (Rosenfield 2011; Gowrisankaran and Sheedy 2015;
Rosenfield 2016; Sheppard and Wolffsohn 2018; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019).
Other factors DES including uncorrected refractive error (Rosenfield et al.
2012; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), time spent working on VDUs (Rossignol et
al. 1987; Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), working distance (Jaschinski 1998;
Coles-Brennan et al. 2019), presbyopia (Jaschinski et al. 2015; ColesBrennan et al. 2019), oculomotor responses (Jaschinski 1998; ColesBrennan et al. 2019) and dry eye (Rosenfield 2011) still need to be
considered and the causes and solutions to these symptoms investigated
further.
However, it is important to consider the difference between myopes and
emmetropes in this experiment. It is normal to have a small lag of
accommodation.

Patients

tend

to

be

symptomatic

if

the

lag

of

accommodation exceeds 1.00 D or if there is a lead in accommodation
(Elliott 2014b). For emmetropes the mean AR ranged from 2.40 D to 2.07 D
for the 3.00 D accommodative demand which would constitute a normal lag
of accommodation. However, in myopes the mean AR ranged from 3.18 D in
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the highest resolution (600 dpi) to 2.66 D in the lowest resolution (96 dpi).
This may suggest that a higher resolution could cause a lead of
accommodation in myopes. Given that leads in accommodation can be
symptomatic in digital eye strain there is potential that image resolution may
be a factor in causing symptoms in myopes during close work (Rosenfield
2011). Further research would be required to determine how clinically
significant this finding is.
The refresh rate was 60 Hz for the smartphone and the VDU monitor. The
paper display and e-reader did not have any flicker. As there wasn’t a pair of
displays in which one had a refresh rate and one didn’t whilst maintaining the
same image resolution it is difficult to determine whether the presence of
absence of flicker had any effect in this experiment. It is possible that image
resolution and flicker combined may influence AMFs but this would require
further investigation.
5.4.6 Chaos Analysis
As mentioned in the chapter 1 (section 1.7.13) chaos analysis is one of the
more recent methods of measuring AMFs (Hampson and Mallen 2012;
Hampson and Mallen 2013; Hampson et al. 2017). There was no significant
difference noted between any of the display types. This would suggest that
the stress of the accommodative system didn’t vary under the different
display types used in this particular experiment.
5.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the mean accommodative response and AMFs appear to
respond differently depending on the type of display used. Higher resolution
devices showed a relatively more accurate response to the accommodative
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demand however this may cause a lead of accommodation in myopes for
higher resolution display types. This would suggest that image resolution
may play a role in the symptoms of digital eye strain. Further research should
be initiated to determine the clinical relevance of this finding. It may be
necessary to consider that non-symptomatic image resolutions may fall into a
range to contribute to the prevention of excessive lags of accommodation in
lower resolutions and leads of accommodation in higher resolutions.
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6. Experiment: An investigation of inter-participant variability and intraparticipant repeatability in accommodative microfluctuations.
6.1 Introduction
Inter-participant variability is highlighted in a number of experiments relating
to AMFs (Heron and Schor 1995; Toshida et al. 1998; Harb et al. 2006; Day
et al. 2009b; Charman and Heron 2015; Hynes et al. 2018). In the past three
chapters inter-participant variability may have had an effect on the ability to
compare conditions. If other unknown factors are causing intra and interparticipant differences, then it makes it more difficult to isolate the conditions
that are being examined which may limit our understanding of the full effect
certain factors have. In this case, inter-participant variability is regarded as
variation between different participants whereas intra-participant is variation
over a number of visits in an individual participant. Proximity has been
suggested as a possible factor in variation of AMFs in a past studies (Day et
al. 2009b). This appeared to have a large effect in chapter 4 during the
experiment to investigate the possible effect of fatigue on AMFs. The values
of standard deviations approximately doubled when the accommodative
demand for the near task was increased from 40 cm to 25 cm.
Many other possible causes for variation in the accommodative response
(AR) and AMFs have been suggested including anatomical and innervational
factors (Gilmartin et al. 2002; Davies et al. 2005; Mallen et al. 2005; Day et
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al. 2009b) and other accommodative cues including ocular aberrations
(Kruger et al. 1993; Cheng et al. 2004; Artal et al. 2006) and cognition
(Kruger 1980; Malmstrom et al. 1980; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1987;
Bullimore and Gilmartin 1988; Winn et al. 1991; Wolffsohn et al. 2003b;
Davies et al. 2005; Hynes et al. 2018; Roberts et al. 2018).
The repeatability of AMF measurements has been investigated previously
(Heron and Schor 1995; Toshida et al. 1998; Harb et al. 2006; Day et al.
2008; Day et al. 2009b). Day and colleagues (2008) investigated whether the
wearing of soft contact lenses had an effect on the measurement of AMFs,
finding no significant difference if lenses were worn or not. Previous work has
found increased variability in the response of myopes relative to emmetropes
(Harb et al. 2006). The increased depth-of-focus associated with myopes
leading to reduced blur sensitivity was suggested as a potential cause of this
variability

(Rosenfield

and

Abraham-Cohen

1999).

Anatomical

and

innervational factors have also been suggested as potential causes of
variability (Day et al. 2009b). Day and colleagues found high inter-participant
variability when investigating the effect of depth-of-focus on AMFs. As depthof-focus was controlled using artificial pupils it was suggested that
anatomical differences in the axial length of the eye and the ciliary body may
be responsible for the inter-participant variability.
The purpose of this experiment was to further investigate inter-participant
variability in AMFs at near and to consider possible causes of such
phenomena and what aspects can be controlled. Intra-participant variability
was examined to consider what aspects of AMFs at near, the LFC, MFC,
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HFC and RMS accommodation were most variable in the same individual.
Mean AR and chaos measures were also considered.

6.2 Method
6.2.1 Participants
Four participants, three stable myopes and one emmetrope were recruited
for this experiment. All participants were between the ages of 19 and 26
years old. Emmetropes were defined as having a mean sphere equivalent
(MSE) prescription between +0.75 D and -0.25 D and myopes had a MSE
refractive error > -0.50 D (Abbott et al. 1998; Yeo et al. 2006). The refractive
error of myopic participants had not changed for at least 1 year prior to the
experiment. Astigmatism did not exceed -1.00 D for all participants. All
participants achieved +0.00 logMAR or better in their habitual correction on a
Bailey-Lovie logMAR chart and were free of any ocular pathology.
Participants gave their consent to take part in the experiment. The study was
approved by the Biomedical, Natural and Physical Sciences Research Ethics
Panel at the University of Bradford and this study was undertaken in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Soft contact lens correction was used for all myopes to ensure that
accommodative demand was the same across all participants. Myopic
participants wore their own contact lenses, and the residual refractive error
was checked objectively using the Shin-Nippon SRW-500 autorefractor to
ensure that it was ≤0.25 DS. Soft contact lenses have previously been found
to have no influence on AMFs (Day et al. 2008).
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An RAF rule was used to measure the amplitude of accommodation to
ensure that participants could exert at least 6.00 D of accommodation, which
is double the accommodative demand required for the task (Elliott 2014a).

6.2.2 Instrumentation
The AR of participants was measured using a Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 infrared autorefractor modified for continuous recording (Mallen et al. 2001;
Wolffsohn et al. 2004). This has been used in similar experiments (Day et al.
2006; Day et al. 2009b; Hynes et al. 2018). A forehead and chin rest were
used to secure the head of participants to reduce any ocular movement. The
Shin-Nippon SRW-5000 autorefractor requires a pupil size greater than
2.9mm, so only participants with pupil sizes greater than this when fixating at
near were recruited.
Each participant’s head movement was restricted using a modified headband
rest that secured the top of the participants head, and the participants were
required to keep their forehead pressed against the headrest, a technique
used in Chapter 3.

A chin rest or bite-bar would be unsuitable as the

participants were required to give verbal feedback during the experiment,
which would have led to excessive and disruptive head movement. Verbal
feedback was requested from the participants in response to the cognitive
tasks, which is detailed below.
A high contrast black Maltese cross on a white background fixation target for
the various tasks was displayed on a 17” LCD monitor (MultiSync
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LCD175VXM+, NEC Corporation, Tokyo). The luminance was measured at
23.9 cd/m2.
6.2.3 Conditions
Three different cognitive conditions were measured. Prior to this a baseline
measurement at 6 m was taken. The three tasks were measured at an
accommodative demand of 3.00 D (33 cm), one passive and two active tasks
in terms in cognitive demand. The passive task (Pass) consisted of the
patient observing a Maltese Cross target without any cognitive input.
Participants were asked to keep the target as clear as possible. The two
active tasks consisted of the addition or subtraction of single-digit (SA) or
double-digit (CA) numbers whilst maintaining fixation on the same target as
the passive task. Participants were again instructed to keep the target as
clear as possible whilst answering verbally the answer to the sum of two
numbers specified by an audio recording. This was different to the
experiment conducted in chapter 3 where the cognitive input was visual. It
decreased any potential variability due to target size as the same target was
used throughout all conditions as opposed to the participant having to scan
across a target, albeit, very small. A bank of different sums has been
recorded previous to the experiment. The participant was allowed time to
solve the sum with the next track only being played once the participant had
given their answer. Each condition lasted approximately 30 seconds and
was measured once during a visit. In total there were 10 visits per
participant.
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6.2.4 Analysis
Ten accommodation traces, lasting approximately 20 seconds in duration,
were recorded from each participant for each of the three tasks. Blinks were
removed from the data in an Excel program by identifying accommodative
response measures that deviated from the accommodative demand by 2.00
D or more and replaced with an average of the 5 previous data points before
the blink when measuring the mean accommodative response (Cufflin and
Mallen 2008; Hampson et al. 2017; Hynes et al. 2018). When AMFs were
analysed using Matlab (Matlab R2013a, The Mathworks, Inc, Natick,
Massachusetts, United States), blinks were removed from the data by
identifying accommodative response measures that were 2.00 D away from
the accommodative demand and replacing them using interpolation as per
Hampson and colleagues (Hampson and Mallen 2012; Hynes et al. 2018).
Data analysis was carried out using two-way repeated measure ANOVAs for
the overall results and one-way repeated measures ANOVAs for individual
results through SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2013. IBM SPSS Statistics for
Windows, Version 22.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp). Results were deemed
statistically significant when p-values of <0.05 were present. Data related to
the LFC, mid-frequency component (MFC) and HFC was derived by Fast
Fourier Transform functions in Matlab. The LFC was defined as frequencies
between 0 and 0.6 Hz, the MFC between 0.7 and 0.9 Hz and the HFC
between 1.0 and 2.1 Hz (Gray et al. 1993a). Root mean square (RMS)
accommodation values were also calculated using this software.
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Chaos Analysis was also used to determine if there was a significant
difference between conditions as described in the previous chapters 3, 4 and
5.
Coefficient of Variation (CV) measures (Abdi 2010) was used to compare
relative differences in intra-subject variability. It was used due to its
usefulness in comparing the variability in measurements of different units, in
this case, D, D2/Hz and D/s. CV values were calculated using an Excel
program and measured as a percentage as described in section 2.6.5.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Mean Accommodative Response
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA found no significant main effect on
the mean accommodative response for cognition (F2,6 = 0.353, p = 0.716) or
visit number (F9,27 = 1.402, p = 0.236) (Table 6.1) (Figure 6.1).

Participant

Pass

SA

CA

SS

2.42 ± 0.56

2.47 ± 0.50

2.30 ± 0.49

NJ

2.60 ± 0.37

2.53 ± 0.42

2.63 ± 0.37

HB

2.94 ± 0.40

2.89 ± 0.37

3.14 ± 0.55

BC

1.88 ± 0.39

2.05 ± 0.41

2.03 ± 0.38

Mean

2.46 ± 0.25

2.48 ± 0.23

2.52 ± 0.25

Table 6.1. Mean accommodative values for individual participants and
between all participants for the condition Pass, SA and CA. ± values
refer to 1 standard deviation from the mean. Values are all in dioptres
(D). Each value is the mean of 10 visits.
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Figure 6.1. Box plots demonstrating the mean accommodative
response for all participants for the conditions Passive, SA and CA. A
repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no
significant main effect of cognition.

There was a significant effect for cognition found for participant HB, an
emmetrope (F2,18 = 3.986, p < 0.05), however pairwise analyses did not find
any effects between the conditions. No significant effect in cognition was
found for participants SS (F2,18 = 1.758, p = 0.201), NJ (F2,18 = 0.029, p =
0.337) or BC (F2,18 = 0.906, p = 0.422) following individual repeated
measures ANOVAs. (Table 6.1) (Figure 6.2).
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Figure
6.2. Individual
box
plots
demonstrating
the mean
accommodative response for participants SS, NJ, HB and BC for the
conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found a significant main effect in
cognition depending on the condition for participant HB, an
emmetrope, but not for any of the others.

6.3.2 LFC and MFC
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA found no significant main effect on
the LFC power for the effect of cognition (F2,6 = 0.282, p = 0.764) or visit
(F9,27 = 1.595, p = 0.167) for all participants (Table 6.2) (Figure 6.3). The
same lack of main effect was noted in the MFC for cognition (F2,6 = 0.472, p
= 0.645) and visit (F9,27 = 1.375, p = 0.248) for all participants (Table 6.3)
(Figure 6.4).
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Participant Pass
SA
CA
SS
5.27 ± 2.15 5.84 ± 2.28 5.10 ± 1.55
NJ
7.11 ± 2.23 6.37 ± 2.00 6.65 ± 2.24
HB
8.96 ± 2.23 8.82 ± 2.25 10.17 ± 3.34
BC
3.62 ± 1.52 4.34 ± 1.59 4.20 ± 1.50
Mean
6.24 ± 1.15 6.31 ± 1.03 6.53 ± 1.35
Table 6.2. Mean LFC values for individual participants and between all
participants for the condition Pass, SA and CA. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation from the mean. Values are all D 2/Hz. Each value is
the mean of 10 visits.

Participant

Pass

SA

CA

SS

0.002 ± 0.001

0.002 ± 0.001

0.002 ± 0.002

NJ

0.001 ± 0.001

0.002 ± 0.002

0.003 ± 0.006

HB

0.004 ± 0.003

0.003 ± 0.002

0.002 ± 0.001

BC

0.003 ± 0.002

0.003 ± 0.002

0.005 ± 0.004

Mean

0.003 ± 0.001

0.003 ± 0.002

0.003 ± 0.002

Table 6.3. Mean MFC values for individual participants and between all
participants for the condition Pass, SA and CA. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation from the mean. Values are all D 2/Hz. Each value is
the mean of 10 visits.
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Figure 6.3. Box plots demonstrating the LFC for all participants for the
conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no significant main effect in
cognition depending on the condition.

Figure 6.4. Box plots demonstrating the MFC for all participants for the
conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no significant main effect in
cognition depending on the condition.
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There was no significant effect found in the LFC for cognition for participants
SS (F2,18 = 1.361, p = 0.282), NJ (F2,18 = 0.695, p = 0.512), HB (F1.263,11.371 =
3.25, p = 0.62) or BC (F2,18 = 1.422, p = 0.267) (Table 6.2) (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5. Individual box plots demonstrating the LFC response for
participants SS, NJ, HB and BC for the conditions Passive, SA and CA.
A repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis
found no significant main effect in cognition for any of the participants.

There was no significant effect for cognition found in the MFC for participants
SS (F1.179,10.612 = 0.453, p = 0.643), NJ (F1.216,10.947 = 0.663, p = 0.528), HB
(F2,18 = 3.163, p = 0.67) or BC (F2,18 = 2.433, p = 0.116) (Table 6.3) (Figure
6.6).
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Figure 6.6. Individual box plots demonstrating MFC for participants SS,
NJ, HB and BC for the conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated
measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no
significant main effect in cognition for any of the participants.
There was no correlation between the visit number and the LFC for the three
conditions, Pass, r = -0.350 95% BCa CI [-0.874, 0.302], p = 0.322, SA, r = 0.240 95% BCa CI [-0.739, 0.463], p = 0.505 or the CA r = -0.-578 95% BCa
CI [-0.862, -0.265], p = 0.080. There was also no correlation between the
visit number and the MFC for the three conditions, Pass, r = -0.129 95% BCa
CI [-0.664, 0.448], p = 0.722, SA, r = -0.159 95% BCa CI [-0.708, 0.404], p =
0.661 or the CA r = -0.-297 95% BCa CI [-0.817, 0.491], p = 0.404.
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6.3.3 HFC
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA found no significant main effect in
cognition (F2,6 = 0.828, p = 0.482) or visit number (F9,27 = 1.474, p = 0.208)
for the HFC (Table 6.4) (Figure 6.7).

Participant

Pass

SA

CA

SS

0.007 ± 0.004

0.007 ± 0.005

0.009 ± 0.008

NJ

0.005 ± 0.003

0.009 ± 0.007

0.008 ± 0.010

HB

0.013 ± 0.006

0.011 ± 0.006

0.009 ± 0.006

BC

0.008 ± 0.003

0.010 ± 0.004

0.019 ± 0.010

Mean

0.008 ± 0.002

0.012 ± 0.004

0.011 ± 0.005

Table 6.4. Mean HFC values for individual participants and between all
participants for the condition Pass, SA and CA. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation from the mean. Values are all D 2/Hz. Each value is
the mean of 10 visits.

Figure 6.7. Box plots demonstrating the HFC for all participants for the
conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no significant main effect
depending on the condition.
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There was a significant effect for cognition found for a myopic participant, BC
(F2,18 = 10.28, p = 0.001). Pairwise analyses found a significant difference
between the CA and Passive conditions (p = 0.023) and the CA and SA
conditions (p = 0.019). There was no significant difference found between
the passive and SA conditions (p = 0.874). No significant effect in cognition
was found for participants SS (F1.247,11.225 = 0.254, p = 0.779), NJ (F2,18 =
0.701, p = 0.509) or HB (F2,18 = 1.734, p = 0.205) (Table 6.4) (Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.8. Individual box plots demonstrating the HFC for participants
SS, NJ, HB and BC for the conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated
measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found a significant
main effect depending on the condition for participant BC but not for
any of the others. Pairwise analyses found a significant difference
between the CA and Passive conditions (p = 0.023) and the CA and SA
conditions (p = 0.019). There was no significant difference found
between the passive and SA conditions (p = 0.874).

There was a negative correlation between the HFC and the visit number
showing a decrease in the HFC the more visits participants attended for the
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condition SA, r = -0.653 95% BCa CI [-0.904, -0.234], p = 0.041 and the
condition CA, r = -0.715 95% Bca CI [-0.940, -0.393], p = 0.020. There was
no correlation for the passive condition, r = -0.182 95% Bca CI [-0.798,
0.556], p = 0.616 (Figure 6.9).

Figure 6.9. Scatter graph demonstrating a negative correlation between
the HFC and the visit number showing a decrease in the HFC the more
visits participants attended for the condition SA, r = -0.653 95% BCa CI
[-0.904, -0.234], p = 0.041 and the condition CA, r = -0.715 95% BCa CI [0.940, -0.393], p = 0.020.

6.3.4 RMS Accommodation
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA found no significant main effect for
the RMS accommodation in either cognition (F2,6 = 1.297, p = 0.340) or visit
number (F9,27 = 1.024, p = 0.447) (Table 6.5) (Figure 6.10).
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Participant

Pass

SA

CA

SS

0.247 ± 0.039

0.225 ± 0.044

0.254 ± 0.099

NJ

0.269 ± 0.049

0.289 ± 0.092

0.275 ± 0.114

HB

0.303 ± 0.061

0.294 ± 0.062

0.297 ±0.072

BC

0.279 ± 0.052

0.271 ± 0.080

0.347 ± 0.061

Mean

0.274 ± 0.018

0.289 ± 0.027

0.293 ± 0.059

Table 6.5. Mean RMS Accommodation values for individual participants
and between all participants for the condition Pass, SA and CA. ±
values refer to 1 standard deviation from the mean. Values are all
Dioptres (D). Each value is the mean of 10 visits.

Figure 6.10. Box plots demonstrating the RMS accommodation for all
participants for the conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated
measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no
significant main effect depending on the condition.

There was a significant effect in cognition found for a myopic participant, BC
(F2,18 = 6.428, p < 0.01). Pairwise analyses found a significant difference
between the CA and Passive conditions (p = 0.018). There was no significant
difference found between the passive and SA conditions (p = 1.000) and the
CA and SA conditions (p = 0.078). No significant effect was found for
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participants SS (F1.292,11.632 = 0.447, p = 0.567), NJ (F2,18 = 0.2019, p = 0.813)
or HB (F2,18 = 0.071, p = 0.931) (Figure 6.11).

Figure
6.11. Individual
box
plots
demonstrating
the RMS
accommodation for participants SS, NJ, HB and BC for the
conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found a significant main effect depending
on the condition for participant BC but not for any of the
others. Pairwise analyses found a significant difference between the
CA and Passive conditions (p = 0.018). There was no significant
difference found between the passive and SA conditions (p = 1.000) and
the CA and SA conditions (p = 0.078).

There was no correlation between the visit number and the RMS
accommodation for the three conditions, Pass, r = -0.057 95% BCa CI [0.637, 0.717], p = 0.875, SA, r = -0.603 95% BCa CI [-0.910, 0.036], p =
0.065 or the CA r = -0.-592 95% BCa CI [-0.858, -0.195], p = 0.072.
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6.3.5 LLE
A repeated measures ANOVA found no significant main effect in cognition
(F2,6 = 0.157, p = 0.858) or visit number (F9,27 = 0.334, p = 0.956) for the LLE
(Table 6.6) (Figure 6.12).
Participant

Pass

SA

CA

SS

0.503 ± 0.241

0.377 ± 0.274

0.373 ± 0.169

NJ

0.399 ± 0.122

0.442 ± 0.161

0.508 ± 0.184

HB

0.412 ± 0.189

0.587 ± 0.334

0.505 ± 0.263

BC

0.555 ± 0.692

0.545 ± 0.530

0.440 ± 0.239

Mean

0.467 ± 0.209

0.462 ± 0.065

0.457 ± 0.113

Table 6.6. Mean LLE values for individual participants and between all
participants for the condition Pass, SA and CA. ± values refer to 1
standard deviation from the mean. Values are all D/s. Each value is the
mean of 10 visits.

Figure 6.12. Box plots demonstrating the LLE for all participants for the
conditions Passive, SA and CA. A repeated measures ANOVA with
Bonferroni post-hoc analysis found no significant main effect
depending on the condition.
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There was no significant effect found in the LFC for participants SS (F2,18 =
1.539, p = 0.242), NJ (F2,18 = 1.276, p = 0.303), HB (F2,18= 3.042, p = 0.073)
or BC (F2,18 = 0.04, p = 0.874).

Figure 6.13. Individual box plots demonstrating the LLE response for
participants SS, NJ, HB and BC for the conditions Passive, SA and CA.
A repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis
found no significant main effect for any of the participants.

There was no correlation between the visit number and the LLE for the three
conditions, Pass, r = -0.115 95% BCa CI [-0.847, 0.822], p = 0.751, SA, r = 0.009 95% BCa CI [-0.502, 0.699], p = 0.981 or the CA r = 0.279 95% BCa
CI [-0.338, -0.702], p = 0.434.
6.3.6 Coefficient of Variation
Coefficient of variance was used to analyse the intra-participant variability for
the 10 visits. The results for the conditions Pass, SA and CA for the
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individual participants SS, NJ, HB and BC for the mean AR and the mean
AMF measures of LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS accommodation and LLE can be
seen in table 6.7 and figure 6.14.

Condition
AR
LFC
MFC
HFC
RMS
LLE

Pass
23.2
30.2
55.2
51.7
15.8
46.3

SA
20.2
39.0
48.0
64.9
19.6
73.4

CA
21.2
30.5
103.2
95.7
38.8
45.0

Pass
14.2
31.4
86.3
63.7
18.1
30.1

SA
16.6
31.3
86.3
77.7
31.7
35.9

CA
14.1
33.7
180.3
131.4
41.4
35.2

Pass
13.7
24.9
62.3
49.9
20.1
44.7

SA
12.9
25.5
70.0
57.9
21.0
54.0

CA
17.4
32.8
45.1
61.9
24.3
49.4

Pass
20.9
42.1
61.0
44.2
18.5
118.6

SA
20.1
36.7
63.8
45.7
29.5
92.2

Table 6.7. The mean coefficient of variance values for the conditions of
Pass, SA and CA for participants SS (orange), NJ (blue), HB (grey) and
BC (green) for the mean AR and the AMF measures of the mean LFC,
MFC, HFC, RMS accommodation and LLE for the 10 visits. The figures
in the table are percentages.
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CA
19.0
35.7
80.7
53.2
17.5
51.3

Figure 6.14. The coefficient of variance values for the conditions of
Pass, SA and CA for participants SS (orange), NJ (blue), HB (grey) and
BC (green) for the mean AR and the AMF measures of the mean LFC,
MFC, HFC, RMS accommodation and LLE for the 10 visits.
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6.4.1 Discussion
The purpose of this experiment was to investigate inter and intra-participant
variability in AMF readings. Ten repeat readings from 4 participants
undertaking 3 tasks of varying cognitive demand were recorded. While no
overall cognitive effect was found for any of the parameters comprising of the
mean AR, LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS accommodation and LLE, there was a
significant increase in the HFC and RMS accommodation in line with
increasing difficulty of the task found for participant BC. There was also a
significant correlation between the visit number and the HFC for the SA and
CA conditions. These findings are discussed in detail over the next few
sections.
6.4.2. Factors affecting AMFs.
As with the experiments in chapters 3 to 5 it was noted that many factors
affected AMFs. A number of factors were kept constant throughout the
experiment to isolate possible causes of variability. The Maltese cross target
was the same for all participants and conditions, as was the target distance.
This prevented the accommodative demand being a factor affecting the
outcome of the experiment (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Day et
al. 2006). As the Shin-Nippon is only able to be used on pupils of 3 mm and
larger, smaller pupil diameters shown to affect AMFs did not have an effect
on the AMFs (Campbell et al. 1959; Gray et al. 1993a; Day et al. 2009b).
Luminance was kept constant across all conditions and participants limiting
any effect that would have had (Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b). The
age of participants was between 19 and 26 years. As the HFC has been
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shown to decrease in participants in over the age of 40 years the age of
participants in this experiment should not be a factor.
6.4.3. Correlation between visit number and the power of the HFC
The mean power of the HFC was seen to decrease as participants
progressed through each visit for the SA and CA conditions. Previous
research has suggested that there is an association between the arterial
pulse and the HFC (Winn et al. 1990). The possible increase in heart rate as
a result of increased cognitive demand was also discussed previously in
section 3.5.5. The reduction in the HFC may be explained due to a learning
effect caused by getting better at the tasks as participants got used to doing
them. Similarly, a reduction in anxiety could also be a cause as participants
adjusted to the tasks. A limitation of this study however, is that possible
improvements of the task were not measured, such as heart rate, during the
experiment. In order to ascertain whether or not learning or emotional effects
are the cause of the HFC decrease this would need to be examined further.
6.4.4 Intra-subject variability
Variability in the AMFs was seen in individual participants throughout the
visits they participated in. The standard deviation of the LFC for participant
HB was noticeably larger for the CA condition compared to that of the Pass
and SA conditions (Table 3, Figure 2). The SDs of the HFC for participants
SS and NJ more than doubled during the CA condition compared to the Pass
condition. This variability may be down to a learning effect from the more
difficult task with a lower variability observed in the relatively easier task that
didn’t require as much adjusting to as already mentioned in section 6.4.2.
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6.4.5 Coefficient of Variation
CV measures were used to measure variance between the 10 visits in the
same participant for each of the 3 conditions. The lowest values were seen in
the mean AR, LFC and RMS accommodation, with much higher values being
seen in the MFC and HFC measures. This may suggest that that the MFC
and HFC are more variable measurements relative to measures of the AR,
LFC and RMS. This could be explained by the fact that the AR and LFC are
neurologically controlled and are due to actual control of accommodation
(Gray et al. 1993b; van der Heijde et al. 1996; Charman and Heron 2015).
The HFC is related to the arterial pulse which is affected by many other
factors which may explain why it is more variable relative to the LFC (Winn et
al. 1990; Charman and Heron 2015). There seems to be a trend also for a
more variable measure in the CA condition relative to the SA and Num
conditions for the MFC and HFC. Given that the only change in this
experiment was the cognitive demand it may be that this has an effect when
the task is more difficult making the response more variable. As noted
previously in chapter 3 there was a significant increase in the HFC for CA
relative to the Num and SA conditions. One reason put forward for this was
the relationship between increased arterial pulse with an increase in
cognitive demand (Scholey et al. 1999; Kennedy and Scholey 2000).
Cognitive demand may be one of the factors that make the HFC more
variable than the LFC.
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6.4.6 Inter-participant variability
There were numerous examples of inter-participant variability observed
during this experiment. For instance, in the case of the HFC the standard
deviation increased in line with the difficulty of the task when the means of all
participants were taken into account. Potential reasons for this could be
related to the cognitive element of the task. Changes in accommodation and
AMFs have been found depending on the cognitive load of a task (Kruger
1980; Malmstrom et al. 1980; Bullimore and Gilmartin 1987; Bullimore and
Gilmartin 1988; Winn et al. 1991; Wolffsohn et al. 2003b; Davies et al. 2005;
Hynes et al. 2018; Roberts et al. 2018). As mentioned in section 6.3.3 and
chapter 3 it is possible that the variability may be caused by the subjective
nature of the task. Some participants may have been more nervous or found
the task more difficult than others which may account for some of the
variability in the HFC due to its connection with the arterial pulse (Winn et al.
1990).
The mean accommodative power varied between the participants.
Participant BC had a lower mean accommodative response relative to the
other three participants with a relatively larger lag of accommodation. A lower
LFC value was noted in this participant also. Participant HB appeared to
have a lead of accommodation relative to the rest of the participants. A
higher LFC was observed for this participant with SD values at least double
that of other participants for the CA condition. A number of different
accommodative cues are known to vary amongst participants including
cognition, ocular aberrations and target proximity (Day et al. 2009b). In this
experiment target proximity was constant across all participants. It could be
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suggested that the accuracy of accommodation may be a cause of variability
in the LFC. In order to decrease the amount of feasible variability in AMF
experiments it may be worth measuring accommodative accuracy and using
this as a possible criterion for inclusion or exclusion.
6.4.7 Potential causes of variability
It has been suggested that anatomical or innervational factors may be
responsible for the high variability found between participants of experiments
relating to AMFs (Day et al. 2009b). This certainly could be a cause in interparticipant variability but would not explain the variability found when
repeated measures are taken on the same participant. Individual variability
has been noted in ocular aberrations (Artal et al. 2006) including coma and
astigmatism (Cheng et al. 2004) and chromatic aberrations (Kruger et al.
1993). Harb and colleague (2006) noted that myopes had a more variable
response to AMFs than emmetropes did. They suggested that an increased
depth-of-focus leading to reduced blur sensitivity was the cause of the
increased variability in the myopic participants they examined. Given the
variety of different proposals put forward for variation in AMFs it is likely that
there is no one single cause but a number of different contributing factors.
6.4.8 RMS Accommodation
There was no significant difference in the RMS accommodation between the
participants for the condition of cognitive demand however there was a
significant effect for participant BC. There was an overall significant effect
noted in Chapter 3. The much smaller cohort may be an explanation as to
why there was no change in this experiment compared to that of the effect
noted in Chapter 3. A reduction in RMS was not observed for the visit
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number. Given that there was also a significant effect in the HFC it could be
suggested that the RMS Accommodation, as an overall measure of
variability, can be affected by all aspects of frequency components, despite
the LFC being far stronger than the MFC and HFC.
6.4.9. Effect of cognition
There was no significant effect for cognition found during this experiment.
This is different to results found in chapter 3 where there was a significant
effect found for cognition and a significant difference between the Num and
CA conditions and the SA and CA conditions. There may be a number of
reasons for the lack of a significant effect in this chapter. 4 participants were
used in this experiment compared to 24 in the participant in Chapter 4. The
other potential cause is that the cognitive input was auditory in this
experiment compared to visual in the other experiment even though the
tasks were the same. It would be interesting to contrast cognitive inputs
using a larger cohort similar to chapter 3 to investigate as potential
differences as a result of inputs.

6.4.10 Chaos Analysis
Chaos analysis has been used to assess changes in AMFs, with lower
values indicating more stress on the accommodative system (Hampson and
Mallen 2012; Hampson and Mallen 2013; Hampson et al. 2017).
There was no significant difference in the mean or individual chaos analysis
values. This is similar to the findings in Chapter 3 where cognitive demand
did not have a significant effect on chaos. Visit number was also not
significant for chaos.
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6.4.11 Conclusion
Intra-participant and inter-participant variability was observed in the AMFs of
the participants during this experiment. A number of possible causes for this
including accommodative accuracy and cognitive demand were put forward.
However other factors that were not measured need to be taken into account
also such as variation of the arterial pulse. The MFC and HFC were found to
be less repeatable in the same participant than the LFC, RMS
accommodation and AR.
Further investigation into the causes of variability in AMFs and how to control
for them is required to further understand the role they play in the
accommodative system and the factors that affect them.
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7. Discussion
7.1 Introduction
As specified in Chapter 1, the purpose of this thesis was to investigate the
effect of certain occupational factors on accommodative microfluctuations
(AMFs) in the human vision system. The effects of cognitive demand
(chapter 3 and 6), visual fatigue (chapter 4) and display type (chapter 5) on
AMFs and accommodation in general were examined. The variability of
AMFs, reported in previous studies (Kruger et al. 1993; Heron and Schor
1995; Toshida et al. 1998; Gilmartin et al. 2002; Cheng et al. 2004; Davies et
al. 2005; Mallen et al. 2005; Artal et al. 2006; Day et al. 2009b), was also
examined (Chapter 6).
Numerous

occupational

factors

have

been

shown

to

affect

the

accommodative response (AR) (section 1.2). Research has examined the
connections between accommodation and digital eye strain (section 1.3) and
myopia progression (section 1.4).
AMFs and the factors that affect them have been extensively researched, in
particular the roles and origins of the two main contributory frequency bands,
the low frequency component (LFC) measuring from 0 to 0.6 Hz and the high
frequency component (HFC) measuring from 1.0 to 2.3 Hz (Sections 1.61.7).
A number of experiments were devised and run to investigate the effect of
certain occupational factors on AMFs comprising of cognitive demand
(Chapter 3), fatigue (Chapter 4) and display type (Chapter 5). The effect of
inter-participant and intra-participant variability was examined in Chapter 6.
This discussion chapter discusses the findings of these experiments and how
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they may relate to digital eye strain and myopia progression. The methods of
measuring AMFs comprising of the mean powers of the LFC, mid frequency
component (MFC) and HFC, the RMS accommodation and chaos analysis
are considered individually as is the measurement of the mean AR. The
limitations of the experiments are discussed and possible future experiments
related to the study of AMFs are considered.
7.2 AMFs and cognitive demand
The effect of cognitive demand on the AMFs was investigated in Chapter 3.
Participants completed three tasks of varying cognitive difficulty whilst the
accommodative response was measured. The HFC was shown to increase
in line with the difficulty of the task. As the HFC has been previously linked
with the arterial pulse (Winn et al. 1990), it was suggested that it may be
related to increased blood flow to the brain that has shown to occur during
increased cognitive demand (Scholey et al. 1999; Kennedy and Scholey
2000). The RMS accommodation was affected to a lesser extent suggesting
that cognitive demand did affect AMFs but not to the extent of more
predominant factors such as accommodative demand (Denieul 1982; Kotulak
and Schor 1986; Seidel et al. 2003; Plainis et al. 2005; Day et al. 2006; Harb
et al. 2006) and luminance (Gray et al. 1993b; Day et al. 2009b). The
findings of this experimental chapter were published in Hynes et al. (2018).
7.3 AMFs and fatigue
The influence of fatigue was assessed in Chapter 4. AMFs were measured at
distances of 40 cm and 25 cm during two separate visits whilst participants
completed a task of reading a book for a period of 60 minutes. AR
measurements were taken at distance before and after the near task and 5
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AR measurements were taken at near at the start of the task and at the 15,
30, 45 and 60 minute marks. The LFC, MFC and AR were found to be
significantly affected by task duration at near during the 25 cm task but not
the 40 cm task. It was suggested that the accommodative demand of a task
can have an effect on the power of the AMFs. This may imply that both the
accommodative demand and the duration of the task may have an effect on
AMFs.
There was a significant increase found in the RMS accommodation and
mean power of the HFC in AR readings at distance after completion of the
near task relative to readings taken before the task.
7.4 AMFs and displays
AMFs and the mean AR was measured whilst participants observed a target
on different displays that comprised of paper, an e-reader, a computer
monitor and a smartphone. All displays were observed at an accommodative
demand of 3.00 D. Chaos analysis was also used to analyse the AMFs under
the different conditions. A significant effect was found in the mean AR and
the mean power of the LFC depending on the display type used. In
particular, pairwise analyses demonstrated a significant difference for the
mean power of the LFC between the paper condition and the VDU and
smartphone conditions. This appears to suggest that that type of display
used can have a significant effect on the LFC in AMFs. Pairwise analyses
also showed a significant increase in the mean AR in the paper condition
relative to the VDU condition.
Further analysis showed that there was a possible significant correlation
between the image resolution of this device used and the mean AR and
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mean LFC with higher resolutions leading to a higher mean AR and
increased mean LFC power. This effect was found to be larger in myopes
than emmetropes. This suggests that higher image resolutions may lead to a
more accurate accommodative response.
7.5 Intra-participant and inter-participant variability in AMFs
Inter- and intra-participant variability in the study of AMFs was investigated in
four participants completing the same cognitive demand tasks on ten
separate visits. This experiment was different to that of chapter 3 as the
cognitive input was auditory rather than presented visually. The mean power
of the HFC was found to decrease as the number of visits progressed. AMFs
were seen to vary between participants and between visits of the same
participant. Coefficient of variance was used to examine intra-participant
variability. MFC and HFC appeared to vary a lot more throughout the ten
visits then LFC, RMS accommodation and AR values. This may suggest that
LFC and RMS accommodation measures are more repeatable than the MFC
and HFC.
7.6 Methods of measuring the AR and AMFs
A number of different parameters were used to assess changes in AMFs
during the course of the experiments in this thesis. These parameters
comprised of the LFC, MFC, HFC, RMS accommodation and chaos analysis.
The mean AR was also analysed throughout the experiments. The results
and possible implications of the changes found in these parameters is
examined and discussed in detail in this section.
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7.6.1 Low Frequency Component
The LFC has been found to be the strongest frequency band component in
the study of AMFs as it is thought to be neurological in its origin (Campbell et
al. 1959; Gray et al. 1993b; van der Heijde et al. 1996; Charman and Heron
2015). There was no significant effect on the mean power of the LFC when
the variance in cognitive demand was investigated in chapter 3.
In chapter 4 fatigue appeared to have a significant effect on the LFC but only
at the higher accommodative demand of 4.00 D rather than 2.50 D.
However, pair-wise analyses did not demonstrate a significant difference
between any two of the measurements made at near. It was noted that the
LFC measurements were much greater at the higher accommodative
demand than that of the lower. This is commensurate with previous research
that has shown the AMFs increase as the accommodative demand increases
up to a demand of 5.00 D (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986; Stark and
Atchison 1997; Seidel et al. 2003; Plainis et al. 2005; Day et al. 2006; Harb
et al. 2006; Gambra et al. 2009). The increased power of the LFC caused by
the increased accommodative demand, may have result in the significant
effect on task duration at 25 cm compared to 40 cm which was insignificant.
In chapter 5 there was a significant difference noted in the mean power of
the LFC depending on the display used. Pair-wise analysis in particular
demonstrated that this was significant when the paper condition was
compared with the VDU and smartphone conditions. There appears to be a
trend for an increase in both the image resolution of the display types and an
increase in the LFC however this was not significant. P-values of 0.058,
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0.073 and 0.051 for the pooled, myopic and emmetropic groups suggest that
with further investigation this trend may be potentially significant.
7.6.2 Mid Frequency Component
The MFC was measured throughout the four experiments described in this
thesis. It ranged as being between 0.61 and 0.99 Hz.
There was no significant difference found in the mean power of the MFC
between the three cognitive conditions in chapter 3. There was a significant
overall effect found during the near task completed by participants at 25 cm
during the experiment in chapter 4, suggesting that the MFC may have
changed over the course of the experiment. This was not replicated when the
same task was completed at 40 cm. There was no significant difference
found in the MFC between any of the conditions in the experiments in
chapters 5 and 6.
The MFC has not been measured in a lot of the research into AMFs. The
values of the MFC tend to be much lower than the LFC and HFC throughout
the experiments in this thesis. However, it is interesting to note the significant
effect that occurred during the fatigue experiment in the chapter 4. This was
the highest accommodative demand of any of the experiments with the
significant effect occurring at a accommodative demand of 4.00 D. One
potential theory is that the MFC may increase with the LFC at higher
accommodative demands. This has been demonstrated in research looking
at the effect accommodative demand has on AMFs (Harb et al. 2006). Harb
and colleagues (2006) measured the MFC at accommodative demands of
1.50, 2.50 and 3.50 D. The power of the MFC more than doubled between
the 2.50 and 3.50 D demands. The power of the LFC and HFC also
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significantly increased as the accommodative demand increased. This was
not replicated by Day and colleagues (2006) where the mean power of the
MFC was measured at accommodative demands of 0.00, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00
and 4.00 D with no significant difference been found. The limited amount of
research looking at the MFC effects makes the disparity between these
results difficult to interpret with further research looking at the role of the
MFC, if any, required. Accommodative demand had no effect on the HFC
either in this experiment but did significantly increase in the LFC.
7.6.3 High Frequency Component
The HFC is an aspect of AMFs that has received much attention in previous
research (Campbell et al. 1959; Winn et al. 1990; Owens et al. 1991; Gray et
al. 1993b; Collins et al. 1995; Charman and Heron 2015; Hynes et al. 2018).
The HFC was measured as being between 1.0 and 2.1 Hz for the purposes
of the four experiments. This frequency band has been used previously in
measuring the HFC in AMFs (Gray et al. 1993a). It was measured in the four
experiments outlined in this thesis with significant changes being noted in
chapter 3. The HFC is heavily linked to the arterial pulse (Winn et al. 1990).
In chapter 3 the effect of cognitive demand was investigated with an increase
in the HFC noted as the difficulty of the task increased. A number of possible
reasons for this occurrence were put forward in chapter 3, including a
possible emotive effect caused by the increased difficulty of the task. A
possible increase in blood flow to the brain associated with increased
cognition was also discussed (Scholey et al. 1999; Kennedy and Scholey
2000). Further investigation into this is required to understand why the
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increase in the HFC tool place. It would be advisable to monitor the arterial
pulse and the HFC concurrently to determine if there is a link.
Electrodermal activity (EDA), also referred to as the galvanic skin response
(GSR) could be used to measure a possible emotional response experienced
during the tasks concurrently with measurement of the AMFs (Dawson et al.
2000; Benedek and Kaernbach 2010). EDA can be used to measure the
emotional arousal of a participant by measuring the change in the electrical
properties of participant’s skin in response to sweat secretion. The change in
skin conduction is measured by applying a low voltage which allows a noninvasive measurement of a participant’s emotional response (Benedek and
Kaernbach 2010). By measuring both the EDA and arterial pulse it could be
determined if either, both or neither factor is correlated to the change in the
HFC in the cognitive demand task.
Fatigue and display type did not appear to have an effect on the HFC in the
experiments conducted in chapter 4 and 5.
In chapter 6 HFC appeared to decrease as participants repeated the task for
the relatively more difficult conditions SA and CA. Over the course of the 10
visits there was a significant correlation between the visit number and the
mean power of the HFC value. It could be suggested that participants were
either finding the task easier due to learning effects or that they were not as
nervous about doing the task. Either way it feeds into the previous research
proposing that the HFC is plant noise caused by the systemic effect of the
arterial pulse and not due active changes in the AR. Again, further
investigation including the measurement of the HFC and the EDA alongside
the HFC during the cognitive demand tasks would be needed to add weight
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to this theory. It is worth remembering though that the magnitude of the MFC
and the HFC are considerably smaller than that of the LFC. Therefore the
factors that affect these frequency bands are less likely to have any impact
on the overall AMFs than that of the LFC (Charman and Heron 2015).
7.6.4 RMS Accommodation
As mentioned in section 2.6.3 in Chapter 2, RMS Accommodation has been
used in numerous studies to detect changes in the overall AMF response
(Gray et al. 1993a; Stark and Atchison 1997; Toshida et al. 1998; Day et al.
2006; Candy and Bharadwaj 2007; Day et al. 2009a; Day et al. 2009b;
Gambra et al. 2009; Schultz et al. 2009; Anderson et al. 2010).
There was no significant difference found in the RMS accommodation for the
experiments in chapters 3. However, in chapter 4 there was a significant
difference found between the distance measurements before and after the
near task at 25 cm. This was not replicated in the 40 cm task. The higher
RMS accommodation readings found post task may be down to the added
strain on the AMFs caused by the higher accommodative demand that has
been observed in previous experiments (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor
1986; Stark and Atchison 1997; Seidel et al. 2003; Plainis et al. 2005; Day et
al. 2006; Harb et al. 2006; Gambra et al. 2009).
There was a significant effect for the RMS for cognition noted in Chapter 3
and this was also noted for one of the participants in Chapter 6 in line with
significant changes in the HFC. This may suggest that all frequency
components can have an effect on the RMS accommodation despite the LFC
being relatively much stronger than the MFC and HFC.
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7.6.5 Chaos Analysis
Chaos Analysis was used to investigate AMFs in all four experiments
described in this thesis. It is relatively novel method in assessing AMFs
(Hampson and Mallen 2012; Hampson and Mallen 2013; Hampson et al.
2017). Hampson and colleagues (2017) have demonstrated in the past that
late-onset myopes had a decrease in the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE)
relative to emmetropes. They also noted that early-onset myopes had a
decrease in the LLE relative to emmetropes, however this was not
significant. This drop in the LLE value suggested that the accommodative
system in late-onset myopes was under more stress than emmetropes.
We were able to replicate some of these findings during in the experiment
investigating the effect of cognitive demand on AMFs in Chapter 3. There
was a significant decrease in the LLE for myopes relative to emmetropes
when the baseline distance measurements were taken. This difference was
not significant for the near measurements. There was also no significant
difference between refractive error groups for the experiments outlined in
chapters 4, 5 and 6. One reason for this may be that in the experiments
outlined in this thesis the myope group contained both early and late-onset
myopes. This combination of myopes may have led to a weakening of the
effect that chaos had on the AMFs. In order to gain a better understanding of
chaos in the accommodative system it would probably be better to separate
refractive groups into emmetropes, early-onset and late-onset myopes rather
than combining the myopes into one group.
In chapter 4 we investigated the possible effect of fatigue on the AMFs.
While there was no significant effect observed there did appear to be a trend
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for the chaos to decrease in the distance AMFs measurement following the
completion of the 60 minutes near task. This may suggest that the
accommodation system is under more stress after a near task of a long
duration.

7.6.6 Mean Accommodative Power
In addition to the different measurements of the AMFs the mean AR was also
recorded throughout all experiments in this thesis. There was no significant
difference found in the mean AR across the three conditions of varying
cognitive demand in Chapter 3. The only significant change observed in the
cognition experiment was noted in the HFC which is connected to the arterial
pulse, whereas the more active accommodation based LFC was not
affected, so it would make sense for the mean AR not to be affected.
In chapter 4 there was an overall significant effect found during the near task
at 25 cm but not when the task was performed at 40 cm. Pair-wise analysis
did not show any significant difference between any of the 5 readings taken
throughout the 60-minute task. One reason for the significant effect at the
closer distance it that the accommodative system may be under more strain
with the higher accommodative demand which may have led to increased
variability of the AR throughout the duration of the task.
In chapter 5 a significant overall effect was found in the mean AR depending
on the type of display used. Pair-wise analyses did not find a significant
difference between two particular display types. However, a positive
correlation between the image resolution of the display types and the mean
AR was found for myopes and emmetropes, with a higher mean AR
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corresponding with the higher image resolution. This would suggest that the
image resolution of displays may have an effect on the accuracy of the AR,
that a more accurate AR is required for displays with a better image
resolution.
A significantly higher mean AR was noted in myopic participants relative to
emmetropes. With better quality image resolution digital display types
becoming more and more prevalent further research into the effect this may
be having on the AR and refractive error would be advisable.
The experiments that produced significant effects in the mean AR also
produced significant effects in the LFC. Given that the LFC is regarded as
having a neurological origin and is considered to be the main driver in active
AMFs (van der Heijde et al. 1996; Charman and Heron 2015) it would make
sense to see if the LFC power is linked with the mean AR. It has been
suggested that the LFC may play a role in the fine tuning of the AR
(Charman and Heron 2015).
Charman and Heron (2015) discussed in their updated review on
microfluctuations in accommodation how the mean power of the LFC has
been shown to actively increase under conditions when small levels of
defocus blur are difficult to perceive, which leads to an increase in the
subjective depth-of-focus. Steady-state accommodation responses tend to
be less accurate. It has been suggested that the increased mean power of
the LFC, under conditions such as small pupil size and low luminances, may
provide feedback to the accommodative controller.
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7.7 Accommodation and occupational factors
The effect of occupational factors on the accommodation system has been
discussed in detail in the literature review in chapter 1 (section 1.3.5). This is
particularly relevant given the increase in the use of computers and other
digital devices such as tablets and smartphones in recent times (Falaki et al.
2010; Rosenfield 2011; Rosenfield 2016; Cha and Seo 2018; Coles-Brennan
et al. 2019; Jaiswal et al. 2019).
Leads and large lags of accommodation have been shown to cause
asthenopic symptoms (Rosenfield 2011). This would suggest that accuracy
of accommodation is important in the prevention of asthenopia in digital eye
strain. In chapter 5 it was found that image resolution appeared to have an
effect on the mean AR. Higher image resolutions led to a more accurate AR
for the pooled data. However, when this data was examined to look at
emmetropes and myopes a lead of accommodation was found in higher
resolution displays for myopic participants. It is normal for there to be a lag of
accommodation up to 1.00 D in the accommodation system (Elliott 2014b).
Asthenopic symptoms are more likely to develop in digital eye strain in cases
where a lead or excessive lag of accommodation is present (Rosenfield
2011). The mean AR of emmetropes in the experiment across the 4 display
types rose from 2.07 D to 2.40 D as the image resolution increased. For the
myopes the mean AR rose from 2.66 D for the lowest image resolution
displayed on a VDU screen (96 dpi) to 3.18 D for the highest resolution
displayed on paper (600 dpi). Mean ARs of 2.95 D and 3.03 D were recorded
for the Kindle and smartphone displays respectively. It could be suggested
therefore that a range of recommended image resolutions rather than a
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minimum image resolution be recommended for VDU users. Further
investigation of this possible occupational recommendation would be
needed. In this experiment the highest image resolution was on paper so it
would be necessary to see if the same effect happens on a VDU. The fact
that most VDU work is done at a distance of greater than 33 cm may limit
any effect that this may have on the accommodation system.
The effect of working distance was also observed in chapter 4. Statistical
analysis showed that there was a mean effect on the LFC, MFC and mean
AR when participants completed a reading task at 25 cm but not at 40 cm.
This ties in with previous research showing the effect of accommodative
demand on AMFs, increasing their power as the accommodative demand
increases up to a level of 5.00 D (Denieul 1982; Kotulak and Schor 1986;
Stark and Atchison 1997; Seidel et al. 2003; Plainis et al. 2005; Day et al.
2006; Harb et al. 2006; Gambra et al. 2009). It may be that when AMFs are
increased that they are less stable if accommodation is responding to a high
accommodative demand for a sustained period of time.
A wider range of working distances and digital display types should be
considered in any further analysis on this topic.
7.8. Limitations
There were some limitations to the experiments conducted as part of this
thesis. These are outlined and the possible changes that may help curb
these limitations are put forward in the following section.
7.8.1 Heart rate measurements
Heart rate was not measured during the experiments in this thesis. Given the
changes in the HFC noted in experiments in chapters 3 and 6 and the
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association with arterial pulse (Winn et al. 1990) it would be helpful to see if
this was accompanied by a change in the arterial pulse. A piezoelectric pulse
transducer, as used in a similar experiment, could be used to measure the
pulse of participants (Davies et al. 2005). Also, measuring any possible
correlations between the galvanic skin response and the HFC may indicate a
differing emotional response between the different cognitive loads presented
in the tasks (Shi et al. 2007)
7.8.2 Headrest modification
A headrest modification was used to reduce movement whilst allowing
participants to speak to indicate the answer to the cognitive demand sums
that were presented visually in chapter 3 and presented audibly and potential
for misalignment of the accommodation measurement system in chapter 6.
Other studies using infra-red autorefractors have used a chin rest to stabilise
the participants head (Jainta et al. 2004; Win-Hall et al. 2007; Alderson et al.
2011). However, a chinrest would have caused more movement when
participants needed to speak. Whilst the modified headrest did minimise
movement there would still a chance that participants would move when
speaking. In order to negate this, participants were advised to speak as softly
as possible. If a participant moved too much during an accommodative trace
then the trace was repeated. Nevertheless, in a future experiment changing
the cognitive demand output may help. Using an alternative forced choice
methodology via a keyboard may help reduce movement in line the head
being stabilised using a conventional head and chinrest.
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7.9. Further research
This section explores a number of ideas that may be considered for further
research based on the results of the experiments in this thesis.
7.9.1 Displays resolution
The experiment in Chapter 5 on AMFs and display types suggested that
higher resolution displays may be related to a better AR which may
contribute to reduced symptoms found in DES in previous experiments
(Miyao et al. 1989; Ziefle 1998; Gowrisankaran and Sheedy 2015). It was
suggested that a minimum screen resolution could be recommended but that
further investigation would be required for this to happen. A more detailed
experiment looking at a higher number of image resolutions should be
considered to allow further investigation of whether image resolution does
play a part in DES.
An experiment with different working distances and image resolutions could
also prove helpful in determining if certain conditions cause less stress on
the accommodation system than others.
7.10 Conclusion
The experiments in this thesis sought to investigate how occupational factors
may affect AMFs. The main new findings suggested an increase in the HFC
during tasks of a higher cognitive demand and a correlation between image
resolution and the LFC. The already established fact of an increase in the
power

of

the

LFC

with

increasing

accommodative

demand

was

demonstrated once again. The chapter on inter- and intra-participant
variability seems to suggest that the LFC and RMS accommodation values
tend to be less variable components than the MFC or HFC. While
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occupational factors do appear to have an effect on AMFs, the actual effect
this has from a clinical setting needs more research for it to be fully
understood and deem if it is relevant relative to other factors in occupational
settings.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Participant Information Sheet
Information sheet
Computer vision syndrome is defined as a combination of eye and vision
problems associated with the use of computers. Symptoms include
eyestrain, headaches, dry eye, double vision and blurred vision. Possible
factors affecting those who suffer from computer vision syndrome are
composed of uncorrected refractive error, accommodation and vergence
problems and pre-existing dry eye.
The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the influence of modern
displays (tablets, laptops etc.) on the eye’s ability to accommodate compared
to paper displays. A further strand of this experiment will be to look at a
possible correlation between the spectral components of lighting, in particular
LED lighting, and the magnitude and time decay of near-induced transient
myopia.
Participants will observe a variety of displays with similar text related targets
will be displayed. Accommodation will be continually monitored using a ShinNippon SRW-5000 autorefractor. It is has been commercially available
around the world being used in optometric practices to determine refractive
error.
As a number of different effects on accommodation will be looked at
separately a minimum of two to a maximum of six visits lasting approximately
an hour each are envisaged to take the required data. The number of
experiments that a participant does will be completely up to them
As a participant you are free to withdraw your consent at any time without
having to give a reason. You are free to ask any questions you wish related
to the research project at any time.
Contact details
Niall Hynes – Research student – N.Hynes@bradford.ac.uk
Prof Ed Mallen – Supervisor – E.A.H.Mallen@bradford.ac.uk
Dr Matt Cufflin – Supervisor – M.P.Cufflin1@bradford.ac.uk
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Appendix 2 – Consent Form
Consent form
I give my consent to be a participant in this study.
I have read and understood the attached information sheet.
I have been given the chance to ask questions and have been satisfied with
the answers given.
I understand that I can withdraw my consent to be a participant at any time
and do not need to give a reason if I wish to do so.

Signed:_________________________________________
Name (Print)____________________________________
Date:__________

Witnessed by
Signed:_________________________________________
Name (Print)____________________________________
Date:__________
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Appendix 3 - Research Ethics Application Form

Ethics Ref:
Research Ethics Application Form
This form has been approved by the Committee for Ethics in Research

A1. Title of Research Project: Accommodation and visual fatigue in
myopia development
A2. Contact person (Principal Investigator, in the case of a staff-led
research project, or the Principal Supervisor in the case of a student
research project):
Title:

Prof

First Name/Initials: E. A. H.

Post:
Head
School/Department:Optometry

of

Email:E.A.H.Mallen@bradford.ac.uk
A2.1.

Last Name: Mallen
Dept

Telephone:01274 236231

Is this a student research project?
If yes, please provide the student’s contact details and course:
Niall Hynes, Vision Science
n.hynes@bradford.ac.uk

A2.2. Other key investigators/co-applicants (within/outside University),
where applicable:
Please list all (add more rows if necessary)
Title
Full
Post
Responsibility
Name
in project
Dr

A2.3

Matt Cufflin

Lecturer

Associate
Supervisor

Organisation

Department

School
of
Optometry and
Vision Science

Optometry

Name of body funding the project (if appropriate) and any other
declarations of interest: (NOTE: Only projects with the funding confirmed
need approval)
FODO

A3.

Proposed Project Duration:
Start date: June 2016

End date: Oct 2018
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Complete this form if you are a member of staff or a student who plans to
undertake a research project which will not involve the NHS but which will involve
people participating in research either directly (e.g. interviews, questionnaires
and/or clinical studies not involving NHS patients) and/or indirectly (e.g. people
permitting access to data and/or tissue). Ultimate responsibility for gaining
ethical approval lies with the Principal Investigator or Principal Supervisor of
the project.

Documents to enclose with this form, where appropriate:
This form should be accompanied, where appropriate, by an Information Sheet /
Covering Letter / Written Script which informs the prospective participants about the
proposed research, and by a Consent Form. Applicants should also attach any
unvalidated Questionnaires, Interview Guides and the full research proposal.
Further guidance on how to complete this application form is available in the
document Guidelines for Completing the Research Ethics Application form and
this can be found at : http://www.bradford.ac.uk/rkts/research-support-foracademics/ethics/ResearchEthicsApprovalProcess/

It is essential that this form is completed with reference to the information in
the application form guidance document. Please pay particular attention to
completing the form in sufficient detail to allow reviewers to judge ethical
issues raised by this study. The form is intended to expand to allow as much
space as is needed.
For University staff and students working with NHS patients or staff, or working on
NHS premises, research ethics applications should be made through an NHS
Research Ethics Committee: NHS Research Ethics Committee (REC)
Travel Overseas to High Risk Areas: if you are planning to travel overseas to high
risk areas, as advised by the Government’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office, you
should read the guidelines and complete the Risk Assessment form to be submitted
to Finance. A signed copy of the Risk Assessment form should also accompany this
form when applying for Research Ethics Approval. The Risk Assessment form is
available at http://www.bradford.ac.uk/finance/finance-teams-contacts-andservices/insurance/travel-insurance/ (Please scroll down to bullet point 4 under the
heading Prior to Travel.)

Once you have completed this research ethics application form in full, and other
documents where appropriate, check that your name, the title of your research
project and the date appears on the first page and email it to the Research Support
Unit Ethics Administrator. Please keep a copy and note that the original signed and
dated version of ‘Part B – the Signed Declaration’ of the application form should
also be provided to the Research Support Unit Ethics Administrator in hard copy.
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Attachments
Please confirm that you have included the following documentation with your
submission:
Information Sheet

Yes 

No 

Consent Form

Yes 

No 

Research Proposal

Yes 

No 

Unvalidated Questionnaires

Yes 

No 

Interview Guidelines

Yes 

No 

Risk Assessment Form
(only required when involving travel
to high risk areas)

Yes 

No 

Part A
A4.

Mark ‘X’ in one or more of the following boxes if your research:



involves children or young people aged under 18 years



involves using samples of human biological material collected before for
another purpose*

*Please contact the University’s HTA Designated Individual, Sue Boyce, Ethical
Tissue, [s.g.boyce@bradford.ac.uk or ext. 5897] for advice.
http://www.bradford.ac.uk/rkts/research-support-foracademics/ethics/GuidanceonEthicalIssues/ - click on Human Tissue Act
A5.

Briefly summarise the project’s aims, objectives and methodology
Computer vision syndrome is defined as a combination of eye and vision
problems associated with the use of computers. Symptoms include
eyestrain, headaches, dry eye, double vision and blurred vision. Possible
factors affecting those who suffer from computer vision syndrome are
composed of uncorrected refractive error, accommodation and vergence
problems and pre-existing dry eye.
Accommodation is the eyes ability to change the shape of the lens inside the
eye so that near objects are able to come into focus during vision. The
purpose of this experiment is to investigate the influence of modern displays
(tablets, laptops etc.) on the eye’s ability to focus on near objects compared
to paper displays. A further strand of this experiment will be to look at a
possible correlation between the spectral components of lighting, in
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particular LED lighting, and the magnitude and time decay of near-induced
transient myopia.
Participants will observe a variety of displays with similar text related targets
will be displayed. Accommodation will be continually monitored using a ShinNippon SRW-5000 autorefractor.
A series of experiments will be run looking at:
•
•
•
•

Accommodative fatigue
Cognitive demand
Illumination
Target type

Participants will have their accommodation monitored using the autorefractor
while been set certain tasks to alter the accommodative response depending
on what tasks (puzzles, reading etc.) they are doing under different
conditions (different lighting, natural daylight, LED lighting, etc.). The data
gathered will be analysed for correlations between the certain tasks and the
accommodative response to see how accommodation responds to certain
scenarios.
As a number of different effects on accommodation will be looked at
separately a minimum of two to a maximum of six visits lasting
approximately an hour each are envisaged to take the required data. The
number of experiments that a participant does will be completely up to them.

A6.

Is there any potential for physical and/or psychological harm / distress
to participants?
No. The Shin-Nippon autorefractor has been used in many experiments at
the University of Bradford with many papers being published as a result of
working with this instrument. It is has been commercially available around
the world being used in optometric practices to determine refractive error.

A7.

Does your research raise any issues of personal safety for you or other
researchers involved in the project and, if yes, explain how these
issues will be managed?
No

A8.1

Explain how the potential participants in the project will be:
(i)

Identified: Participants with a good accommodative response are
identified as those required for the project, between the ages of 1835. They will be split into three categories, emmetropes, early-onset
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myopes and late-onset myopes.

A8.2

(ii)

Approached: Students and staff at the University of Bradford will be
approached either in person or by email.

(iii)

Recruited: Will be recruited from students and staff at the University
of Bradford.

Please give rationale for sample size (as appropriate):
A sample size of 25 was calculated using a power calculation with a power
of 0.80 and p-value of 0.05. The effect size was 0.46 determined using pilot
data.

A9.

Will informed consent be obtained from the participants?
No 

Yes 

If informed consent or consent is not to be obtained please explain
why:

Further guidance is at: http://www.bradford.ac.uk/rkts/research-support-foracademics/ethics/GuidanceonEthicalIssues/ - click on Consent
A9.1.

If you are planning to obtain informed consent, please explain the
proposed process:
The experiment will be explained verbally and the participant will be given
two information and consent sheets also explaining the experimental
process, one of which they will sign and return to us if they give their consent
and one which they may keep for their own reference. These forms will
contain the contact details of those who are running the experiment.

A9.2

If you have obtained informed consent, what arrangements are in place
to ensure participants receive on going relevant information about the
study and the opportunity to withdraw consent if required?
Participants will have contact details for those running the experiment and
are free to contact with any queries when they wish. Participants will be
asked if they are happy with everything before each experimental session.
They are free to withdraw at any time.

A9.3

If you have obtained informed consent, how long will the participants
have to decide whether to take part in the study? (If less than 24 hours,
please justify)
Potential participants will be afforded at least 24 hours to decide whether to
take part in the study
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A9.4

Will informed consent be obtained from participants from one of the

following groups?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children under 18
People with learning disabilities
People with a terminal illness
People with mental health problems
People with dementia
Asylum seekers
Those with a particularly dependent relationship with the
researcher
Other potentially vulnerable groups (please specify)

No
If yes, please state what special arrangements have been made to deal with
the issues of obtaining consent from the participants above?

A10.

What special arrangements have been made for participants for whom

English is not a first language? (If there are no arrangements, please explain
why)
No arrangements have been made as participants that will approached are from
BSOVS of which the ability to work using the English language is primarily used as
the primary language

A11.

What steps have been taken to ensure participants have not been

involved in

similar studies (in order to prevent over exposure) where this

may be an issue?

A12.

Could this project potentially disadvantage any group of persons not

included in the research?
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No
A13.

What measures will be put in place to ensure confidentiality and/or
anonymity of personal data, where appropriate?
Personal details will be kept on a spreadsheet on a password protected PC
and in a lab which will be locked when not in use.

A14.

Will financial / in kind payments (other than reasonable expenses and
compensation for time) be offered to participants? (Indicate how much
and on what basis this has been decided)

Yes  No 
A15.

Will the research involve the production of recorded media such as
audio and/or video recordings?

Yes  No 

A15.1. This question is only applicable if you are planning to produce recorded
media:
How will you ensure that there is a clear agreement with participants as
to how these recorded media may be stored, used and (if appropriate)
destroyed?
N/A

A16.

Which institution has agreed to act as research sponsor for the project? (If

you are conducting the research as either a student of the University of Bradford or
as a researcher working on a University of Bradford research project, the University
of Bradford will normally act as research sponsor. If you are conducting the
research as a student or employee of another university, that institution should
normally sponsor the research.)
University of Bradford
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A17.

Please confirm that the research sponsor has provision in place for

indemnifying the researcher for negligent or non-negligent harm to participants?
(If you are conducting the research as either a student of the University of Bradford
or as a researcher working on a University of Bradford research project, such
indemnity is in place. If you are conducting the research as a student or employee
of another university, that institution should normally provide indemnity.)
University of Bradford
More information is available at:
http://www.bradford.ac.uk/rkts/research-support-foracademics/ethics/GuidanceonEthicalIssues/ - click on Insurance for Research
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Part B – The Signed Declaration
Title of Research Project: ………………………………………………………………….
I confirm my responsibility to deliver the research project in accordance with the University of
Bradford’s policies and procedures, which include the University’s:
§
§

‘Research Governance & Quality Assurance Code of Good Research Practice’
and the
‘Code of Practice for Ethics in Research’ (Ethics Policy)

http://www.bradford.ac.uk/rkts/research-support-for academics/ethics/EthicsPolicyandStrategy/
and, where externally funded, with the terms and conditions of the research funder.
In signing this research ethics application form I am also confirming that:
§
§
§
§

§
§

§

§

The completed form is accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.
The project will comply with the University’s Research Ethics Policy.
I undertake to adhere to the content and process of the project as detailed in this
(and attached) documents and to inform the Panel of any changes.
I am aware of my responsibility to be up to date and comply with the requirements of
the law and relevant guidelines relating to security and confidentiality of personal
data, including the need to register when necessary with the appropriate Data
Protection Officer.
In the case of Human Tissue, blood and tissue samples, I have liaised with the
University designated HTA Individual. The Human Tissue Act Designated Individual
is currently Mrs Susan Boyce, Head of Ethical Tissue.
I understand that the project, including research records and data, may be subject to
inspection for audit purposes, if required in future and that these records will be
stored for a period of 10 years from the end of the project.
I understand that personal data about me as a researcher in this form will be held by
those involved in the ethics review procedure (e.g. the Research Support Unit Ethics
Administrator and/or Ethics Reviewers) and that this will be managed according to
Data Protection Act principles.
If this is an application for a ‘generic’ project all the individual projects that fit under
the generic project are compatible with this application.

Name of the Principal Investigator (or the name of the Principal Supervisor if this is a student
research project):
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Signature of Principal Investigator (or the Principal Supervisor):

………………………………………………

Date: …………………………………………...

Please email the completed application form together with supporting documents and provide a
signed, hard copy of ‘Part B’ to the Ethics Administrator (ethics@bradford.ac.uk ), RKTS, F.24,
Richmond Building.
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Appendix 4 - Ethical Approval
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Appendix 5 - Excel Code for Blink removal

Accommodative Demand = 0.00 D
=IF(K6<2,IF(K6>-2,K6,AVERAGE(K1:K5)),AVERAGE(K1:K5))
Accommodative Demand = 2.50 D
=IF(K6<4.5,IF(K6>0.5,K6,AVERAGE(K1:K5)),AVERAGE(K1:K5))
Acommodaive demand = 3.00 D
=IF(K6<5,IF(K6>1,K6,AVERAGE(K1:K5)),AVERAGE(K1:K5))
Accommodative Demand = 4.00 D
=IF(K6<6,IF(K6>2,K6,AVERAGE(K1:K5)),AVERAGE(K1:K5))
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Appendix 6 - Matlab Data
close all
clear all
% LOAD DATA
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Number is the sheet
Data = xlsread('RawData.xlsx',1);
AccLevel = 0.00;
time = Data(:,1);
beforeblink = Data(:,2);
figure(1)
plot(time, beforeblink)
hold on
plot(time, beforeblink,'.r')
hold off
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Accommodation (D)')
title('Raw data. Red spots are individual points')
% REMOVE BLINKS
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Make all positive to search for blinks
allpositive = abs(beforeblink);
% Search
BlinkLocations = find(allpositive > (1.45 + AccLevel))
% Check
figure(2)
plot(time, beforeblink) % normal data
hold on
plot(time, beforeblink,'.r')
plot(time(BlinkLocations), beforeblink(BlinkLocations),'or')
hold off
grid on
title('Blink points in red circles')
BlinkFreeSignal = beforeblink;
BlinkFreeTime = time;
% Remove Blink Points
BlinkFreeSignal(BlinkLocations) = [];
BlinkFreeTime(BlinkLocations) = [];
% Check
figure(3)
plot(time, beforeblink) % normal data
hold on
plot(time, beforeblink,'.b')
plot(BlinkFreeTime, BlinkFreeSignal,'or')
hold off
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grid on
title('Red circles shows points kept')
% RESAMPLING
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
figure(4)
plot(time,'.b')
title('Time Vector')
for i = 1:(length(time)-1)
Diff(i) = time(i+1)-time(i);
end
figure(5)
plot(Diff,'.r')
title('Time between points')
1./Diff(45);
figure(6)
timeNew = 0:0.04:max(time);
yNew = interp1(BlinkFreeTime,BlinkFreeSignal,timeNew,'pchip');
plot(BlinkFreeTime,BlinkFreeSignal,'b',timeNew,yNew,'r')
grid on
%legend('show')
title('Blue is original, red is interpolated')
% POWER SPECTRA
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% FPS
FPS = 1/0.04;
figure(7)
% Input: 1 = Data, 3 = Padding
[Pxx,f] =
periodogram(BlinkFreeSignal,hanning(length(BlinkFreeSignal)),1024,FPS);
plot(f,Pxx)
hold on
[Pxx2,f2] = periodogram(yNew,hanning(length(yNew)),1024,FPS);
plot(f2,Pxx2,'r')
% Width of a frequency bin
deltaf = f(2)-f(1);
% Area under power spectrum = power * binwidth
% Limit of low frequency
LFCMax = 0.6;
% Medium frequency region
MFCMin = 0.7;
MFCMax = 0.9;
% High frequency region
HFCMin = 1;
HFCMax = 2.1;
aLFC = 0;
aMFC = 0;
aHFC = 0;
j = 1;
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k = 1;
l = 1;
for i = 1:length(f)
if (f(i) <= LFCMax)
iStoreLFC(j) = i;
j = j+1;
aLFC = aLFC + Pxx(i);
end
if ( (f(i) >= MFCMin) && (f(i) <= MFCMax))
iStoreMFC(l) = i;
l = l + 1;
aMFC = aMFC + Pxx(i);
end
if ( (f(i) >= HFCMin) && (f(i) <= HFCMax))
iStoreHFC(k) = i;
k = k + 1;
aHFC = aHFC + Pxx(i);
end
end
aLFC = aLFC*deltaf
aMFC = aMFC*deltaf
aHFC = aHFC*deltaf
% rms
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Standard Deviation
rms = std(BlinkFreeSignal)
% Chaos
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
MaxLag
= 50;
NoTimeSteps = 100;
PredictPts = 1:NoTimeSteps;
RiseLimit = 90;
ManPredictOn = false;
ManPredict = 5;
PlotGraph = true;
FigNo
= 1;
UseAvLag = false;
AvLag
= 5;
i = 1;
[Lag(i) EmbedDim(i) Predictability(i) LLE(i) DistLOMi1(:,i)] = ...
FullyProcessTimeSeries(yNew, MaxLag, FPS, NoTimeSteps,
PredictPts, RiseLimit, ManPredictOn, ManPredict, PlotGraph, 10, UseAvLag,
AvLag);
LLE
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Appendix 7 - Chapter 3 Data
Low Frequency Component
Emm
AM
LG

Dist Avg
0.69625
0.1152

Num Avg

SA Avg

CA Avg

3.10495
12.29845

3.30315
12.59525
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4.5973
10.7871

RM
ZK
LB
ED
CL
EH
GR
HB
CM
HaBh
Mean
SD

0.10695
0.02715
0.0518
0.8889
0.0316
0.08325
0.0623
0.0284
0.045045
0.0389
0.181312
0.289938

8.05325
10.6462
5.51325
6.1006
11.60075
9.76995
7.72005
3.8904
8.31445
7.46735
7.873304
2.899692

12.32445
9.44225
4.6927
8.74725
12.58375
12.35655
2.47055
3.9559
10.8512
8.9486
8.522633
3.909494

10.5282
9.56235
6.4742
9.47595
9.9673
10.94885
4.64635
3.17825
16.14535
8.68525
8.749704
3.565228

Myo
AG
AL2
MF
BK
AM
AW
JH
BC
SS
KW
GA
CD
Mean
SD

Dist Avg Num Avg SA Avg
CA Avg
0.0391
8.7558
7.09735
6.9439
0.0119
7.1389
9.94715
7.70205
0.10545
8.34385
10.8577
5.7129
0.03965
3.783
5.1176
4.42665
0.0432 12.57005 10.73685
9.5967
0.4826
3.05205
2.9323
4.56595
0.0474
5.21185
3.54865
5.6481
0.1608
9.73845 12.70775 11.56135
0.03705
4.55265
5.78255
6.30105
0.1623
6.17455
3.05145
5.6177
0.1333
9.11975 11.13315
9.4887
0.07235
4.274
5.0312
6.3132
0.111258 6.892908 7.328642 6.989854
0.127711 2.876601
3.55294 2.197915

Mid Frequency Component
Emm
AM
LG
RM

Dist Avg
Num Avg SA Avg
CA Avg
0.0007
0.00315
0.0042
0.0083
0.00045
0.0011
0.0045
0.0046
0.0004
0.00185
0.004
0.00515
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ZK
LB
ED
CL
EH
GR
HB
CM
HaBh
Mean
SD

0.0004
0.00105
0.0065
0.0016
0.0009
0.00045
0.003
0.0023
0.0004
0.0015125
0.001782124

0.0044
0.00335
0.0035
0.00825
0.004
0.0019
0.0058
0.0096
0.00115
0.004004
0.002693

0.00495
0.0015
0.00425
0.0092
0.0038
0.00215
0.007
0.013
0.00145
0.005
0.003337

0.00795
0.0068
0.0064
0.00505
0.0108
0.0026
0.00265
0.01415
0.002
0.006371
0.003568

Myo
AG
AL2
MF
BK
AM
AW
JH
BC
SS
KW
GA
CD
Mean
SD

Dist Avg
Num Avg SA Avg
CA Avg
0.001
0.00425
0.0052
0.0028
0.00045
0.004
0.00645
0.01505
0.0027
0.0089
0.00215
0.00215
0.001
0.01605
0.0014
0.0079
0.00115
0.0007
0.00175
0.00095
0.0046
0.00275
0.0051
0.0066
0.0019
0.00315
0.00135
0.0144
0.00125
0.0077
0.0026
0.01195
0.0011
0.00065
0.0106
0.0032
0.0008
0.0028
0.0057
0.0069
0.0015
0.0025
0.01095
0.00265
0.0012
0.00235
0.0034
0.00445
0.001554167
0.00465 0.004721 0.006583
0.001116093 0.004356 0.003327 0.004867

High Frequency Component
Emm
AM
LG
RM

Dist Avg
0.0068
0.0048
0.0019

Num Avg
0.0084
0.0126
0.0031

SA Avg
0.0117
0.0130
0.0187
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CA Avg
0.0175
0.0207
0.0399

ZK
LB
ED
CL
EH
GR
HB
CM
HaBh
Mean
SD

Myo
AG
AL2
MF
BK
AM
AW
JH
BC
SS
KW
GA
CD
Mean
SD

0.0017
0.0028
0.0075
0.0023
0.0031
0.0040
0.0055
0.0023
0.0014
0.0037
0.0020

0.0093
0.0049
0.0136
0.0090
0.0131
0.0177
0.0109
0.0096
0.0045
0.0097
0.0042

0.0125
0.0049
0.0097
0.0149
0.0182
0.0056
0.0165
0.0130
0.0071
0.0121
0.0046

0.0149
0.0324
0.0312
0.0287
0.0346
0.0045
0.0153
0.0142
0.0071
0.0217
0.0114

Dist Avg
Num Avg SA Avg
CA Avg
0.0040
0.0096
0.0137
0.0166
0.0023
0.0106
0.0111
0.0195
0.0033
0.0045
0.0130
0.0093
0.0031
0.0226
0.0081
0.0168
0.0056
0.0137
0.0047
0.0114
0.0118
0.0166
0.0089
0.0181
0.0044
0.0143
0.0070
0.0238
0.0050
0.0122
0.0280
0.0185
0.0073
0.0075
0.0172
0.0146
0.0097
0.0093
0.0092
0.0171
0.0040
0.0082
0.0212
0.0140
0.0025
0.0113
0.0098
0.0299
0.0052
0.0117
0.0126
0.0174
0.0029
0.0047
0.0066
0.0054

RMS Accommodation
Emm
AM
LG
RM

Dist Avg
0.252
0.14965
0.15025

Num Avg
0.34455
0.26335
0.3666

SA Avg

CA Avg

0.32225
0.3448
0.33215
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0.43005
0.43745
0.31755

ZK
LB
ED
CL
EH
GR
HB
CM
HaBh
Mean
SD

0.16715
0.3848
0.1866
0.1615
0.14455
0.21455
0.1862
0.17895
0.1795
0.196308
0.066594

0.2423
0.36365
0.3812
0.2302
0.4084
0.29485
0.32
0.263
0.26985
0.312329
0.059727

0.2049
0.2862
0.3268
0.2821
0.39645
0.1939
0.40325
0.31595
0.2055
0.301188
0.070193

0.3962
0.4341
0.40335
0.27665
0.46825
0.1739
0.28635
0.2523
0.27755
0.346142
0.093519

Myo
AG
AL2
MF
BK
AM
AW
JH
BC
SS
KW
GA
CD
Mean
SD

Dist Avg Num Avg SA Avg
CA Avg
0.39855
0.33255
0.2711
0.3697
0.229
0.2822
0.3517
0.37695
0.1903
0.29565
0.252
0.28505
0.3107
0.4228
0.2988
0.5656
0.1656
0.24705
0.29555
0.31175
0.25145
0.29425
0.29245
0.2951
0.15075
0.4901
0.32145
0.36055
0.25295
0.32945
0.34945
0.4237
0.21975
0.26235
0.4372
0.3667
0.2717
0.30415
0.36275
0.394
0.18205
0.28905
0.40705
0.3319
0.2044
0.4085
0.2597
0.398
0.2356 0.329842 0.324933
0.37325
0.068977 0.073211 0.058138 0.073975

Chaos Analysis
Emm
AM
LG
RM

Dist Avg
0.4351
0.6324
0.4450

Num Avg
0.3763
0.3145
0.4280

SA Avg

CA Avg

0.2616
0.7294
0.4438
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0.3320
0.6439
0.7978

ZK
LB
ED
CL
EH
GR
HB
CM
HaBh
Mean
SD

Myo
AG
AL2
MF
BK
AM
AW
JH
BC
SS
KW
GA
CD
Mean
SD

0.3123
0.6219
1.4353
0.9113
0.8216
1.2093
1.1237
0.3019
0.5504
0.7333
0.3696

0.3296
0.5262
0.4762
0.3471
0.1427
0.5500
0.2630
0.7962
0.7710
0.4434
0.1949

0.9846
0.4552
0.2910
0.4586
0.2972
0.3881
0.4155
0.2568
0.3577
0.4449
0.2129

0.2956
1.3262
0.3548
0.5628
0.2774
0.3217
0.3465
0.6067
0.3005
0.5138
0.3076

Dist Avg Num Avg SA Avg
CA Avg
0.4635
0.2961
0.2845
0.4090
0.5369
0.3110
0.6687
0.5475
0.3538
0.1440
0.2661
0.4003
0.3541
0.4724
0.2140
0.2991
0.4396
0.2122
0.2912
0.3496
0.4117
0.4998
0.2345
0.7506
0.5099
0.4038
0.3455
0.3650
0.3380
0.6434
0.4496
0.6221
0.3669
0.6689
0.3399
0.3034
0.2992
0.3610
0.3572
0.9108
0.4054
0.5360
0.1234
0.6343
0.7837
0.7029
0.6119
0.2816
0.4385
0.4376
0.3489
0.4894
0.1298
0.1812
0.1590
0.2025

Accommodative Response
Emm
AM
LG
RM

Dist Avg
-0.45
0.29
0.33

Num Avg
1.72
3.48
2.78

SA Avg

CA Avg

1.86
3.55
3.44
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2.13
3.29
3.16

ZK
LB
ED
CL
EH
GR
HB
CM
HaBh
Mean
SD

Myo
AG
AL2
MF
BK
AM
AW
JH
BC
SS
KW
GA
CD
Mean
SD

0.06
-0.17
0.84
0.05
0.26
0.14
0.05
0.34
0.13
0.16
0.31

3.19
2.42
2.55
3.33
3.13
2.73
2.01
2.84
2.80
2.75
0.52

2.94
2.22
2.90
3.54
3.46
1.56
1.99
3.31
3.12
2.82
0.72

3.07
2.58
3.05
3.15
3.28
2.16
1.72
4.04
2.90
2.88
0.63

Dist Avg Num Avg SA Avg
CA Avg
0.02
2.86
2.77
2.76
0.13
2.66
3.10
2.77
0.23
2.95
3.32
2.28
-0.17
2.03
2.11
2.08
0.17
3.50
3.32
3.06
0.67
1.63
1.72
1.99
0.00
2.34
1.92
2.24
0.06
3.07
3.57
3.34
-0.08
2.09
2.26
2.47
0.08
2.51
1.75
2.26
0.31
2.98
3.30
3.08
0.12
2.57
2.95
2.72
0.13
2.60
2.67
2.59
0.22
0.52
0.68
0.43

Appendix 8 - Chapter 4 Data
Accommodative Response (Myopes in bold)
40cm
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Participant
ArHu

Dist 0m

Near 0m

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

Dist 60m

0.43

1.88

2.31

2.71

2.81

2.50

-0.67

SaSt

0.24

1.79

1.60

1.77

1.72

2.28

0.75

BeCu

-0.04

2.28

2.04

2.80

2.17

2.90

0.60

LoBa

0.44

2.17

1.88

2.13

1.76

1.60

-0.08

LeBi

0.50

2.67

1.96

1.43

1.65

1.36

0.11

ChLo

0.81

3.55

2.99

3.09

3.35

3.56

0.17

HaBr

-0.06

2.47

2.55

3.02

3.07

2.83

-0.19

GaRi

0.14

2.61

2.65

2.53

2.31

2.33

0.22

MaSa

0.17

2.14

2.29

2.36

2.00

1.70

-0.23

AnLo

-0.53

1.99

1.87

1.73

1.96

2.12

-0.82

MaWa

-0.28

1.02

1.29

1.53

1.52

1.37

-0.29

AsJa

0.02

2.57

2.94

2.83

2.38

2.64

-0.03

NaJa

0.09

2.70

2.59

2.41

2.26

2.38

0.35

SiWa

0.24

2.56

2.58

2.57

2.31

2.30

0.07

KaAn

0.01

0.89

1.38

1.23

1.17

1.39

0.63

HaHa

0.11

1.83

1.61

1.15

1.19

1.58

0.02

AdSh

0.30

2.47

2.54

2.84

2.82

3.40

0.31

DaPo

-0.04

3.11

3.09

3.59

3.51

3.41

0.73

AmGr

-0.02

2.64

2.61

2.28

2.70

3.15

0.13

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

25cm
Participant

Dist 0m

Near 0m

Dist 60m

ArHu

-0.06

4.31

4.38

4.57

4.53

4.54

0.57

SaSt

0.48

2.50

3.58

3.34

3.72

3.83

0.47

BeCu

0.03

3.22

4.07

4.03

4.23

4.41

0.89

LoBa

0.60

3.90

4.07

4.06

4.19

3.49

0.69

LeBi

0.03

3.97

3.98

4.70

4.46

4.25

-0.11

ChLo

0.15

4.78

5.10

5.06

5.04

5.03

0.29

HaBr

0.17

4.49

4.39

4.51

4.91

4.49

0.28

GaRi

0.24

4.45

4.56

4.39

4.30

4.24

-0.06

MaSa

0.45

3.61

3.50

3.69

4.06

3.82

0.28

AnLo

-0.19

3.53

3.68

3.51

3.41

3.50

-0.54

MaWa

-0.17

2.79

2.16

2.99

2.91

3.18

-0.50

AsJa

0.01

3.92

4.41

4.28

4.26

4.26

0.30

NaJa

0.31

3.46

3.65

3.88

3.33

3.57

-0.06

SiWa

0.73

3.45

2.70

2.38

3.08

3.33

-0.11

KaAn

0.43

3.15

3.47

3.48

3.47

3.37

1.11

HaHa

-0.01

2.44

2.40

2.25

2.46

2.60

-0.29

AdSh

0.10

4.65

5.04

4.89

4.93

4.82

1.04

Low Frequency Component (Myopes in bold)
40cm
Participant
ArHu

Dist 0m
0.1683

Near 0m
3.634

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

6.0603

6.8305

7.7987

5.6069
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Dist 60m
0.4902

SaSt

0.0801

2.7031

2.3637

3.1451

3.4513

5.2923

0.51

BeCu

0.0148

4.7078

3.9319

8.3284

5.3129

8.1375

0.3607

LoBa

0.233

4.6538

3.5113

4.6217

2.8407

2.531

0.0227

LeBi

0.1625

7.3825

4.5563

2.3449

3.0956

1.7886

0.044

ChLo

0.7307

12.4554

9.235

10.1065

11.0114

12.2814

0.043

HaBr

0.0107

6.3437

7.2115

9.4709

9.7733

7.9051

0.0707

GaRi

0.0302

7.1712

6.9677

6.6317

5.5084

5.5402

0.0598

MaSa

0.0671

4.4749

5.4801

5.7729

3.8232

3.028

0.0564

AnLo

0.3253

3.7989

3.5615

2.9983

4.1247

4.5123

0.7659

MaWa

0.1142

0.9386

1.5862

2.3688

2.5302

1.9914

0.0932

AsJa

0.0074

6.1661

8.9921

8.2454

5.6298

7.5537

0.0182

NaJa

0.0207

7.5059

6.6518

6.5874

4.9994

5.9862

0.1194

SiWa

0.78

6.7352

6.3704

6.484

5.2262

4.7062

0.0434

KaAn

0.011

0.8115

1.8295

1.6073

1.1995

2.0942

0.6794

HaHa

0.0194

3.8277

3.932

1.3526

1.3958

2.743

0.0787

AdSh

0.0591

3.7626

3.5545

5.1597

7.9663

11.5668

0.1054

DaPo

0.064

9.6175

9.6889

12.5407

12.0914

11.3602

0.4478

AmGr

0.01

6.3885

7.1162

4.8171

7.5796

10.451

0.022

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

25cm
Participant

Dist 0m

Near 0m

Dist 60m

ArHu

0.0066

16.8812

19.287

22.1195

21.6498

20.0385

0.3816

SaSt

0.4895

5.991

14.1035

11.3483

13.3169

14.5429

0.2133

BeCu

0.0031

10.4749

16.5009

16.5246

18.5648

19.7927

0.9504

LoBa

0.421

16.3089

16.0366

15.9142

16.5356

12.2802

0.5441

LeBi

0.0106

15.6492

16.2118

21.6991

19.9781

17.9265

0.0082

ChLo

0.0109

22.2313

25.2792

26.7962

25.827

24.656

0.2159

HaBr

0.0291

20.3893

19.0731

21.3098

24.2786

19.8674

0.0802

GaRi

0.0741

19.9958

20.3259

19.3935

18.4369

17.9721

0.0117

MaSa

0.307

12.6423

12.1853

13.2342

17.4835

14.5954

0.1122

AnLo

0.0235

12.575

13.0724

12.3764

12.4758

12.5761

0.3517

MaWa

0.0441

7.7994

4.9238

9.91493

9.0141

9.2851

0.2044

AsJa

0.0103

15.1721

19.5973

19.7279

18.064

18.8852

0.2542

NaJa

0.1267

11.7328

12.8477

16.217

11.5332

13.8644

0.0284

SiWa

0.772

12.2516

7.3813

5.1043

9.023

11.1765

0.0248

KaAn

0.1897

9.9666

12.1194

12.312

12.0726

11.8028

1.3792

HaHa

0.0034

6.177

5.6185

4.9807

5.4813

7.0186

0.3072

AdSh

0.022

21.7469

25.0791

23.5282

24.7371

22.3049

1.1119

Mid Frequency Component (Myopes in bold)
40cm
Participant
ArHu

Dist 0m
0.0026

Near 0m
0.001

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

0.0035

0.0025

0.0007

0.0023
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Dist 60m
0.0003

SaSt

0.0002

0.0007

0.0057

0.0008

0.0008

0.0019

0.0006

BeCu

0.0006

0.003

0.0033

0.0071

0.0107

0.0029

0.0007

LoBa

0.0013

0.0024

0.0022

0.0027

0.003

0.0077

0.0009

LeBi

0.0013

0.0131

0.0073

0.0133

0.0025

0.0042

0.0043

ChLo

0.0004

0.0032

0.001

0.0028

0.0015

0.0031

0.0002

HaBr

0.001

0.0012

0.0011

0.0007

0.0022

0.0031

0.0013

GaRi

0.0005

0.0016

0.0011

0.0009

0.0004

0.0016

0.0009

MaSa

0.0012

0.0043

0.003

0.0042

0.0018

0.0022

0.0019

AnLo

0.0004

0.0008

0.0004

0.0016

0.0009

0.0008

0.0019

MaWa

0.0022

0.0002

0.003

0.0011

0.0007

0.001

0.0051

AsJa

0.0003

0.0006

0.0009

0.0031

0.0026

0.0031

0.0008

NaJa

0.0013

0.0012

0.0005

0.0012

0.0014

0.0007

0.0004

SiWa

0.0007

0.0004

0.0014

0.0037

0.0006

0.0048

0.0053

KaAn

0.0018

0.0005

0.0015

0.0003

0.0011

0.0009

0.0004

HaHa

0.0012

0.006

0.0103

0.0024

0.0021

0.0029

0.0061

AdSh

0.0006

0.0035

0.0007

0.0009

0.0022

0.0016

0.0011

DaPo

0.0063

0.0002

0.0006

0.0028

0.0017

0.0006

0.0019

AmGr

0.0046

0.0018

0.0011

0.0102

0.0069

0.0023

0.0007

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

25cm
Participant

Dist 0m

Near 0m

Dist 60m

ArHu

0.0007

0.0032

0.0012

0.0088

0.0004

0.0071

0.0014

SaSt

0.0006

0.0019

0.0014

0.0025

0.0033

0.0029

0.0006

BeCu

0.0005

0.0029

0.0036

0.0076

0.0061

0.0053

0.0006

LoBa

0.0014

0.0003

0.0038

0.0026

0.0103

0.0047

0.0035

LeBi

0.0002

0.0075

0.0022

0.0197

0.0017

0.0119

0.003

ChLo

0.0002

0.0011

0.0005

0.0008

0.0008

0.0017

0.0015

HaBr

0.0005

0.0026

0.0004

0.0026

0.0037

0.0015

0.0009

GaRi

0.0009

0.008

0.0006

0.001

0.0018

0.0004

0.0001

MaSa

0.0017

0.001

0.002

0.0068

0.0056

0.006

0.0024

AnLo

0.0005

0.0004

0.0015

0.0043

0.0012

0.0018

0.0009

MaWa

0.0025

0.0017

0.0055

0.0097

0.0115

0.0013

0.0047

AsJa

0.0004

0.0009

0.0083

0.0115

0.0021

0.0009

0.0012

NaJa

0.0005

0.0006

0.0061

0.0078

0.0011

0.0045

0.0034

SiWa

0.0051

0.0033

0.0078

0.0078

0.0008

0.0058

0.0016

KaAn

0.0013

0.0014

0.0005

0.0006

0.0036

0.0052

0.0017

HaHa

0.0004

0.0022

0.0094

0.0046

0.0074

0.0029

0.0047

AdSh

0.0019

0.0041

0.0018

0.0008

0.0012

0.0013

0.0012

High Frequency Component (Myopes in bold)
40cm
Participant
ArHu

Dist 0m
0.0036

Near 0m
0.0016

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

0.0079

0.0126

0.0049

0.0069
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Dist 60m
0.0012

SaSt

0.0015

0.0168

0.0095

0.0031

0.0031

0.0042

0.004

BeCu

0.0051

0.0134

0.0055

0.01

0.0135

0.0078

0.0012

LoBa

0.0032

0.0118

0.0169

0.018

0.0054

0.0174

0.0032

LeBi

0.0022

0.0174

0.0216

0.0304

0.0168

0.0409

0.0055

ChLo

0.0015

0.0052

0.0032

0.0132

0.0049

0.0067

0.0008

HaBr

0.0021

0.0059

0.0047

0.0024

0.0051

0.0053

0.002

GaRi

0.0018

0.0041

0.0037

0.0092

0.0094

0.0061

0.0034

MaSa

0.0037

0.0095

0.0099

0.0228

0.0038

0.0025

0.0034

AnLo

0.0035

0.008

0.0025

0.011

0.0094

0.0096

0.01

MaWa

0.008

0.0017

0.0023

0.0015

0.0024

0.0009

0.0087

AsJa

0.003

0.0034

0.0077

0.0051

0.0066

0.0117

0.0016

NaJa

0.0012

0.0073

0.004

0.0019

0.0095

0.0029

0.0029

SiWa

0.0025

0.0037

0.0049

0.0313

0.0045

0.0185

0.0088

KaAn

0.0048

0.0016

0.0036

0.003

0.0037

0.004

0.0028

HaHa

0.0088

0.0246

0.032

0.0121

0.0071

0.0265

0.0111

AdSh

0.0011

0.008

0.004

0.0018

0.007

0.0065

0.013

DaPo

0.0063

0.0041

0.0032

0.0069

0.0053

0.0112

0.0085

AmGr

0.0062

0.006

0.0024

0.0288

0.0174

0.0111

0.0011

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

25cm
Participant

Dist 0m

Near 0m

Dist 60m

ArHu

0.0051

0.0061

0.0074

0.0067

0.0091

0.0091

0.007

SaSt

0.0049

0.006

0.0096

0.0135

0.0052

0.0272

0.0023

BeCu

0.0008

0.0071

0.0071

0.0311

0.0082

0.0261

0.0047

LoBa

0.0065

0.0144

0.0127

0.0116

0.0125

0.0208

0.0101

LeBi

0.001

0.0092

0.0074

0.0407

0.0308

0.0232

0.0014

ChLo

0.0011

0.0041

0.0021

0.0014

0.0042

0.0045

0.0015

HaBr

0.0018

0.0041

0.0037

0.0092

0.0094

0.0061

0.0034

GaRi

0.0015

0.0248

0.0049

0.0038

0.0221

0.0034

0.0011

MaSa

0.0024

0.003

0.0075

0.0092

0.0266

0.0172

0.0048

AnLo

0.0025

0.0078

0.0035

0.0082

0.0075

0.008

0.006

MaWa

0.0026

0.0065

0.0209

0.0161

0.0206

0.0036

0.0049

AsJa

0.0008

0.0045

0.0068

0.0112

0.0058

0.0056

0.003

NaJa

0.0007

0.0011

0.0121

0.0085

0.0048

0.0051

0.0025

SiWa

0.0066

0.0132

0.0158

0.0214

0.0134

0.0175

0.0062

KaAn

0.0011

0.0066

0.0027

0.0098

0.0083

0.0084

0.0027

HaHa

0.0022

0.0091

0.0217

0.0138

0.0622

0.004

0.0046

AdSh

0.0081

0.0044

0.0062

0.002

0.0048

0.0053

0.0116

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

0.3999

0.367

0.1436

0.2864

RMS Accommodation (Myopes in bold)
40cm
Participant
ArHu

Dist 0m
0.2857

Near 0m
0.2007
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Dist 60m
0.1498

SaSt

0.1491

0.3977

0.3316

0.2707

0.2605

0.2449

0.1573

BeCu

0.1754

0.3111

0.2704

0.3333

0.3885

0.3212

0.1398

LoBa

0.2539

0.3746

0.2881

0.3418

0.2923

0.3114

0.165

LeBi

0.1625

0.3176

0.4566

0.3878

0.3495

0.3368

0.2485

ChLo

0.1217

0.1754

0.1627

0.2689

0.1858

0.281

0.1358

HaBr

0.131

0.159

0.3243

0.3063

0.2382

0.2275

0.2318

GaRi

0.1499

0.2957

0.2388

0.2284

0.2672

0.181

0.1254

MaSa

0.2581

0.2571

0.3255

0.4228

0.1773

0.1773

0.186

AnLo

0.165

0.2277

0.1927

0.2567

0.2765

0.3103

0.2388

MaWa

0.214

0.1431

0.2059

0.1651

0.1621

0.1097

0.2783

AsJa

0.1432

0.293

0.2955

0.319

0.2301

0.3428

0.1378

NaJa

0.1809

0.2845

0.1894

0.3068

0.1918

0.2162

0.1977

SiWa

0.1472

0.1852

0.2735

0.3497

0.2208

0.3751

0.2697

KaAn

0.1433

0.1304

0.1465

0.2248

0.1994

0.1924

0.3307

HaHa

0.278

0.4678

0.8024

0.2519

0.2804

0.3668

0.2649

AdSh

0.1522

0.304

0.1761

0.1468

0.2481

0.2681

0.2817

DaPo

0.2846

0.1795

0.1841

0.2009

0.1951

0.1824

0.253

AmGr

0.1829

0.3308

0.3135

0.521

0.3591

0.2913

0.1993

Near 15m

Near 30m

Near 45m

Near 60m

25cm
Participant

Dist 0m

Near 0m

Dist 60m

ArHu

0.1532

0.3035

0.3054

0.3235

0.3275

0.3197

0.4097

SaSt

0.297

0.2634

0.3319

0.3436

0.2382

0.4207

0.1415

BeCu

0.1149

0.2962

0.2367

0.4057

0.3123

0.3077

0.1756

LoBa

0.2106

0.3431

0.3629

0.3369

0.3549

0.4792

0.3091

LeBi

0.1831

0.2633

0.2159

0.5057

0.3158

0.3956

0.1254

ChLo

0.1384

0.2674

0.2022

0.2176

0.3129

0.2421

0.4425

HaBr

0.1408

0.2236

0.3152

0.3188

0.2688

0.3098

0.1954

GaRi

0.1301

0.3697

0.2519

0.2227

0.2773

0.1613

0.1606

MaSa

0.1842

0.1961

0.1526

0.3654

0.3934

0.2736

0.1387

AnLo

0.1496

0.3006

0.1969

0.1876

0.328

0.2194

0.2929

MaWa

0.2204

0.268

0.5083

0.2663

0.3982

0.3137

0.2354

AsJa

0.1263

0.182

0.3241

0.4225

0.3593

0.3861

0.2606

NaJa

0.1402

0.2747

0.3216

0.2952

0.2547

0.3652

0.2048

SiWa

0.2824

0.2711

0.2736

0.4868

0.3216

0.4908

0.3698

KaAn

0.1718

0.1966

0.1635

0.2624

0.344

0.2882

0.2909

HaHa

0.1037

0.247

0.3075

0.3262

0.5406

0.2862

0.3316

AdSh

0.1913

0.3173

0.2546

0.2187

0.2477

0.2477

0.2577

Chaos Analysis (Myopes in bold)
40cm
Participant

Dist
0m

Near
0m

Near
15m

Near
30m

Near
45m
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Near
60m

Dist 60m

ArHu

1.1848

0.1991

0.6873

0.5808

0.2523

2.3512

0.2034

SaSt

0.5731

0.5813

0.1005

0.3103

0.4355

1.2189

0.4582

BeCu

0.2745

0.1569

0.2957

0.4872

0.225

0.1097

0.3757

LoBa

1.4573

0.2036

0.4656

0.2968

0.2485

0.5578

0.4625

LeBi

2.1895

0.4509

0.3585

0.5579

0.3143

0.6056

0.4903

ChLo

0.5164

0.3805

2.1414

0.2947

0.1094

0.3624

0.8459

HaBr

0.0881

0.2049

0.8137

0.3427

0.468

0.0947

0.7411

GaRi

0.3376

0.2595

0.4248

0.2286

0.4091

0.2545

0.7176

MaSa

0.6151

0.2275

0.6741

0.3541

0.1831

0.5074

0.3842

AnLo

0.5264

0.197

0.3236

0.3556

0.5356

0.2812

0.5971

MaWa

1.9667

0.4419

0.2629

0.3847

0.3273

1.0186

0.2428

AsJa

0.2014

0.6414

0.6747

0.2437

0.5524

0.417

0.303

NaJa

0.1643

0.276

0.4828

0.6115

1.0933

0.2388

0.5324

SiWa

0.3678

0.9492

0.3075

0.1736

0.2778

0.4487

0.2697

KaAn

0.2013

0.4494

0.4813

0.2292

0.4374

0.8526

0.2518

HaHa

0.9211

0.5401

0.3416

0.3383

0.2612

0.5791

0.4335

AdSh

0.0959

0.2161

0.3998

0.2504

0.9444

0.6858

0.2265

DaPo

0.2584

0.5062

0.3372

0.5322

0.6994

0.272

0.3821

AmGr

0.2518

0.24

0.1276

0.4117

0.2216

0.3313

0.3237

ArHu

Dist
0m
0.2451

Near
0m
1.6298

Near
15m
0.2641

Near
30m
0.7198

Near
45m
0.9086

Near
60m
0.569

SaSt

1.546

0.8279

0.4296

0.2363

0.7547

0.4066

0.1813

BeCu

0.4521

0.0695

0.6788

0.2904

0.336

0.5527

0.4036

LoBa

0.3096

0.3215

0.3369

0.4117

0.4298

1.6747

0.3635

LeBi

0.2916

0.2578

0.1064

0.2547

0.3076

0.2105

0.421

ChLo

1.5028

0.5591

0.1141

0.0691

0.2146

0.4771

0.217

HaBr

1.7895

0.1907

0.4488

0.5241

0.3954

0.3723

0.093

GaRi

1.7479

0.2878

0.1677

0.569

0.5664

0.0456

0.3556

MaSa

0.365

0.5208

0.6179

0.5676

0.6766

0.2357

0.1603

AnLo

0.2051

0.6945

0.7647

1.5557

0.3525

0.3107

0.4743

MaWa

0.4101

0.429

0.469

0.5795

0.2501

0.2644

0.2308

AsJa

0.5198

0.3735

0.2536

0.4766

0.3673

0.2256

0.3746

NaJa

0.3452

0.1982

0.3587

0.5892

0.3659

0.4232

0.7722

SiWa

0.6091

0.6262

0.2991

0.2038

0.4884

0.4476

0.3698

KaAn

0.4264

0.4074

0.2418

0.3794

0.6903

0.63

0.1757

HaHa

0.4142

0.4788

0.2924

0.2538

0.6295

0.0973

0.68

AdSh

0.1608

1.2397

0.115

0.6206

0.4461

0.341

0.7295

25cm
Participant
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Dist 60m
0.5253

Accommodative Response
Myo
AdSh
NaJa
NaSh
AmGr
MaSh
AnLo
SiWa
EmBu
SaSt
SaMa
Mean
SD

Emm
SaAf
MaWa
ChVi
EmAs
KeWa
TaBa
SuBi
HuBh
KaAn
ToBe
Mean
SD

DistAvg
-0.10
0.40
0.08
0.03
0.07
-0.12
0.28
-0.20
0.19
-0.11
0.05
0.19

PaperAvg

KindAvg

3.94
3.13
3.88
3.90
1.89
2.51
3.45
3.12
3.34
2.70
3.19
0.67

PhoneAvg

3.56
2.85
3.22
3.49
1.93
2.68
2.94
2.60
3.84
2.39
2.95
0.59

DistAvg PaperAvg KindAvg
-0.25
2.15
1.85
0.10
1.87
1.61
0.14
2.19
2.13
0.11
2.21
2.47
-0.09
2.80
3.17
-0.09
2.69
2.23
-0.20
2.96
2.76
-0.17
2.97
2.16
0.13
1.78
2.23
0.04
2.41
1.67
-0.03
2.40
2.23
0.15
0.43
0.48

3.69
2.89
3.88
3.54
1.56
2.66
3.13
2.81
3.32
2.88
3.04
0.66

VDUAvg
3.73
1.79
2.77
2.53
1.93
2.79
3.37
2.20
3.24
2.29
2.66
0.64

PhoneAvg VDUAvg
2.02
2.00
1.44
1.73
2.21
2.15
2.55
2.25
2.76
2.58
2.46
2.45
2.61
2.01
2.38
1.91
1.82
1.51
2.52
2.07
2.28
2.07
0.41
0.32

Low Frequency Component
Myo

DistAvg

PaperAvg

KindAvg

PhoneAvg
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VDUAvg

AdSh
NaJa
NaSh
AmGr
MaSh
AnLo
SiWa
EmBu
SaSt
SaMa
Mean
SD

0.0677
0.215533
0.029167
0.020933
0.149767
0.039933
0.1727
0.168133
0.0687
0.111667
0.104423
0.068793

15.26437
9.819067
13.8955
15.21423
3.895567
6.393367
12.2674
9.854267
11.00177
7.088367
10.46939
3.841608

12.804
8.079867
9.969
12.96727
3.669767
7.085333
7.992667
6.950733
14.58047
5.544
8.96431
3.533327

14.20647
8.6749
14.74547
12.57977
2.336467
8.134333
10.41447
8.082567
11.5539
8.0046
9.873293
3.665445

13.62173
3.178433
7.8129
6.921967
3.7044
6.7871
11.59417
5.2737
10.5079
5.288967
7.469127
3.45034

Emm
SaAf
MaWa
ChVi
EmAs
KeWa
TaBa
SuBi
HuBh
KaAn
ToBe
Mean
SD

DistAvg
PaperAvg KindAvg
PhoneAvg VDUAvg
0.0824 5.078133
3.9488
4.3254 4.404233
0.0583 3.404233
2.743
2.003767 2.894633
0.041833
5.0657
4.6906
5.0667 4.514033
0.1168 4.721667 6.888833
6.554067
5.417
0.009767
7.609 10.29563
7.807233 6.569233
0.036333 7.560333 5.387167
6.306167
6.1234
0.081033 8.680967
7.586
7.258067
4.1236
0.041367 8.642433 4.591867
5.567 3.462967
0.1082
3.1281
5.3821
3.2451
2.3667
0.0215 5.919233 2.790133
6.570467
4.396
0.059753
5.98098 5.430413
5.470397
4.42718
0.036115 2.042307 2.311494
1.831586 1.336267

Mid Frequency Component
Myo

DistAvg

PaperAvg KindAvg
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PhoneAvg VDUAvg

AdSh
NaJa
NaSh
AmGr
MaSh
AnLo
SiWa
EmBu
SaSt
SaMa
Mean
SD

0.003133
0.0019
0.001233
0.001267
0.000967
0.000567
0.0026
0.001367
0.001767
0.001067
0.001587
0.000783

0.0029
0.0085
0.003767
0.004333
0.003333
0.001767
0.001867
0.001367
0.002733
0.003533
0.00341
0.002024

0.000933
0.002
0.004133
0.0036
0.003
0.006333
0.003567
0.007367
0.003233
0.007333
0.00415
0.002186

0.001567
0.002833
0.001867
0.003467
0.004267
0.0069
0.005667
0.0027
0.0033
0.0072
0.003977
0.001994

0.002733
0.0014
0.0064
0.002067
0.003167
0.0033
0.0032
0.0007
0.001067
0.006567
0.00306
0.002026

Emm
SaAf
MaWa
ChVi
EmAs
KeWa
TaBa
SuBi
HuBh
KaAn
ToBe
Mean
SD

DistAvg
PaperAvg KindAvg PhoneAvg VDUAvg
0.0022 0.002967
0.0034
0.0071
0.0047
0.008433 0.001667 0.002133 0.001667 0.001667
0.0002
0.0039 0.004667 0.004033
0.003
0.0027 0.008933
0.0138 0.005433
0.0057
0.0004 0.002867 0.001867 0.001833 0.002367
0.001 0.001133 0.003667 0.001833 0.001167
0.001733
0.0046
0.0085 0.003633 0.003567
0.001967
0.0017 0.003567
0.0043 0.004133
0.000733 0.001833
0.0017 0.002367 0.002367
0.000667 0.001967 0.002733 0.003033 0.000967
0.003485 0.007222 0.010278 0.009644 0.005119
0.002408 0.002303 0.003781 0.001766 0.001558

High Frequency Component
Myo

DistAvg

PaperAvg

KindAvg

PhoneAvg
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VDUAvg

AdSh
NaJa
NaSh
AmGr
MaSh
AnLo
SiWa
EmBu
SaSt
SaMa
Mean
SD

0.009333
0.0042
0.0031
0.003733
0.004133
0.0035
0.007467
0.003967
0.0045
0.004233
0.004817
0.00198

0.006233
0.014767
0.006733
0.010567
0.009767
0.0099
0.0084
0.0056
0.008233
0.008267
0.008847
0.00264

0.0029
0.005933
0.0094
0.0222
0.0069
0.008433
0.009667
0.013333
0.008267
0.0221
0.010913
0.006502

0.004967
0.0057
0.0099
0.008133
0.014233
0.011933
0.011233
0.006567
0.0085
0.010533
0.00917
0.002943

0.0076
0.008667
0.013
0.010067
0.003233
0.0133
0.010467
0.0033
0.006933
0.020233
0.00968
0.005071

Emm
SaAf
MaWa
ChVi
EmAs
KeWa
TaBa
SuBi
HuBh
KaAn
ToBe
Mean
SD

DistAvg
PaperAvg KindAvg
PhoneAvg VDUAvg
0.007167 0.012433
0.0096
0.012133
0.0139
0.0229 0.002833 0.006733
0.0069 0.005267
0.000867
0.0146
0.0221
0.013333
0.0151
0.007167 0.025067 0.036133
0.0152 0.011167
0.0023
0.0112 0.006267
0.012067
0.0066
0.003233
0.0033 0.006433
0.0034
0.0028
0.0037
0.0226 0.022567
0.0076
0.0064
0.002633
0.0077
0.0138
0.016633 0.023467
0.0019
0.0069 0.011833
0.0034
0.0052
0.001333 0.014267 0.009833
0.0079 0.005633
0.00532
0.01209
0.01453
0.009857 0.009553
0.006554 0.007453 0.009646
0.004686 0.006349

RMS Accommodation
Myo

DistAvg

PaperAvg

KindAvg

PhoneAvg
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VDUAvg

AdSh
NaJa
NaSh
AmGr
MaSh
AnLo
SiWa
EmBu
SaSt
SaMa
Mean
SD

0.2843
0.219333
0.200867
0.181867
0.300033
0.170033
0.307367
0.2875
0.245467
0.191467
0.238823
0.052669

0.3741
0.3421
0.288167
0.424267
0.250933
0.263167
0.279933
0.282967
0.273033
0.332767
0.311143
0.055639

0.248
0.3314
0.353667
0.314733
0.272433
0.3142
0.354433
0.293167
0.246933
0.307
0.303597
0.038721

0.249367
0.3134
0.283833
0.288833
0.2618
0.4376
0.371733
0.2631
0.322333
0.3588
0.31508
0.059359

0.3471
0.2709
0.3606
0.260633
0.268733
0.316667
0.268167
0.2836
0.268467
0.328767
0.297363
0.037383

Emm
SaAf
MaWa
ChVi
EmAs
KeWa
TaBa
SuBi
HuBh
KaAn
ToBe
Mean
SD

DistAvg
PaperAvg KindAvg
PhoneAvg VDUAvg
0.227533
0.3789 0.315367
0.350533 0.348667
0.386767
0.1948
0.2079
0.182467
0.3298
0.2013 0.329067 0.383267
0.2942 0.308867
0.279267
0.434
0.5793
0.349533 0.404567
0.198333 0.355233 0.364067
0.386033 0.255833
0.202033
0.1852
0.2253
0.234 0.166067
0.191 0.352767 0.396333
0.290733 0.278033
0.2112 0.275133
0.3582
0.351833
0.3602
0.185
0.2399
0.2896
0.2682 0.262633
0.1593 0.326867 0.254467
0.230733 0.208367
0.224173 0.307187
0.33738
0.293827 0.292303
0.065129 0.081338 0.107611
0.06567 0.072622

Chaos Analysis
Myo

DistAvg

PaperAvg KindAvg
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PhoneAvg VDUAvg

AdSh
NaJa
NaSh
AmGr
MaSh
AnLo
SiWa
EmBu
SaSt
SaMa
Mean
SD

0.2102
0.5118
1.147433
0.675267
0.467167
0.2191
0.414167
0.6133
0.1925
0.372267
0.48232
0.287121

0.2109
0.3499
0.847867
0.4188
0.298967
0.331633
0.3742
0.774767
0.558667
0.400433
0.456613
0.20772

0.204133
0.537233
0.471933
0.360833
0.541467
0.392933
1.1893
0.750933
0.326267
0.358067
0.51331
0.280658

Emm
SaAf
MaWa
ChVi
EmAs
KeWa
TaBa
SuBi
HuBh
KaAn
ToBe
Mean
SD

DistAvg
PaperAvg KindAvg PhoneAvg VDUAvg
0.3131
0.4027
0.4955 0.495367 0.699667
0.480133
0.2213 0.396833 0.152767 0.306233
0.477233
0.2854
0.1419 0.437833 0.340567
0.718433 0.460033
0.5144 0.290567 0.471133
0.4197 0.314733 1.219833 0.234133 0.399467
0.1533
0.5169 0.366767
1.1306 0.175133
0.538933 0.351467 0.370933 0.386367
0.6843
0.944067
0.219 0.312967 0.589467
0.3545
0.2695 0.576433 0.284233 0.440233 0.218067
0.205433
0.3137 0.382767 0.342333 0.499033
0.451983 0.366167 0.448613 0.449967
0.41481
0.241698 0.121042 0.290698 0.271001 0.176811
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0.634433
0.4981
0.3052
0.305867
1.313
0.471133
0.732133
0.3956
0.4149
0.408733
0.54791
0.30054

0.459767
0.4264
0.5817
0.334667
0.460667
0.4591
0.440033
0.419833
0.212733
0.449733
0.424463
0.095615
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